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Abstract
Despite having significant applications in the nuclear industry, there have been
virtually no molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of radiation damage in
graphite. The difficulties in developing an accurate yet computationally in-
expensive description of carbon have limited the number of detailed inves-
tigations. Although previous work has reported point defect energies and
estimates of threshold displacement energies, very little is known about the
cascade behaviour and the evolution of damage at the atomic level. Gain-
ing an understanding of the processes caused by irradiation in graphite is
central to extending the life span of the current advanced gas-cooled nuclear
reactors in the UK. In addition, this will provide crucial information to aid
next-generation nuclear technology such as the high-temperature graphite-
moderated reactors, which were recently selected for development in the USA.
The Environment Dependent Interaction Potential (EDIP) has been employed
along with the Zeigler-Biersack-Littmark potential to model radiation damage
in graphite. Statistical sampling of 20 initial directions and over a range of
energies has revealed that nuclear graphite behaves in a manner distinct from
metals and oxides, with damage primarily in the form of isolated point defects
as apposed to connected regions of transient damage. Simulations have given
evidence of channelling occurring along the <101¯2> channel which has previ-
ously not been observed in graphite simulations. Graphite cascades have ex-
hibited a fractal-like branching structure and binary-collision-type behaviour.
Results produced agree with historical defect prediction models. Important
quantities such as the range of the primary knock-on atom and the average
energy loss per collision have been calculated. Results indicate that graphite
cascades are not dependent on the initial cell temperature.
EDIP has been further employed to simulate the effects of radiation damage in
carbon allotropes. Results reveal how a material’s structure affects the collision
cascade and have highlighted the unique radiation response of graphite.
xiii

Chapter 1
Introduction
Remarkably, few molecular dynamics simulations have been performed to un-
derstand radiation response in graphite despite it being one of the original nu-
clear materials. A very extensive computational literature exists for radiation
processes in metals and oxides [1] [2], whereas, only a handful of simulations
exist for graphite due to historical difficulties associated with describing bond-
ing in carbon [3]. Previous research has lead to knowledge about point defects
[4] [5] and threshold displacement energies [6] [7] in graphite. However, little
is known atomistically about cascade behaviour and recovery following ballis-
tic displacement of temperature-driven dynamical effects.
The understanding of radiation processes in graphite is motivated by lifetime
extensions of existing graphite-moderated reactors in the UK [8] [9]. Further
research into radiation damage in graphite is also key in the future devel-
opment of Generation-IV technologies such as the high-temperature-graphite-
moderated design [10].
The simulation of radiation damage using molecular dynamics (MD) has a
long history which extends back to the first ever MD publication in 1960 on
focused collision sequences in copper [11]. Over the following decades, nu-
merous radiation simulations were performed in metals [12] [13], ionic solids
and oxides [14] [15]. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the first reported
simulation of radiation cascade effects in graphite was performed by Smith
[16] who used the Tersoff potential to study self-sputtering and related phe-
nomena. Further work by Smith and Beardmore [6] lead to the expansion of
computational techniques to include potentials proposed by Brenner [17] and
Heggie [18]. Work performed by Nordlund et al. [19] employed the Tersoff
potential to quantify defect creation. Herh [7] employed a modified Brenner
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potential to study the temperature dependance of the threshold displacement
energy. This work was motivated by the next-generation reactor design. How-
ever, they did not report any calculations of radiation damage in cascades.
Radiation damage cascades in graphite presented in this thesis consider the ef-
fect the initial direction, energy and temperature have on the final lattice. Both
qualitative and quantitative behaviour of cascades in graphite is described. A
comparison is also presented between simulated data and previous literature.
Cascade simulations in graphite, diamond, glassy carbon and high and low
density amorphous carbons simulated using the Environment Dependent In-
teraction Potential (EDIP) for carbon [20] [21] coupled with the standard Ziegler-
Biersack-Littmack (ZBL) potential [22] to describe close-range pair interactions
are presented in this thesis. Results highlight the unique behaviour of irradi-
ated graphite.
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1.1 Brief History of Nuclear Power
The human race has always utilised power. For centuries the main source of
power has come from fossil fuels. Following the aftermath of the industrial
revolution, this demand grew steeply leading to a heavy strain on natural
resources such as oil, coal and gas [23]. As the industrial revolution drew to a
close and the technological age began, the pressure to find a new sustainable
energy source increased.
We live in the fossil fuel era, as evidenced by the fact that 80 percent of the en-
ergy used globally is derived from fossil fuels [24]. Over the past few decades,
it has become clear that this heavy dependence on coal, oil and gas cannot con-
tinue indefinitely. The development and installation of nuclear power stations
could help ease the strain faced by energy producers on a global scale.
Early chemists believed that the chemical elements could never be created
or destroyed and that the atom could not be split [25]. However, in 1896, a
French Physicist, Antoine Henri Becquerel, discovered that certain chemical
elements undergo a spontaneous disintegration with the emission of energy in
the form of particles; this process was called radioactivity [26]. It was noted
that elements with an atomic number greater than 83 are radioactive. Most im-
portantly, Becquerel discovered that uranium fell into the radioactive category
[27].
The first major steps into developing the nuclear reactors in use today came as
a direct result of World War II. During the War, the United States of America
together with the support of the United Kingdom and Canada undertook a
research and development project that produced the first atomic bombs. This
project was named ‘The Manhattan Project’ and ran between 1942 and 1946
[28]. Whilst the research undertaken as part of the Manhattan Project was
aimed at warfare, the data collected about the isotope uranium-235 would
prove fundamental in the development of nuclear reactors.
The pioneering Italian physicist Enrico Fermi et al. constructed the first arti-
ficial nuclear reactor, Chicago Pile-1 (CP-1), at the University of Chicago [29].
CP-1 contained uranium pellets, which were separated from one another by
graphite blocks. The graphite blocks acted as a moderator, they slowed the
neutrons from fission in uranium down to increase the chance of nuclear fis-
sion occurring. On 2nd December 1942, CP-1 reached a self-sustaining reaction
before being shut down 28 minutes later. CP-1 was de-commissioned in Jan-
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uary 1943 and the nuclear project moved to Red Gate Woods, Illinois. How-
ever, the results produced from CP-1 opened the door to a new era of energy
production.
Figure 1.1: A sketch of the Chicago Pile. (Photographic copy of drawing. Credit:
Archival Photographic Files, apf2-00501, Special Collections Research
Centre, University of Chicago Library.)
The Manhattan Project [28], (1942-1946), was created as a direct response of the
results obtained from CP-1. However, the main reactors primary purpose dur-
ing this project was for the mass production of plutonium for nuclear warfare.
The first nuclear power plant built for civilian use was Obninsk Nuclear Power
Plant in the former Soviet Union [30]. Obninsk was a semi-experimental reac-
tor which commenced operations on June 27th 1954, producing around 5MW
of electrical energy [31]. It was another four years until a second nuclear power
plant was commissioned and opened in the former Soviet Union. Obninsk was
decommissioned and shut down on 29th April 2002 [32].
The world’s first nuclear power station to deliver electricity on a commercial
scale was Calder Hall in Sellafied, UK [30]. Calder Hall was connected to
the National Grid on 27th August 1956 and remained active until 31st March
2003. Calder Hall was built for the military, with its main purpose to produce
weapon-grade plutonium. Electricity production was secondary to weapon
production until April 1995, when the UK government announced all produc-
tion of plutonium for weapons purposes had ceased.
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Figure 1.2: Sellafield Nuclear Power Station.
(Image courtesy of http://mosaic.cnfolio.com/B101CW2007A127.)
The evolution of nuclear reactors across the world has proceeded over the past
few decades. Globally, there are over 400 civil nuclear reactors connected to
the electrical grid with a further 71 nuclear reactors under construction [33].
Advances in scientific and engineering research over the last few decades have
led to vast improvements in the reliability, safety and sustainability of nuclear
power. Progress within the nuclear energy sector can be seen on a global scale
and with further enhancements will hopefully be able to relieve some of the
strain faced by energy suppliers.
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1.2 Theory of Nuclear Power
Uranium was first discovered by German Chemist, Martin Klaproth in 1789
[34]. Uranium is a naturally occurring element in the Earth’s crust and traces
can be found almost everywhere. However, mining of uranium for nuclear use
is limited to specific locations where a higher concentration can be found. Ura-
nium is a heavy metal which can be used as an ample source of concentrated
energy. It has three isotopes [35] [36]. These are: uranium-238 which has 146
neutrons, 92 protons and accounts for 99.275% of mined uranium, uranium-
235 which has 143 neutrons and accounts for 0.720% of mined uranium and
uranium-234 which accounts for 0.005% of mined uranium [30]. The most de-
sirable isotope is uranium-235. This is because it undergoes thermal neutron
induced fission. In order to employ uranium as a fuel source, the uranium
must first be extracted from the rock in which it has been mined. Upon ex-
traction from the rock, the uranium is enriched with uranium-235 before being
shaped into pellets and loaded into a reactor. Uranium is employed as the fuel
of choice in nuclear reactors. A single pellet of uranium fuel contains as much
energy as 480 cubic metres of natural gas, 807 kilos of coal or 149 gallons of oil
[10].
In a nuclear reactor, the uranium fuel is assembled in such a way that a con-
trolled fission chain reaction can be achieved. Heat is produced from the fis-
sion chains which creates steam. The steam produced spins a turbine which
in turn drives a generator producing electricity [30].
The breakdown of a large nucleus such as uranium into two smaller nuclei
such as barium and krypton plus on average 2.5 fast neutrons is called nuclear
fission [37]. Nuclear fission sees small amounts of matter converted directly
into large amounts of energy. This happens because whenever a nucleus is
formed, the mass of the nucleus is slightly less than the sum of the masses of
the individual protons and neutrons the atom comprises of.
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Figure 1.3: A schematic representation of the chain reaction in the fission of
uranium. When a thermal neutron is absorbed by the nucleus of a
uranium-235 atom, it results in spontaneous fission of the uranium
nucleus. The fission produces more neutrons along with a large
release of energy. The neutrons which are released can then go on
to cause fission in other uranium nuclei thus creating a chain reac-
tion. (image courtesy of http://library.thinkquest.org/3471/abomb.html.)
Radioactive materials decay naturally over time. However, this process is very
slow and can span many millions of years [30]. Uranium-238 is considered
not to be very radioactive because its half life is the same as the age of the
earth. However, uranium-235 is fissile and can be split with a thermal neutron
(figure 1.3). During fission, the nucleus of uranium-235 is split in two and an
excess of three neutrons are emitted. The expelled neutrons can be collected by
uranium-238 and this becomes plutonium-239, which is highly radioactive and
the fission chain can then continues in both the plutonium and the uranium-
235 [38].
Uranium is used in all but two or three fast nuclear reactors around the World
[39]. The use of uranium in nuclear reactors has a variety of uses. It can
generate electricity continuously for many months at a time unlike solar, wind
or water power, which are reliant on the weather. Most importantly, nuclear
energy has almost no greenhouse gas emissions.
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1.3 Reactors in the UK
There are constant developments and improvements with nuclear reactors.
Since the first civil nuclear reactors were connected to the National Grid in
the 1950’s, they have advanced in leaps and bounds. Enhancements made to
reactors have seen improvements from economical, ethical and environmental
points of view [40].
The first generation of nuclear reactors in the UK are the Magnox reactors
[30]. These are Gas-Cooled reactors. Carbon dioxide is used to transfer the
heat from the reactor core to a heat exchanger where electricity is generated.
The fission reaction within a nuclear reactor can be controlled using graphite
bricks as moderators. A moderator works by decreasing the speed neutrons
are travelling at. Slowing the neutrons down by using the graphite bricks
increases the probability of fission occurring. Power levels are controlled by
rods containing reaction absorbers.
The Advanced Gas-Cooled reactor (AGR), is an advanced form of the Magnox
reactor and is the second generation of nuclear power stations in use in the
UK, figure 1.4. The AGR is of British design and the first was commissioned
in 1964. AGR’s make use of enriched fuel and can operate more efficiently and
at much higher temperatures than the first generation of reactors [41].
As figure 1.4 shows, the AGR’s still use graphite as a moderator, carbon diox-
ide as a coolant and a system of control rods. It is the enrichment of the fuel
used and the operating temperature which makes the AGR’s more efficient.
Figure 1.4: The Advanced-Gas Cooled reactor with graphite moderators and
gas used as the cooling agent. (Image courtesy of http://universe-
review.ca/I14-03-reactorAGR.png.)
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Figure 1.5: The Very High Temperature Reactor, (VHTR), is the next genera-
tion of reactors which has been commissioned for use in the USA.
The VHTR uses graphite moderators. (Image courtesy of Idaho Na-
tional Laboratory.)
The next generation of reactors will probably be the Very High Temperature
Reactors (VHTR), figure 1.5. VHTR reactors will use graphite moderators and
have been commissioned as the next wave of reactors to be used in the USA
[42]. The VHTR is a generation IV reactor and uses a graphite moderated
nuclear reactor with a uranium fuel cell. The VHTR reaches temperatures
up to 1000◦C. The gas used as the coolant in VHTR’s is helium. Helium is an
appropriate gas to chose because exposure to neutron radiation does not make
it radioactive unlike most other possible coolants [43].
The UK is home to the first commercial nuclear reactor, Calder Hall, which
was connected to the National Grid on 27th August 1956. After the success
of Calder Hall, several sites around the UK were chosen to be the home of a
nuclear power station. There are 16 nuclear reactors across the UK, figure 1.6
shows their location.
9
Figure 1.6: Nuclear reactor sites across the UK. (Image courtesy of The Depart-
ment of Energy and Climate Change.)
Nuclear energy generates 18% of the electricity utilised in the UK. This figure
has significantly decreased from 25% which was seen in the late 1990’s. The
decrease in the reliance of nuclear power is partially to do with the decommis-
sioning of the nuclear reactors in the UK. By 2023, all but one of the current
nuclear reactors will have been decommissioned. However, an extension of the
operational life by energy companies could see the life span of some of the re-
actors extended for a further 10 years. The UK has also carried out a thorough
assessment process for new reactor designs and locations [44]. It is hoped by
2023 that the new generation of nuclear reactors will be fully functioning and
by 2030 will have an operating power of 16 GWe [45].
Table 1.1 gives details about the current operational nuclear reactors in the UK
and their expected decommissioning dates [46].
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1.4 Graphite
Carbon is the sixth element in the periodic table. It has an atomic weight of
12.011 on the chemical scale and consists of 98.9% of the isotope C12 with 1%
of the isotope C13 [47]. Of the six electrons present in a neutral carbon atom,
four in the outer shell are available to form chemical bonds. The isolated
carbon atom contains the distribution of 1s2 2s2 p2, spectroscopically 3P. In
diamond, the covalent bonds formed are of the type sp3, they are distributed
tetrahedrally and have a length of 1.54Å[48].
Graphite often occurs in close association with other forms of carbon. This
can make it difficult to define its physical properties. When pure graphite
is formed, carbon atoms are arranged in open hexagons which exist in lay-
ers. The layers of graphite form a stacking sequence ABAB with a spacing of
3.3538Å[48]. The interatomic distance in the hexagons is 1.415Å.
Figure 1.7: ABA stacking of a graphite lattice.
In a unit cell of graphite, there are four atoms
(
which are positioned
(
0,0,0
)
;(
0, 0, 12
)
;
(
2
3 ,
1
3 , 0
)
and
(
1
3 ,
2
3 ,
1
2
))
, and two completely different atomic sites.
The two types of atomic sites found in graphite can be categorised as those
situated between immediate neighbours above and below and those with open
hexagons immediately above and below.
Graphite in a highly perfect crystalline form, shows a planar morphology with
a silvery surface. Graphite is extremely soft and can be deformed easily.
When graphite is in polycrystalline form, it is dark grey, rather porous and
soft. In polycrystalline form, graphite may be readily distinguished from un-
graphitised carbons by the ability it shares with lead and molybdenite to mark
paper.
Nuclear graphite is any grade of graphite that has been specifically manufac-
tured for use as a moderator or reflector within a nuclear reactor [48]. The
12
nuclear graphite used in UK reactors is manufactured from petroleum coke
mixed with a coal-based binder. This is then extruded into bricks and baked
at 1,000◦C for several days. The porosity of the graphite bricks is reduced and
the density increased by adding coal tar to the bricks at a high temperature
and a high pressure. The bricks are then baked again at 2,800◦C before being
cut into the desired shape [49].
The properties of nuclear graphite alter under irradiation [48]. There are
changes to the dimensions, elastic modulus, coefficient of thermal expansion,
thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity. The computational modelling
produced in this thesis will demonstrate the effects irradiation has on graphite
at the atomic level.
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1.5 Thesis Plan
Chapter 2 explains the theory behind molecular dynamic simulations and clar-
ifies the linking of the EDIP and ZBL potentials. The Kinchin and Pease model
for hard sphere collisions is explained. A literature review into previous stud-
ies within this field is presented.
The methodology employed to simulate radiation damage cascades in graphite,
diamond, glassy carbon, high and low density amorphous carbons is described
in Chapter 3. A description of neutron collisions is also presented along side
a discussion about the physical properties of cascades in graphite and carbon
materials.
Chapter 4 considers the qualitative behaviour of cascades in graphite along
with the presentation of quantitative results. Results are obtained from; ther-
mal spike simulations, collision cascade and defects analysis. Collision cas-
cades are simulated over 20 initial directions with initial energies between 25
and 2000 eV. Results obtained from cascades with a high initial temperature
are also documented.
Cascade simulations in diamond, glassy carbon and high and low density
amorphous carbons are presented in Chapter 5. Results include thermal spike
simulations, collision cascades and defect analysis.
Chapter 6 links graphite cascades with historical models in the literature and
discusses how fundamentally different radiation damage in graphite is com-
pared to other carbon materials. Quantitative and qualitative data is presented
to further highlight this. A plan for future work is also presented.
The thesis is concluded in Chapter 7 with a summary of key results.
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Chapter 2
Theory
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a computational technique used for computing
the equilibrium and transport properties of a classical many-body system [50].
Given the initial co-ordinates and velocities of an ensemble of particles that
interact in an explicit manner, under certain conditions, this method integrates
the equations of motion numerically, providing new sets of co-ordinates and
velocities at each time step. The obtained particles trajectories allow one to
calculate various system properties as statistical averages.
The simulation of radiation damage using MD has a long history, extending
back to the first ever publication in 1960 of an MD simulation involving fo-
cused collision sequences in copper [51][52]. A great number of radiation
cascade simulations were performed over the following decades facilitated by
the development of the embedded atom method for metals and Buckingham-
type potentials for ionic solids and oxides [1][2]. Whilst there have been vast
MD simulations achieved within metals and oxides, there have been hardly
any MD simulations in graphite. Further developments of MD potentials have
been found to be essential to accurately simulate radiation damage in graphite.
MD simulations are in many respects very similar to real experiments. It is
for this reason that it is useful to employ MD simulations before conducting
experimental research in order to gain a greater understanding of the effects to
be expected in experiments. Simulations can be used to explain experiments,
to reveal processes, develop intuition and suggest directions of research.
The MD simulations described in Chapters 4 and 5 have been used to simulate
the effect that neutron irradiation has on graphite and carbon allotropes. The
results have been used to pinpoint areas of damage, analyse defects and to
demonstrate the effect the irradiation has on the rest of a cell.
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2.1 Equations of Motion
The MD simulation method is based on Newton’s Second Law, equation 2.1.
The knowledge of the force acting on atoms allows the acceleration of each
atom in the system to be calculated. Integration of the equations of motion
then yields a trajectory that describes the positions, velocities and acceleration
of the particles as they vary with time. The trajectory obtained as a direct result
of integration allows average values of a systems properties to be determined
[53].
Fi = miai (2.1)
where Fi is the total force exerted on particle i (i = 1, 2, 3 ..... n) and mi is the
mass of particle i and ai is the acceleration of particle i.
The force can also be expressed as the gradient of the potential energy, equa-
tion 2.2.
Fi = −∇iV (2.2)
where V is the potential energy of the system and is assumed to depend only
on the particle positions.
Combining equations 2.1 and 2.2 produces:
−dV
dri
= mi
d2ri
dt2
(2.3)
To calculate the trajectory of an atom, one only needs the initial positions
of the atoms, an initial distribution of velocities and the acceleration, which
is determined by the gradient of the potential energy function. The Verlet
algorithm is employed to integrate equation 2.3 and is described in section 2.3.
To measure an observable quantity in an MD simulation, the observable func-
tion must be able to be expressed as a function of the positions and momenta
of all the particles in a system. A prime example of an observable quantity in
MD simulations is temperature. In a classical, many-body system, a reliable
definition of the temperatures makes use of the equipartition of energy over
all degrees of freedom that enter quadratically in the Hamiltonian of the sys-
tem. The theorem of equipartition of energy states that molecules in thermal
16
equilibrium have the same average energy associated with each independent
degree of freedom of their motion and the average kinetic energy is given in
equation 2.4 [50]. This alters depending on the degrees of freedom, for ex-
ample, in polyatomic molecules where there are 3N degrees of freedom and
in diatomic molecules where there are 2N degrees of freedom, the thermal
energy will be distributed between rotations and vibrations of the molecule.
The equipartition theorem begins to break down if the system is not in thermal
equilibrium. This is because when a system reached thermal equilibrium, each
sub-system is guaranteed to have the energy which is attributed to it by the
equipartition theorem. 〈
1
2
mv2α
〉
=
1
2
kBT (2.4)
Where m is the mass, vα is the velocity of the particle where α labels the trans-
lational degree of freedom, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temper-
ature.
Equation 2.4 can be employed as an operational definition of the temperature.
However, in practice, the total kinetic energy of the system would be measured
and divided by the number of degrees of freedom. During an MD simulation,
the total energy of a system fluctuates as does the instantaneous temperature
(equation 2.5). These fluctuations occur as a direct result of the finite size of the
cell. The relative fluctuations in the temperature will be of the order 1/
√
N f
and as N f is typically of the order of 102 - 103, the statistical fluctuations in the
temperature are of the order of 5-10% (where N f is the number of fluctuations).
To get an accurate estimate of the temperature, one should average over many
fluctuations [50].
T(t) =
N
∑
i=1
miv2i (t)
kBN f
(2.5)
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2.2 Molecular Dynamics Programs
A successful MD simulation has the same initial foundations as a practical ex-
periment. A sample must first be prepared. Both the sample and the sample’s
environment must be equilibrated to a predetermined temperature. Following
equilibration, the experiment can then be conducted. The results yielded from
the experiment can then be used for further analysis. Figure 2.6 highlights the
main stages during an MD simulation.
Figure 2.1: A flow chart symbolising the different stages in a molecular dy-
namics simulation.
MD simulations follow a set of rules as explained below [50].
1. Parameters which specify the conditions of the simulation are defined
by the chosen potential (e.g.; initial temperature, number of particles,
density and time step).
2. The system is initialised (i.e., the initial positions and velocities of the
atoms are selected). The particles’ positions should be chosen compati-
ble with the desired crystallographic structure. There should be no over-
lapping at the atomic or molecular cores because of the repulsive Pauli
exclusion principle. Once each particle has been placed on its lattice site,
a velocity component is assigned to each particle drawn from a uniform
18
distribution in the interval [-0.5, 0.5]. The velocities are multiplied by a
constant to ensure the total momentum in the system is zero. In thermal
equilibrium, equation 2.6 i.e., a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, should
hold (vα is the α component of the velocity of a given particle).
〈v2α〉 = kB
T
m
(2.6)
Equation 2.5 defined the instantaneous temperature. This can be altered
slightly by employing equation 2.6 to define an instantaneous tempera-
ture at time T(t) (equation 2.7).
kBT(t) ≡
N
∑
i=1
mv2α,i(t)
N f
(2.7)
The instantaneous temperature can be adjusted to match a prescribed
desired temperature, T, by scaling all velocities with a factor (T/T(t))
1
2 .
3. Computation of the forces on all particles. This is the most time-consuming
part of an MD simulation. To calculate the force on a single atom, i, the
contributions of all the atom’s neighbours must be taken into account.
If the contribution to atom i’s force was from its nearest neighbour, for
a system of N particles, N(N − 1)/2 pair distances must be evaluated.
Therefore, the time needed for the evaluation of the forces scales as N2.
To accurately calculate the force, the current distance in the x, y, and z
directions between each pair of particles i and j must be computed. If
simple cubic periodic boundary conditions are employed, the distance
between i and the nearest image of j should always be less than the
diameter of the periodic box/2. A cut-off distance, rc, is chosen, this is
always less than half the diameter of the periodic box [50]. To calculate
the x-distance between i and j, equation 2.8 is used.
xd = xd− box ∗ nint(xd/box) (2.8)
where xd is the x-distance between i and j, nint is the nearest integer
function and box is the diameter of the periodic box.
Equation 2.8 is repeated until all the Cartesian components of rij have
been calculated, the equation only applies when boundary conditions are
taken into consideration. The vector distance between i and j can now be
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computed, r2ij and tested against the square of the cut-off radius, r
2
c . The
vector distance should be less than the square of the cut-off radius.
If particles i and j are close enough to interact (i.e., their vector distance
squared is less than the square of the cut-off radius), the force between
the two particles must be computed. Equation 2.9 is an example of how
the x-component of the force can be calculated.
fx(r) = −∂V(r)
∂x
= −
(x
r
)(∂V(r)
∂(r)
) (2.9)
4. Integrate Newton’s Equations of Motion. (Steps 3 and 4 are the core parts
of an MD simulation, they are repeated until the system has computed
the time evolution of the system for the desired length of time. Stage 4 is
discussed in further detail in the next section).
5. After the simulation has been computed for the desired time, the aver-
ages of measured quantities are printed and the simulation is stopped.
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2.3 Integrating the Equations of Motion
There are a variety of methods of integrating the equations of motion during
an MD simulation. Algorithms have been designed to aid with the integration
process, in particular the Verlet algorithm can be employed [50].
The starting point to successfully derive the equations of motion using the
Verlet method begins with a Taylor expansion of the co-ordinate of a particle,
around time t (equation 2.10) [50].
r(t+ ∆t) = r(t) + v(t)∆t+
F(t)
2m
∆t2 +
∆t3
3!
...r +O(∆t4) (2.10)
similarly,
r(t− ∆t) = r(t)− v(t)∆t+ F(t)
2m
∆t2 − ∆t
3
3!
...r +O(∆t4) (2.11)
where F(t) refers to the force and r is the cartesian coordinate.
The sum of equations 2.10 and 2.11 gives equation 2.12.
r(t+ ∆t) + r(t− ∆t) = 2r(t) + F(t)
m
∆t2 +O(∆t4)
r(t+ ∆t) ≈ 2r(t)− r(t− ∆t) + F(t)
m
∆t2
(2.12)
The estimate of the new position contains an error that is of order ∆t4, where
∆t is the time step in our MD scheme. The Verlet algorithm does not use the
velocity to compute the new position, however, the velocity can be derived by
utilising knowledge of the trajectory (equation 2.13).
r(t+ ∆t)− r(t− ∆t) = 2v(t)∆t+O(∆t3)
v(t) =
r(t+ ∆t)− r(t− ∆t)
2∆t
+O(∆t2)
(2.13)
The expression for the velocity, equation 2.13, is only accurate to order ∆t2.
The velocities can be used to compute the kinetic energy and instantaneous
temperature of the system. At the end of each time step, the current temper-
ature, current potential energy and the total energy should be calculated. The
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total energy should be conserved throughout the MD simulation [50] [53].
Once all calculations are complete, the old positions and velocities at time
t − ∆t can be discarded. The new positions and velocities become the next
starting point and thus the process can be repeated a given number of times
until the desired time frame has been reached.
Time in molecular dynamics simulations works quite differently to time in ‘real
life’ experiments. On average, molecular dynamics simulations are run for a
few pico-seconds or nano-seconds whereas in a laboratory, the same experi-
ment could take seconds, minutes or hours. However, this does not necessarily
mean that a simulation is not a true representation of an experiment. Figure
2.2 gives an example of the time step in a molecular dynamics simulation.
Figure 2.2: Time line showing important values in a molecular dynamics sim-
ulation.
A useful way of effectively running MD simulations is to employ a multiple
time step. Multiple time steps are ideal when simulating short- and long-range
interactions. A variable time step is employed in simulations from Chapters 4
5 as the simulations give rise to short-lived but highly energetic events.
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2.4 Potentials
Empirical interatomic potentials are frequently employed in MD simulations
because they provide interactions in a conveniently extractable form. There are
a variety of empirical interatomic potentials for carbon, the most commonly
used are those developed by Tersoff and Brenner [54][17].
The Tersoff and Brenner empirical interatomic potentials are convenient, short-
ranged and bond-ordered. In molecular orbital theory, bond order is defined
as the number of chemical bonds between a pair of atoms. The analytical form
for the Tersoff pair-potential, can be seen in equations 2.14 - 2.15.
E =∑
i
=
1
2∑i 6=j
Vij (2.14)
Vij = fc(rij)
(
aij fR(rij)− bij fA(rij)
)
(2.15)
Where E is the total energy of the system, which is decomposed for conve-
nience into site energy Ei and bond energy Vij [55], rij is the distance between
atoms i and j. The function fR represents a repulsive pair potential and fA
represents an attractive pair potential associated with bonding. The function
fc is a smooth cut-off function which limits the range of the potential [55].
The terms bij measures the bond order and aij consists solely of range-limiting
terms [55] [56] [57].
Following Tersoff’s advance, Brenner released the Reactive Bond Order (REBO)
potential [17]. The Brenner potential for solid-state carbon structures is given
using equation 2.16.
Eb =∑
i
∑
j(>i)
[VR(rij)− BijVA(rij)] (2.16)
Where Eb is the binding energy, Bij represents a many-body coupling between
the bond from atom i to atom j, VR and VA are the pair-additive repulsive and
attractive interactions respectively [17] [58] [59].
The Tersoff and Brenner potentials are short-ranged potentials which employ
switching functions to identify nearest neighbour atoms. This process inverts
the density relationship between graphite and diamond. The Tersoff and Bren-
ner potentials did not significantly advance fundamental understanding of
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amorphous carbons. This is because, the potentials do not successfully pre-
dict high sp3 fractions or densities. Both potentials produced poor results
when compared to experimental data. Liquid-quench simulations show that
both potentials underestimate the proportion of four-fold co-ordination by at
least a factor of two. As a consequence, much more computationally intensive
techniques such as density-functional theory have been used to investigate the
properties of amorphous carbons [60].
Density Functional Theory, (DFT), is considered to be one of the highest level
theory for which MD is practical. Central to density functional theory is the
Hohenberg-Kohn theorems.
1. If two systems of electrons, one trapped in a potential v1(~r) and the
other in v2(~r), have the same ground-state density n(~r) then necessarily
v1(~r)− v2(~r) = const.
2. For any positive integer N and potential v(~r) there exists a density func-
tion F[n] such that Ev,N[n] = F[n] +
∫
v(~r)n(~r)d3r.
The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems allow the 3N co-ordinates needed to describe
N electrons with the Schro¨dinger equation to the three spatial dimensions re-
quired to describe the charge-density distribution with the Kohn-Sham equa-
tion. The Kohn-Sham equation is the Schro¨dinger equation of a fictitious sys-
tem of non-interacting particles that generate the same density as any given
system of interacting particles.
Whilst DFT yields high quality results, it is computationally expensive to run
MD simulations using DFT. For simulations where full DFT is not required,
approximate treatments of electronic structures are extremely useful, the Local
Bias Density Functional Approach, (LBDF), can be used in these instances [60].
LBDF enables calculations which are comparable to full DFT at a reduced cost.
However, they are not appropriate for in-depth studies.
The Long-Range Carbon Bond Order potential, (LCBOP I and II), is perhaps
one of best potentials for pure carbon systems [61] [62]. LCBOP uses a Brenner-
type bond-order-based description along with a Morse-like potential to de-
scribe long-range effects. The long-range of the potential ensures that inter-
layer graphitic attraction is well-described. Related properties such as elastic
constants compare well to experimental data. The main draw back of LCBOP
is the computational resources required to run simulations.
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One of the most commonly used long-range potentials for carbon is the Adap-
tive Interaction Reactive Bond Order, (AIREBO), potential [63]. AIREBO is an
extension of Brenner’s potential. Long-ranged interactions between sp2 sheets
are described through a Lennard-Jones interaction. AIREBO is time consum-
ing and computationally expensive to run. Intermolecular interactions are
modelled through a Lennard-Jones potential, equation 2.17.
VLJ = 4e
[(σ
r
)12 − (σ
r
)6]
(2.17)
Where e is the depth of the potential well (the region surrounding a local min-
imum of potential energy), σ is the finite distance at which the inter-particle
potential is zero and r is the distance between the particles.
The AIREBO potential only takes four parameters as independent: σCC, σHH,
eCC and eHH. The parameters are fixed by Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules,
equations 2.18 and 2.19.
σCH =
1
2
(σCC + σHH) (2.18)
eCH =
√
eCCeHH (2.19)
To merge equations 2.18 and 2.19 with a reactive potential, the Lennard-Jones
potential may be either completely or partially turned off in response to the
chemical environment of the interacting pair. The key feature of the AIREBO
potential is that it provides a means of smoothly interpolating between pure
bonded and pure non-bonded interactions. To accomplish the smooth tran-
sition, AIREBO makes use of three switching functions: Sdistance, Sbond and
Sconnectivity. Each one of these switching functions may turn off the Lennard-
Jones interaction partially or entirely, (equation 2.20).
ELJ = (1− SdistanceSbond)
(
1− Sconnectivity
)
VLJ (2.20)
The Stillinger-Weber (SW) potential has been employed in the modelling of
graphite and diamond [64]. The value of the SW potential for any atomic
configuration, V, is a sum of interactions among pairs and triplets of atoms (it
is based on a two-body term and a three-body term), equation 2.21.
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V =
1
2∑ijk
φ
(
rijk
)
+∑
ijk
g
(
rij
)
g (rik)
(
cosθjik +
1
3
)2
(2.21)
Where θjik is the angle formed by the ij bond and the ik bond and g(r) is a
decaying function with a cut-off between the first and second neighbour shell.
The SW potential gives a fairly realistic description of graphite and diamond.
However, it uses fixed co-ordination and so has found only niche applications.
The potential selected to model the carbon structures described in chapters 4
and 5 is the Environment Dependent Interatomic Potential (EDIP). The EDIP
potential was first developed for silicon systems by Justo et al. [65] and was
adapted for use in carbon systems by Marks [65] [66]. An atom-centred bond
order is employed on the earlier silicon EDIP method. Generalisation of the
silicon EDIP to carbon involved three main steps [60].
1. The non-bonded terms were used to increase the graphite c-spacing
2. Dihedral rotation penalties for pi-bonded atoms were added
3. Variable range pair interactions
The alteration to the silicon EDIP changes the hybridisation from sp2 to sp3
by tailoring the cut-off functions to density-functional theory data. This pro-
cess leads to an accurate description of liquid and amorphous carbons being
obtained (further detail is provided in section 2.5).
EDIP has been chosen as the potential for simulations carried out in this report.
The EDIP potential allows the interactions to vary according to the environ-
ment (i.e., the number of neighbours), it provides an accurate description of
bond-making and breaking processes, it gives good elastic properties of the
crystalline state and can also describe liquids well [60]. Originally developed
to study thin film deposition of amorphous carbon, EDIP has since been ap-
plied to study numerous other carbon forms including carbon onions [67] [68],
glassy carbon [68] [69], peapods [70], nanotubes [68] [71] and nano-diamond
[72].
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2.5 The Environment Dependent Interatomic Poten-
tial for Carbon (EDIP)
The Environment-Dependent Interaction Potential (EDIP) is a transferable em-
pirical potential for carbon which is well suited for studying disordered sys-
tems [20] [21]. The functional form of EDIP consists of three components;
a two-body pair energy, a three-body angular penalty and a generalised co-
ordination. The two-body and three-body terms have environment depen-
dence controlled by the atomic co-ordination Z. Within this framework, the
total energy is written as a sum of on-site energies, equation 2.22.
Ui =∑
j
U2
(
rij, Zi
)
+∑
j<k
U3
(
rij, rik, θjik, Zi
)
(2.22)
Where U2(rij, Zi) is an interaction between atoms i and j (i is the on-site species
and j and k are neighbours). U3(rij, rik, θjik, Zi) is the interaction between atoms
i, j, and k centred at atom i representing angular forces [66]. The two types of
interactions depend on the local environment of atom i. This depends on its lo-
cal environment and is defined by its effective co-ordination number, equation
2.23 [65].
Zi = ∑
m 6=i
fc (2.23)
where fc is the cut-off function defined further in equation 2.24 [66].
f (r) =

1, if r < c
exp
(
α
1−x−3
)
, if c < r < a
0, if r > a
 (2.24)
where x = (r− c)/(a− c).
The cut-offs are constrained to reproduce the co-ordinations of important crys-
tal structures, e.g., Zi = 4 for the diamond lattice [66].
The co-ordination Zi, equation 2.22, has a fractional value and consists of two
components, a spherical contribution zi and an aspherical term which is vi-
tal for describing distorted configurations involving pi-electrons. In graphite
and diamond, the aspherical term vanishes due to the highly symmetric con-
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figurations of the structures. The spherical term counts precisely the number
of nearest neighbours and the co-ordination then assumes its intuitive integer
value.
The pair potential, U2 resembles the SW potential (equation 2.21). The pair po-
tential is short ranged and decays to zero at a distance set by the denominator
in the exponential term. Equation 2.25 gives the functional form for distances
smaller than the cut-off [73].
U2 (r, Z) = e
[(
B
r
)4
− e−βZ2
]
exp
(
σ
r− a− a′Z
)
(2.25)
The bond-order is described by the exponential −βZ2 term. This term moder-
ates the balance between attraction and repulsion. The parameter a′ controls
the variable cut-off, which was absent from the earlier silicon model.
The three-body term in EDIP uses a SW-like radial and angular terms, these
terms have environmental dependence. Equation 2.26 describes the three-body
term for distances rij and rik less than the cut-off.
U3
(
rij, rik, θ, Z
)
= λ(Z)g
(
rij, Z
)
g (rik, Z) h(θ, Z) (2.26)
The three components of U3 can be defined as equations 2.27 to 2.29.
λ(Z) = λ0exp
[
−λ′ (Z− Z0)2
]
(2.27)
and
g(r, Z) = exp
[
γ
r− a− a′Z
]
(2.28)
and
h(θ, Z) = 1− exp
{
−q [cosθ + τ(Z)]2
}
(2.29)
where τ(Z) ≡ −cos(θ0) describes the variation in ideal bonding angle which
follows the SW philosophy of an ideal angle θ0 for which there is no angular
penalty [73].
The strength of the three-body interactions is controlled by the magnitude
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function λ(Z). The middle terms of equation 2.26 (g(rij, Z), g(rik, Z)) are the
radial functions (equation 2.28). These equations are generalised to include a
variable range for the pair potential and the cut-off in the exponential denom-
inator. The final term in equation 2.26 is the angular term, h(θ, Z), this term
captures the energy cost of distortions away from the ideal angle θ0.
The spherical co-ordination contribution zi is a function of distance and is
determined by the sum zi = ∑ f (rij), where f (r) is a three-parameter function
which is unity for r < flow, zero for r > fhigh and between these limits varies
continuously according to the expression in equation 2.30.
f (r) = exp
(
α
1− x−3
)
(2.30)
Where x = (r− flow)/( fhigh − flow).
There is a second important factor in the co-ordination term of carbon EDIP,
the aspherical term applying for sites with Z < 4 which exhibit pi-like bonding
[73]. There are two mechanisms within the aspherical term which must be
considered, the dihedral rotation term and the non-bonded pi-repulsion term.
The dihedral rotation term promotes a locally planar structure and the non-
bonded pi-repulsion term fixes the equilibrium spacing of graphite and thus
prevents the collapse of planar sp2 units. The two mechanisms are included in
the generalised co-ordination Zi which can be seen in equation 2.31.
Zi = zi + pi3(zi)Xdihi + pi3(zi)X
rep3
i + pi2(zi)X
rep2
i (2.31)
Where pi2 and pi3 are switching functions identifying two and three-co-ordinated
atoms, and the Xi described dihedral rotation, pi-repulsion at a threefold site
and pi-repulsion at a twofold site.
Vector products describe the co-ordination increment. These capture the ap-
propriate symmetries via the functions in equations 2.32 to 2.34.
Xdihi = Zdih∑pi3(zj)
(
Rˆjm · Rˆik × Rˆil
)2 Cdihijklm (2.32)
and
Xrep3i = Zrep∑pi(zj)
(
Rˆij · Rˆik × Rˆil
)2 Crep3ijkl (2.33)
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and
Xrep2i = Zrep∑pi(zj)
[
1− (Rˆij · Rˆik)2]Crep2ijk (2.34)
Where jkl are neighbours of i, m is a neighbour of j and pi(z) selects for two-
or threefold sites [73].
The distance-based cut-off function C can be seen in equations 2.35 to 2.37.
These equations help avoid various unwanted first- and second-neighbour in-
teractions.
Cdihijklm = p
(
Rij
)
p (Ril) p
(
Rjm
)
(2.35)
and
Crep3ijkl =
(
Rij − c0
)2 [1− p (Rij)] p (Rik) p (Ril) (2.36)
and
Crep2ijk =
(
Rij − c0
)2 [1− p (Rij)] p (Rik) (2.37)
With the function p(r) equivalent to f (r) except for different end-points plow
and phigh [73]. Both repulsive cut-offs are identically zero for Rij > c0, while
the two switching functions pi(z) are polynomials of the form
[
(z− x)2 − 1]2
for |z− x| < 1 and zero otherwise. The third switching function pi(z) is equal
to pi3(z) for z > 3 and unity elsewhere.
The six pair potential parameters are effectively fitted to scaled Hartree-Fock
cluster calculations, using data extracted from the SW pair potentials for graphite
and diamond. Table 2.1 gives the parameters of EDIP as fitted to ab initio data
[73].
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Two-Body e = 20.09 eV B = 0.9538 β = 0.0490
σ = 1.257 α = 1.892 α’ = 0.170
Three-Body Z0 = 3.615 λ0 = 19.86 eV λ’ = 0.30
γ = 1.354 q = 3.5
Co-ordination flow = 1.547 fhigh = 2.27 α = 1.544
plow = 1.481 phigh = 2.0
Zdih = 0.30 eV Zrep = 0.06 eV c0 = 3.2
Table 2.1: Parameters of EDIP as fitted to the ab initio data.
Where B and β help to describe the bond order, λ, γ and q define the cut-off for
the three-body term; Z is the atomic co-ordination (dih is the dihedral rotation
and rep is the pi repulsion); α is the spherical co-ordination; flow and fhigh are
the co-ordination functions and are equal to p(r) except at plow and phigh, c
determines the repulsive cut-off; e is the depth of the potential well and σ is
the finite distance at which the inter-particle potential is zero [73].
Table 2.2 compares the elastic constants of the EDIP potential along experimen-
tal data for graphite and diamond. One can deduce from table 2.1 that carbon
EDIP produces pleasing results when compared to experimental data. This
is partially due to its resemblance to the SW potential which for theoretical
reasons describes well the elastic properties of tetrahedral materials. It is for
this reason that the carbon EDIP potential has been selected for undertaking
the simulations in Chapters 4 and 5 [73].
Expt. EDIP
Diamond B 442 418
c11 - c12 951 958
c44 576 472
Graphite c11 + c12 1232 1233
c11 - c12 880 849
Table 2.2: Elastic constants of diamond and a graphite sheet, in units of GPa.
The computed graphite values presume a c-spacing of 3.35 Å.
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2.6 The Ziegler-Biersack-Littmarck Potential (ZBL)
The Ziegler-Biersack-Littmarck potential (ZBL), is now universally employed
in ion implantation simulations [22]. The ZBL potential is a screening electro-
static potential of nucleon-nucleon interaction. Equation 2.38 shows how the
ZBL potential is calculated.
Vzbl =
Z1Z2e2
r
φ(r/a) (2.38)
where:
e = electronic charge
r = the interatomic distance between the two atoms
φ( ra ) = the screening function
Z1 and Z2 are the charge on each atom
The screening length a, is defined by equation 2.39 [22].
a =
0.8853a0
(
√
Z1 +
√
Z2)
2
3
(2.39)
where a0 = 0.529 Å.
The Ziegler-Biersack-Littmarck potential is a Coulomb potential with a screen-
ing function, φ( ra ) [74]. A Coulomb potential results from the configuration
of a particular set of point charges within a system. Figure 2.3 shows a graph
with the Coulomb potential (green) and the ZBL potential (red). The screen-
ing function, φ( ra ), allows ZBL to work with a higher accuracy at smaller bond
lengths. This is clear from figure 2.3 [75].
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Figure 2.3: Graph showing the Coulomb potential plotted alongside the
Ziegler-Biersack-Littmarck potential for Carbon.
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2.7 Switching Function
The simulations undertaken in this report employ the use of EDIP alongside
the ZBL potential. The energy of a system depends strongly on the interatomic
separation. In this system, there are two different regimes. The chemical
bonding regime, which is appropriate for distances greater or equivalent to
1Å. These are normally valence electrons. It is in the chemical bonding regime
where EDIP will be deployed. The second is the nuclei-nuclei regime, which
is appropriate for distances less than or equivalent to 0.5 Å. The nuclei-nuclei
regime will make use of the ZBL potential.
To switch from one potential to another you cannot simply change instanta-
neously from one to the other, there must be a ‘change-over window’ to allow
the simulation to run smoothly. Figure 2.4 shows the ‘change-over window’
from EDIP to ZBL.
Figure 2.4: Graph showing the change-over window between EDIP and ZBL.
In order to successfully move between the two potentials, an interpolation
function is required. An interpolation function is the transition of many sys-
tems by using a switching function. Figure 2.5 shows the graph of the transi-
tion between EDIP and the ZBL potential.
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Figure 2.5: Graph showing three different configurations for EDIP and the
ZBL potential. EDIP is shown for the atomic co-ordination (Zi)
of: graphite (Z = 3), diamond (Z = 4) and low density amorphous
carbon Z = 2).
The approach to switch between the EDIP and ZBL potentials in simulations
undertaken in Chapters 4 and 5 employed two Fermi-type scaling functions
(SFEDIP, SFZBL). The two functions are defined using three parameters of the
positions of the mid-point of each function (rEDIP and rZBL) and the width
w of the switching region. For simulations in Chapters 4 and 5 the values
selected for the parameters were; rEDIP = 1.05Å, rZBL = 0.45Å and w = 0.07Å.
These values were selected to ensure a smooth transition between the two
regimes. This is the same approach employed in previous EDIP simulations of
ion impact [76] [77].
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2.8 Kinchin and Pease Model
Kinchin and Pease first presented their model for the calculation of the dam-
age function N(E2) in 1954 [78]. The damage function N(E2) gives the average
number of displaced atoms due to a recoil at E2 and it also allows an esti-
mate of the spatial distribution of the defects produced to be calculated. The
collision cascade as described by Kinchin and Pease can be represented dia-
grammatically (figures 2.6 and 2.7). To fully understand figures 2.6 and 2.7,
the following assumptions must be made [79]:
1. Atoms in collision behave like hard spheres.
2. All collisions are elastic and no energy is dissipated in electron excitation.
3. The cascade proceeds as a series of two-body collisions.
4. These collisions are independent of each other and any spatial correla-
tions implied by the periodicity of the crystal structure will be ignored.
5. In a collision such as that illustrated in figure 2.7, when an atom with E
emerges with E’ and generates a new recoil with E” it is assumed that
no energy passes to the lattice and
E = E′ + E′′
6. A stationary atom which receives less than a critical energy Ed is not
displaced, similarly if an incident atom emerges from collision with
E′ < Ed, it does not contribute further to the cascade.
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Figure 2.6: The Kinchin and Pease model collision cascade.
Figure 2.7: A single branch of the Kinchin and Pease collision cascade model.
The incident particle in figure 2.6 collides with an atom resulting in the for-
mation of a cascade. Energy is transferred from the incident particle to the
primary recoil atom during the collision. The primary recoil atom is displaced
from its original starting position resulting in a vacancy being left in the lattice.
As the primary recoil atom continues its journey through the lattice, further
collisions occur; the result of these collisions is the formation of a cascade.
Once the kinetic energy of the displaced atoms has fallen below the threshold
energy, the atoms come to rest either in vacancies or as interstitials.
Figure 2.7 demonstrates the conservation of energy during a collision cascade.
A collision cascade is a sequence of collisions between atoms induced by an
energetic particle. The energy of the incident particle, E, is equal to the sum of
the energy of the two recoil atoms, E’ and E”, equation 2.40 [79].
E = E′ + E′′ (2.40)
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The above statements along with figures 2.6 and 2.7, form the basis of the
Kinchin and Pease definition of the mean displacement energy, Ed. Employing
this theory, the probability of displacing an atom is zero below the energy Ed
and one at E = Ed. It follows that an atom with Ed < E < 2Ed cannot produce
any increase in the number of displaced atoms and N(E) is a step function,
defined in equation 2.41 [79].
N(E) = 0, if E ≤ Ed
N(E) = 1, if Ed < E < 2Ed
}
(2.41)
The probability of finding a scattered atom with energy dE′ at E′ and a recoil
atom with energy in dE′′ at E′′ in a collision with E > Ed is dσ/σ, where σ
and dσ are the total and differential cross-sections for the atomic collision [79].
Equation 2.42 gives the probability.
dσ
σ
=
dE′′
E
or =
dE′
E
(2.42)
The integral of the product of N(E′) and the probability (equation 2.42) over
the energy range, Ed to E, will give the average number of displaced atoms
produced by the scattered atom, statement 2.43.
∫ E
Ed
N(E′)dE
′
E
(2.43)
Statement 2.43 is also equivalent to the average number of displaced atoms
produced by the recoil atom. This implies the average number of displaced
atoms produced by an atom with E: N(E) is equal to equation 2.44.
N(E) =
2
E
∫ E
Ed
N(x)dx (2.44)
when E > Ed, N(E) = kE, k is a constant whose value may be found by putting
N(2Ed) = 1. Hence, k = 1/2Ed. Therefore, N(E) can be defined as in equation
2.45.
N(E) =
E
2Ed
(2.45)
for E > Ed.
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Equation 2.45 states an atom would continue to produce cascades until its
kinetic energy falls below 2Ed. The number of atoms with 2Ed should be
E2/2Ed [79].
High energy cascades can be employed to calculate the threshold displacement
energy using the modified Kinchin and Pease (KP) model and the Norgett-
Robinson-Torrens (NRT) model [80]. Both models employ the threshold dis-
placement energy, Ed as a single parameter. The number of displacements in
the KP model is computed utilising equation 2.45.
The NRT model is a modified Kinchin and Pease model used to calculate the
number of defects generated by a PKA [80] [81]. Equation 2.46 is used to
generate the model.
Nd =
kE
2Ed
(2.46)
where Nd is the number of defects, E is the initial PKA energy, Ed is the thresh-
old displacement energy and k is the displacement efficiency.
The displacement efficiency k is given the value 0.8 [80]. This value is indepen-
dent of the PKA energy, the target material and the temperature. This model
was originally fit to MD simulations in copper [11] and iron [82] [83].
Consistent with the experimental and computation literature, table 2.3, a value
of Ed = 25 eV was assumed for the two models. Graph 2.8 show plots of the
two models.
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Figure 2.8: The solid black line shows the number of displaced atoms as a
function of PKA energy (Kinchin-Pease model). The solid red line
shows the number of stable defects as a function of PKA energy
(Norgett-Robinson-Torrens model). Both models assume a thresh-
old displacement energy of 25 eV.
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2.9 Literature Review
Despite the ample use of graphite within the nuclear industry, there is very
little published data using molecular dynamics for carbon based materials.
Papers involving closely related work have been used to set initial parameters
for cascade simulations. The literature below describes past work studied,
explains ideas which can be developed and gives an explanation as to why
further research needs to be conducted into each area.
Nordlund et al. published a paper in 1996 [19] using an improved Tersoff
potential in very small cells involving only a few tens of atoms. Nordlund
used these simulations to investigate the defects created by a collision cascade.
These simulations were computed on a very small scale and therefore cannot
give a general overview of the effects a cascade produces. Norlund’s simula-
tions could be reproduced using larger cells and a different range of energies.
This would give a better insight into the effects cascades have on cells.
Smith et al. published work in 1990 and 1996 [16] [6] using the Brenner hydro-
carbon potential to look at displacement energies. The paper explains clearly
how to set up a cascade. Simulations produced are in a two-layer cell and
have provided a starting point for simulations computed in Chapter 4. With
the major advances in computer technology, cascades on a much larger scale
with 100s of 1000s of atoms can be produced. The larger cell sizes allow cas-
cades with higher initial PKA energies to be analysed.
Yazyev et al. published a paper in 2007 [84] employing ab initio quantum
mechanical molecular dynamics. They calculated defects, estimated threshold
displacements and published movies including the formation of a Frenkel pair
which have been re-created in the present work using EDIP and the ZBL po-
tential. The defects produced in Yazyev’s calculations were in very small cells.
Therefore, the overall effect of the defects cannot be seen. The simulations
could be repeated in larger cells and the whole structure analysed.
Zinkle and Kinoshita’s work in 1997 studied defect production in ceramics [85].
Whilst this work does not involve graphite, the content was useful in under-
standing radiation effects, defect production and migration and how threshold
displacement energies can be calculated. The paper also gives references to re-
sults found using diamond which can be compared to results obtained for
diamond using the EDIP potential.
Heggie and Latham in 2011 studied the atomic-, nano-. and mesoscale origins
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of graphite’s response to energetic particles - see [86]. Simulations were pro-
duced using density functional theory. Results from this work include: values
for the bonding and elastic parameters of graphite, defects, interstitials and
vacancies produced also, observed dislocations. The main idea taken from this
work is the different types of defects which may be seen in irradiated graphite.
The theoretical results explained in reference [86] make a good comparison to
experimental data. In the Chapter 4, defects found using molecular dynamics
are compared to the results obtain by Heggie and Latham.
Table 2.3 reports the difference values for the threshold displacement energy
published from experimental results and simulations on irradiated graphite.
The value for the threshold displacement energy has varied from 12 eV to 60
eV depending on the method employed.
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Author Methodology Ed (eV)
Eggen (1950) Electron Bombardment 24.7 ± 0.9
(Experimental)
Lucas (1963) Electron Irradiation 60 ±10
(Experimental)
Montet (1967) Electron Irradiation 33 ± 1
(Experimental)
Nakai (1991) He+, Ar−, Xe+ Irradiation 12
(Experimental)
Marton (1993) Noble-Gas Ions Irradiation 34.5 ± 1
(Experimental)
Smith (1996) Tersoff & Brenner MD Simulation 34.5
Zaiser (1997) Electron Irradiation 10 - 20
(Experimental)
Hehr (2007) Carbon Cascade Collisions 44.5
(REBO MD Simulation) at 300 K
Yazyev (2007) Carbon Cascade Collisions 20
ab initio MD Simulation
Christie et al. (2014) Carbon Cascade Collisions 25
(EDIP) MD Simulation
Table 2.3: Published values for the threshold displacement energy in irradi-
ated graphite from experimental and theoretical simulations.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
The radiation damage cascades produced in graphite, diamond, glassy carbon
and high and low density amorphous carbon are simulated using molecular
dynamics (MD). The MD simulations are employed with equilibrium interac-
tions governed by the Environment Dependent Interatomic Potential (EDIP)
for carbon.
To accurately model the close-range interactions between atoms, the pair po-
tential within the EDIP formalism φEDIP(rij, zi) [73] [21], is smoothly switched
to the Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark (ZBL) potential φZBL(rij) [22].
MD simulations were carried out at 300◦C with lattices equilibrated for 5 ps.
Periodic boundary conditions were employed in each of the Cartesian direc-
tions along with a 3.5Å thermal layer to remove excess kinetic energy during
the cascade simulations. In addition, a layer of atoms perpendicular to the
basal plane were held fixed to prevent any net transverse motion of the planes.
Cascades were initiated with PKA energies of: 25, 50, 75, 100, 250, 500, 750,
1000, 1500 and 2000 eV. The cascades were contained within orthorhombic
supercells as large as 157.7 x 152.6 x 153.6 Å and containing up to 440,448
atoms (figure 3.5).
The initial directions of the PKA were determined by uniformly distributing
points on a unit sphere (the so called Thomson Problem [87]) to select the
direction of the initial velocity in a similar vein to the work done in reference
[88]. The initial motion of the PKA is towards the centre of the cell. This makes
it more likely that the cacade remains with in the cell.
After successful completion of the MD cascades, AVAS (a visualisation soft-
ware package) was used to analyse results both statistically and analytically.
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3.1 Neutron Collisions
In order for fission to occur, the neutrons have to collide with the small number
of uranium-235 nuclei present in the reactor. As the neutrons are initially
travelling with extremely high velocities, this lowers the chance of a collision
taking place [89]. In order to improve the efficiency of a reactor, the number
of collisions occurring needs to be increased. This can be achieved by slowing
the neutrons down and allowing them to collide with the atoms of lighter
elements also known as moderators. The collisions allow a transfer of energy
to occur and continue in the same way a moving billiard ball does when it
strikes a stationary ball. The nuclear reactors running in the UK use graphite
moderators [42].
In graphite nuclear reactors, there is a broad range of neutron energies present
[90]. The neutrons of interest in a nuclear reactor are fast neutrons and thermal
neutrons. Fast neutrons have a velocity of several MeV and are produced in
fission. Thermal neutrons have an energy of around 0.025 eV. To create a self-
sustaining nuclear reactor, the fast neutrons need to be thermalised (slowed
down). The moderator inside a nuclear reactor thermalises the fast neutrons
until they become thermal neutrons. Thermal neutrons have an energy of
around 0.025 eV and have a higher probability of initialising fission in ura-
nium than fast neutrons [89]. This process is called fission and results in the
production of fast neutrons. The fast neutrons are then free to continue on
in further fission reactions. In reactions using thermal neutrons, there is an
increase in fission probability of approximately 500 times that of fission with
fast neutrons.
The neutrons produced by fission are at high energy. The majority of all fission
neutrons have energies between 0.1 MeV and 10 MeV [91]. The neutron energy
distribution or spectrum is shown in figure 3.1. The graph from figure 3.1 can
be used to show the most probable energy for a neutron which is about 0.7
MeV. The average energy of fission neutrons is about 2 MeV. Figure 3.1 refers
only to uranium-235, values vary for other nuclides.
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Figure 3.1: Graph showing the fraction of fission neutrons per MeV as a func-
tion of neutron energy. (Image courtesy of DOE Fundamentals Hand-
book, Nuclear Physics and Reactor Theory.)
Figure 3.2 shows the graph of the probability of a neutron causing a fission
for uranium-235 and uranium-238 as a function of neutron energy [92]. The
higher the cross-section the greater the probability that fission will occur.
Figure 3.2: Graph showing the probability of fission occurring in uranium-
235 and uranium-238. Uranium-238 fission is a threshold reaction.
(Image courtesy of DOE Fundamentals Handbook, Nuclear Physics and
Reactor Theory.)
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3.2 The Simulation Cell
There are three different areas of interest within this work, shown in figure 3.3
[93];
1. The thermal spike
2. Collision cascades
3. Threshold displacement energy simulations
In order to simulate each area effectively, the structure of the graphite cell used
in the simulation must be modified appropriately.
Figure 3.3: The path a primary knock-on atom (PKA) takes through a cell and
the resultant interstitials and vacancies which are formed.
3.2.1 Thermal Spike Regime
The first regime of interest occurs with the swift heavy ions. Swift heavy ions
are a special form of particle radiation for which the electronic stopping domi-
nates over nuclear stopping [94] [95]. Electronic stopping refers to the slowing
down of a projectile ion due to the inelastic collisions between bound electrons
in the lattice and the ion moving through it. Nuclear stopping refers to the
elastic collisions between the projectile ion and atoms in the lattice. A carbon
atom also known as the primary knock-on atom (PKA), passes through the cell
without colliding with any atoms. However, the PKA transfers electron energy
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to the surrounding atoms which causes them to vibrate; these vibrations in the
cell can result in displacements of carbon atoms along with the formation of
interstitials and vacancies in the cell. A thermal spike in a graphite cell can be
used to simulate this effect. The thermal spike model transfers kinetic energy
to atoms in the graphite cell over a set radius. The radius can be altered as can
the initial energy. This is equivalent to the PKA going straight past the atoms
but transferring energy to them.
Figure 3.4 represents the cell used to simulate a thermal spike. As the PKA
atom passes through the cell, kinetic energy can be transferred between atoms
in the layers in a ‘wave-like’ manner. The wave of kinetic energy can have dras-
tic effects if the wave hits the side of the graphite structure and reflects back.
As a direct response of the reflection wave, atoms could be displaced. This
effect would not be seen in an actual graphite moderator because the overall
structure is so large compared to the collision site. In a graphite moderator, a
wave of kinetic energy created as a direct response to a thermal spike, would
continue to travel down the layers of graphite constantly losing energy. Once
the kinetic energy remaining in the wave is less than the threshold displace-
ment energy of carbon, the wave has no further effect on the cell.
A second issue occurring as a direct result of the wave of kinetic energy is
movement of the graphite layers. To ensure this is not going to be a problem
in the computational simulation two options are considered. An extremely
large cell which can contain the wave until it has less kinetic energy than
the threshold displacement energy of carbon could be constructed. This idea
would also show any point defects such as interstitials and vacancies created
by the resulting wave of kinetic energy. However, this method is computation-
ally expensive and would take a very long time to compute. The larger the
cell used in a simulation the more difficult it becomes to analyse defects which
implies gathering data from the simulations would prove difficult. The ther-
mal spike and resulting kinetic energy wave leave nominal damage in the final
lattice cell when simulated under the energies and temperatures presented in
this thesis. Outside the initial thermal spike region, there is minimal, if any,
damage created. The second option is to insert a layer of fixed atoms into the
cell to stop the layers of graphite from moving. In a real life graphite structure,
the effect of the spike would be so small compared to the block of graphite, the
individual layers would not move so the fixed atoms force the wave to end and
hold the graphite layers in place. The main advantage of the present method
is speed, the simulations can be computed much quicker using a smaller cell,
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the analysis will be easier and the structure is still a very realistic model of a
radiation damage point in a graphite moderator.
Figure 3.4: Diagram of the thermal spike cell cylinder used in simulations
presented in this thesis. The axis of the thermal spike is indicated
by the red arrow. The graphite planes are denoted in grey, ther-
mostats are indicated in blue, the fixed atoms in green and the red
cylinder denotes the thermal spike region.
During fission heat is produced. In a graphite moderator, the heat produced
by one collision would not stimulate a vast change in temperature within the
structure. In a cell consisting of a few thousand atoms, a change in tempera-
ture can alter the effect of collisions and thus the amount of damage created
within the cell could be increased. The AGR reactors are kept at a regulated
temperature of around 300◦C, this is achieved by the gas cooling system. It is
important that the core temperature of the cell is kept as consistent as possible
to replicate the conditions of an AGR. In order to achieve this, a thermostat
is employed. The thermostat removes any excess energy as this extra energy
would affect the temperature of the structure. There are two thermostats re-
quired in the thermal spike cell on either side of the fixed atoms. The thermo-
stat on the inside of the fixed atoms draws any excess energy created during
the simulation. The fixed atoms stop the excess atoms from re-bounding back
into the cell. If this happens, the temperature could be altered along with
the number of defects produced. The second layer of thermostated atoms is
placed outside the fixed atoms at the edge of the structure to ensure atoms
cannot ‘wrap’ around and re-enter the cell (wrap implies an atom has left the
cell from one side and re-enters the cell from the opposing side).
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To ensure wrapping of cells is not an issue during simulations, a sufficiently
large structure should be chosen. If the PKA atom hits the cell wall of the
structure and passes through during a simulation, the simulation will auto-
matically stop.
The red cylinder in figure 3.4 represents the thermal spike. The radius of the
spike can be altered. The size of the radius required for a simulation depends
on the size of the cell and the amount of initial energy given to the system.
If a high value for the initial energy is chosen then a larger cell radius would
be required to contain the simulation. As already discussed, there are three
relevant values for the thermal spike, the most probable energy of a neutron
during fission, the average energy of a neutron in fission and the maximum
energy of a neutron during fission that can safely be contained. Each will re-
quire a different sized radius and cell. The most probable energy of a neutron
during fission is much less than the maximum energy of a neutron during
fission, the result of this is a larger radius is required for the maximum en-
ergy compared to a smaller radius which would be sufficient for the probable
energy.
3.2.2 Cascade Simulations
The second area of interest, figure 3.3, the cascade region, requires a slightly
modified cell. Unlike the thermal spike cell where the main movement in the
cell occurs in a specific region, the cascades produced as a direct result of
the PKA can cause damage in the whole cell and not just in a concentrated
region. The sporadic movement of atoms in the cell and the considerable
distances they can travel mean that it is crucial that an appropriate size cell is
selected. If the cell is too small, the PKA will pass outside the cell wall and the
simulation will be void. However, if the cell is too large, the simulation will
be unnecessarily time consuming and computationally expensive. The size of
the cell will also depend on the direction of the initial PKA. If the initial PKA
direction is such that the PKA travels between two layers, the cell will need to
be larger as the PKA will tend to travel further through the cell before colliding
with another atom. However, if the initial direction of the PKA is such that
collisions with neighbouring atoms will be instantaneous then it would be
expected the cascade would remain close to the initial PKA site therefore a
smaller cell would be appropriate. Every time a collision takes place, there is
a transfer of energy between the atoms, therefore, the damage would remain
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closer to the initial starting position. In general, a smaller cell could be used
for this type of simulation.
Figure 3.5: Diagram of the cascade cell used in simulations presented in this
thesis. The graphite planes are denoted in grey, thermostats are
indicated in blue, the fixed atoms in green and the surface of the
red sphere denotes the PKA region.
Figure 3.5 is a diagram of the cell used for cascade simulations in Chapters 4
and 5. The cascade cell has a layer of fixed atoms in the same place as seen in
the thermal spike cell. These fixed atoms stop the graphite layers from sliding
and ensure that if an atom hits the fixed atoms, it cannot re-bound into the
cell and cause further damage. The thermostat atoms employed within the
thermal spike cell are also used within a cascade cell. The thermostat atoms
on the inside of the cell remove any excess energy which helps to moderate
the temperature during a cascade simulation. The thermostat atoms halt any
atoms attempting to escape from the cell. This is a main priority during cas-
cade simulations as wrapped atoms could enter from the opposite side of the
cell resulting in cascades being formed in a new part of the cell. There is a
third thermostat in a cascade simulation which is not present in the thermal
spike cell. The third thermostat, figure 3.5, can be seen at the bottom of the
cell. The third thermostat works in partnership with the other thermostats to
regulate the temperature and remove any excess energy from the system. The
third thermostat cannot be used in the thermal spike cell. This is because the
energy from the thermal spike runs from the bottom to the top of the cell. The
introduction of this thermostat would not allow the spike to run as it would
remove the energy from the spike at the edges of the cell.
The red sphere in the cell represents the region in which the PKA is selected.
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The PKA is selected from a point on the circumference of the sphere using the
centre point of the sphere as a reference. The initial direction of the PKA alters
the atom’s starting position. Cascade simulations are directionally dependent.
Therefore, it is crucial that the starting position of the PKA can be altered. To
assist in retaining the cascade within the simulation cell, the location of initial
motion was selected towards the centre of the supercell.
3.2.3 Threshold Displacement Energy Simulations
The final region of interest, figure 3.3, are the threshold displacement energies.
The same cell structure as the cascade regime is used for threshold displace-
ment energy simulations. At the threshold energy, atoms have very little ki-
netic energy compared to the initial kinetic energy of the PKA. This is because
of the transfer of energy which occur during collisions in cascades. There are
two ways of observing the threshold displacements. One method would be to
follow the final stages of a cascade simulation or alternatively, run an indepen-
dent threshold simulation using a smaller value for the initial kinetic energy.
To observe defects produced at the end of a cascade simulation, the same size
cell should be used as the cell in the cascade simulations. However, to run an
independent threshold displacement simulation, a small cell can be used. The
advantage of using a small cell is that it is quick and computationally efficient.
The threshold displacement energies are concentrated on one small volume
within the cell thus using a small cell that does not affect results on a large
scale.
The size of the cell used in simulations depends entirely on the initial direc-
tion and energy of the PKA, as has been explained above. The cell sizes used
for simulations in this report range from a few tens of atoms for threshold
displacement calculations up to 440, 448 atoms for high energy cascade simu-
lations.
As with experimental equipment, the simulation cell must be equilibrated be-
fore use. The cell is first equilibrated for 5 ps. The equilibration of the system
ensures the temperature is stable. As the simulations are being tested across a
range of different temperatures, a stable temperature is crucial.
Once the structure has been equilibrated, the environment inside the structure
is stable. The final position, temperature and energy of the atoms in the struc-
ture can now be used as the initial positions for a cascade or thermal spike
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simulation.
3.2.4 Carbon Materials Cascade Simulations
Cascades in diamond are simulated using the same method described in sec-
tions 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
The process for simulating high and low density amorphous carbons and
glassy carbon differs from methods used in graphite and diamond cascades.
To simulate high and low density amorphous carbons, a cubic liquid at fixed
density is quenched to form the amorphous solid. To achieve this, a simple
cubic lattice containing 4096 atoms with slightly randomised co-ordinates and
spanning densities between 1.5 and 3.0 g/cc is generated [68]. The densities
are as follows; 1.5 g/cc for glassy carbon, 2.0 g/cc for low density amorphous
carbon and 3.0 g/cc for high density amorphous carbon. Calculations are per-
formed employing the micro-canonical ensemble (NVE) which enables sponta-
neous melting to occur [21]. Once the lattice has melted, the velocity of atoms
is rescaled to the desired temperature, typically 5000 K. The liquid is equili-
brated for 0.5 ps before being allowed to cool to form an amorphous solid over
a period of 0.5 ps [68].
To form glassy carbon, the quenching was followed by a long annealing cycle.
The annealing process consists of heating the amorphous solid to the desired
temperature and maintaining it for a period of 200 ps before cooling the sam-
ple to 300◦C. These are the required conditions for simulations presented in
Chapter 5.
The initial positions and energies of atoms for high and low density amor-
phous carbon and glassy carbon were obtained from reference [68].
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3.3 The Thomson Problem
To accurately determine the defect formation as a function of PKA energy, a
robust sampling method of PKA energy and direction must be taken. The most
intuitive way of accomplishing this is to uniformly sample across the surface
of a sphere. However, uniformly distributing a large number of points on the
surface of sphere is a non-trivial task with no analytical solution. This problem
was first outlined by Thomson in 1904 [87] whilst attempting to determine the
arrangement of point charges in the atom.
The Thomson problem has been generalised to finding the minimum energy
for N point charges on a sphere and has formed a significant area of research
applicable to a multitude of real-world problems. The values of the minimum
energy for N < 100 are well documented. However, for large N, the number of
local minima increases exponentially and finding the global minimum using
simple numerical algorithms becomes a time-consuming task.
The primary knock-on trajectories for the simulations undertaken in cascades
in graphite were generated by sampling from a unit sphere obtained by solving
the Thomson problem with the number of points N = 20. An MD minimisation
technique incorporating the velocity Verlet algorithm (a numerical method to
integrate Newton’s equations of motion) [50] has been adapted with each point
given a unit mass and with the time step set to a nominal small value. The
temperature can be controlled through velocity scaling. This can help the
system escape out of the local minima. The effective force, Fe f f , used during
the minimisation process is given by the Coulomb force, FTruei with the radial
component removed, equations 3.1 to 3.4 [88].
FE f fi = F
True
i −
(
FTruei · rˆi
)
(3.1)
where
FTruei = −∇φi (r1, r2, ..., rn) (3.2)
where
φi (r1, r2, ..., rn) =∑
i 6=j
1
rij
(3.3)
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and
rij = |ri − rj| (3.4)
The radial component, FTruei , can be removed. This results in F
E f f
i being
tangential to the surface of the sphere. The positions of the points are re-
normalised to ensure each point remains on the surface by using equation 3.5.
rˆi =
ri
|ri| (3.5)
The initial random configuration of 20 points on the unit sphere is shown in
figure 3.6. The initial directions are listed in table 3.1.
Figure 3.6: Diagram of the initial 20 random configuration of 20 points on the
unit sphere as solved using the Thomson problem with N = 20.
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Point Number x-component y-component z-component
1 0.737604927 -0.675232531 0
2 0.522585211 0.658223546 0.541891559
3 -0.05135572 0.283547788 0.957581977
4 0.709991918 0.667304275 -0.22498107
5 0.133015703 -0.859841041 0.492930225
6 0.501642205 -0.255035814 0.826626779
7 -0.501642199 0.255035813 -0.826626783
8 0.266221815 0.399429572 -0.877258207
9 -0.988188563 -0.121277127 -0.093676158
10 -0.021417929 0.934795772 -0.354539329
11 0.193601742 -0.398660276 -0.896430895
12 -0.44418536 -0.397849345 0.802754797
13 -0.613562575 -0.778509191 0.132152962
14 -0.22134945 0.885903477 0.407651137
15 0.834911985 -0.10739429 -0.539804079
16 -0.562747905 -0.506113571 -0.65357773
17 0.961985389 0.045702006 0.269249768
18 -0.747119269 0.637275258 -0.188926026
19 -0.783014609 0.272356297 0.559204945
20 0.073022689 -0.939660623 -0.334223877
Table 3.1: Initial PKA Positions (Solved with N = 20)
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3.4 Physical Properties of Graphite Cascades
Advanced Gas Cooled Reactors employ graphite moderators to slow neutrons
following fission (see Section 3.2). Figure 3.3 shows the path of neutrons
through graphite [93]. The red arrow indicates the path of a fast neutron.
The fast neutrons collides with the nucleus of the PKA which causes the PKA
to be displaced from its initial starting position. The PKA passes through the
initial part of the cell without colliding with any atoms. Energy is transferred
from the PKA to neighbouring atom’s electrons. This effect can be created by
using a thermal spike in the cell. When the fast neutron collides with a carbon
atom (indicated in figure 3.3), the neutron transfers, on average, 15% of its ki-
netic energy to the carbon atom. It takes approximately 100 collisions for the
fast neutron to thermalise. This is because the mass of the carbon is 12 times
greater than the mass of the neutron.
The first part of the diagram refers to swift heavy ions (indicated in figure
3.3). The primary knock-on atom (PKA), passes through this region without
colliding with any atoms. However, the PKA transfers kinetic energy to the
surrounding atoms. This causes them to vibrate which can result in the for-
mation of interstitials and vacancies. The electron energy transfer has been
simulated using a thermal spike.
The second part of the diagram represents cascades produced as a direct result
of a collision between the PKA and atoms in the cell, (indicated in Figure 3.3).
Cascades are produced when the PKA hits one or several atoms resulting in the
displacement and collision of other atoms in the cell. Simulations computed
using a PKA with a high initial energy results in carbon nuclei with a small
cross section and the production of a larger number of cascades. Thompson
states the structure of a material can exert some influence on the spreading
of the collision cascade [79]. Moving atoms can move in open channels that
exist between the atomic rows of the lattice and find an easy route through the
lattice, a phenomena known as channelling. Kinetic energy can also be passed
from one atom to another atom in a sequence of collisions along the rows.
This is known as focusing. Both types of phenomena have been observed in
cascades presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
Channelling can influence the collision cascade by reducing the number of dis-
placed atoms, N(E2). It could also result in the spread of damage being over a
larger volume [79]. Statement 2.43 gives the average number of displacements
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in a hard sphere collision. There is a probability c of the atom with energy
E becoming channelled and lost to the cascade. If this occurs, the channelled
atom would be the only displaced atom which would result in N(E) = 1. There
is also the probability (1− c) which results in statement 3.6.
2
∫ E
Ed
N(x)
dx
E
(3.6)
This would result in the average number of displacements being equal to equa-
tion 3.7.
N(E) = c+ 2(1− c)
∫ E
Ed
N(x)
dx
E
(3.7)
If c is taken to be independent of energy then equation 3.8 holds.
N(E) = (E/2Ed)(1−2c) (3.8)
where E > Ed and c < 1.
Although expression 3.8 may be a rather poor approximation for the average
number of displacements, it shows that the larger E is, the more recoils are
involved and the greater the overall chance of channellling [79].
The final part of the diagram represents any defects formed (indicated in fig-
ure 3.3). Atoms displaced from their initial position leave behind vacancies.
Vacancies can be filled by another displaced atom or the bonds from surround-
ing atoms may close. Displaced atoms can also form interstitials both within a
layer and between layers.
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3.5 Thermal Spike and Cascade Simulations in Graphite
Figure 3.3 shows the path a primary knock-on atom (PKA) takes through the
graphite structure. The first regime of interest occurs for the swift heavy ions.
In this region, the PKA passes straight through without colliding with any
atoms. However, the PKA transfers kinetic energy to the surrounding atoms.
This process has been simulated using a thermal spike, figure 3.4.
Figure 3.7 shows the fraction of fission neutrons per MeV against the neutron
energy. There are three points of interest on the graph; the most probable, the
average and the maximum energy for fission to take place. Figure 3.7 shows
these three energies [92].
Figure 3.7: Graph showing the three main regions of interest during a thermal
spike simulation. The most probable (green), The average (red)
and the maximum (blue), energy to cause fission.
To simulate the three cases, the electronic stopping power of a carbon atom is
required. As a fast particle passes through a material it gradually loses energy.
The stopping power of a particle is defined as the conservative force acting
on the particle due to interaction with matter. Figure 3.8 shows the energy
per nucleon and the electronic stopping power of the atoms in a thermal spike
[96]. The three main regions of interest during a thermal spike simulation are
marked on the graph. The most probable (green), The average (red) and the
maximum (blue), energy to cause fission.
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Figure 3.8: Graph showing the energy per nucleon vs. the electronic stopping
power of carbon in carbon. The three main regions of interest
during a thermal spike simulation are marked on the graph. The
most probable (green), the average (red) and the maximum (blue),
energy to cause fission.
During a thermal spike simulation, a large amount of kinetic energy is trans-
ferred to atoms within a given radius. Around one quarter of this energy is
transferred back into the nuclei creating a transient, liquid-like state. The en-
ergy change has to be accounted for when choosing the initial energy value
for the thermal spike.
The most probable value for fission occurs when the energy per carbon nu-
cleon is 6.0 x 103 eV (figure 3.8). Values for the average value of fission occurs
when the energy per nucleon is 2.5 x 104 eV, figure 3.8. The maximum value
of fission that can occur before the cell cannot contain the simulation has an
energy per nucleon of 1 x 105 eV, figure 3.8. These values are obtained by
calculating the differential at the three points on the graph in figure 3.8, con-
verting the result into eV and then quartering the value. The value is quartered
because on average only 25% of the energy in electronic stopping is transferred
back into the nuclei.
The recoil energy of a carbon atom after a neutron has collided with its nucleus
can be calculated using equation 3.9 [79].
E2 = ΛE1sin2(φ/2) (3.9)
where
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Λ = 4M1M2/(M1 +M2)2 (3.10)
M1 and M2 are the masses of a carbon atom and a neutron, E1 is the average
kinetic energy, E2 is the recoil energy and φ is the recoil angle. Figure 3.8
and equations 3.9 and 3.10 allows the recoil energy of a carbon atom to be
calculated during a head-on collision, equation 3.11.
E2 =
2.5x103 x4x12
132
= 710keV (3.11)
where: φ = pi which implies sin2(φ/2) = 1.
The maximum recoil energy of a carbon atom is 710 keV hence the average
recoil energy is 355 keV [79].
Figure 3.3 shows the path a primary knock-on atom (PKA) takes through the
graphite structure. The second region of interest is the cascade regime. In
this region, the PKA collides with an atom in the cell. This atom is then
displaced and travels through the cell before colliding with a different atom.
The collisions create a cascade effect throughout the cell. During a collision,
energy transfer occurs between the atoms. As more cascades occur there is
less energy transferred in each collision. Collisions will continue until the
kinetic energy of an atom is less than the threshold displacement energy (the
minimum amount of energy required to displace an atom). At the threshold
displacement energy, interstitials and vacancies can be seen. This process has
been simulated using a cascade cell, figure 3.5.
The final part of figure 3.3 refers to the threshold displacement energies. The
threshold displacement energy is the minimum amount of energy required to
displace an atom. The effects of the threshold displacement energy can be seen
at the end of thermal spike simulations or cascade simulations. They can also
be created by computing simulations with a very small initial energy.
Threshold displacement simulations allow the formation energy of defects to
be calculated. The formation energy represents the least amount of energy
required to break the bonds between the carbon atoms and to cause vacancies
and interstitials. The formation energy of defects calculated using the EDIP
potential are pleasingly similar to those calculated from DFT in the literature
[86] (see table 4.4). The comparison of EDIP results to DFT justifies the use
of the EDIP potential [73]. DFT performs very accurate simulations in carbon
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based materials as discussed in Chapter 2. However, it is computationally ex-
pensive to run. EDIP can produce results of comparable accuracy but requires
much less computational resources.
A variable time step has been been employed to simulate graphite cascades.
For example, during a simulation with initial PKA energy of 1000 eV, the fol-
lowing time steps are employed; when the PKA is initiated, the equations of
motion are integrated using an average time step of 0.018 fs. During the first
collision this falls to just 0.0022 fs before increasing to a maximum of 0.025 fs
midway between the first and second collisions. With each collision the time
step is temporarily reduced and the cycle repeats. The time step gradually
trends upwards towards a constant value of 0.23 fs by the end of the simula-
tion. Due to the efficiency of the variable time step, the total simulation of 5
ps completes on average in fewer than 30, 000 time steps with around 10, 000
steps required to cover the first pico-second.
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Chapter 4
Cascades In Graphite
There are three regimes of interest which occur in a graphite cascade; the
thermal spike, the cascade and the threshold energy regimes. Examples of
each regime are presented in this chapter. Further explanation and discussion
of results is given in Chapter 6.
4.1 Thermal Spike Results
The thermal spike is the first regime of interest within graphite cascades. A
set amount of energy is given to a graphite lattice to simulate a PKA passing
through the cell, transferring electronic energy without causing any collisions.
Figure 4.1, shows a snap-shot of the final image after a thermal spike cascade
with initial energy 6 x 103 eV. The radius of the spike was set to 2.7Å.
Figure 4.1: A thermal spike cascade representing the most probable energy
for fission, 6 x 103 eV, Radius 2.7Å. The cell temperature is 300◦C.
The thermal spike region is denoted by the red lines.
Figure 4.1 simulates the most probable energy for fission to occur in an ad-
vanced gas-cooled reactor (AGR). The radius of the thermal spike was 2.7Å.
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This value was selected because generally at this energy, the atoms do not
travel far from their initial position. The initial cell temperature was 300◦C to
simulate the conditions seen in AGRs.
The total ‘real time’ value from when the initial energy was given to the system
until the cell stabilised, (depicted in figure 4.1) is 0.14 ps. The initial energy
sees the atoms within the thermal spike radius vibrate. This results in the dis-
placement of ∼ 20 atoms. The excited kinetic energy of the carbon atoms in the
graphite lattice is dispersed through the in-plane layers via standard phonon
processes. At small energies, the vibrations are contained within each layer
and cause no lasting damage to the overall cell structure. After the lattice has
stabilised, there are four interstitials present in the original thermal spike re-
gion. Analysis of the final cell shows the presence of a grafted interstitial, spiro
interstitials and vacancies. This was a significant amount of energy to give a
small cell and, remarkably, there is very little damage to the final structure.
Figure 4.2: A thermal spike cascade representing the average energy for fis-
sion, 2.5 x 104 eV, Radius 3.7Å. The cell temperature is 300◦C. The
thermal spike is denoted by the red lines.
Figure 4.2, is a snap-shot of the final image produced after a thermal spike
simulation with an initial energy of 2.5 x 104 eV. The radius of the thermal
spike was 3.7Å and the initial cell temperature was set to 300◦C. Due to the
higher initial energy given to the system, a larger radius is required than that
employed in figure 4.1. The simulation ran for 0.21 ps in ‘real time’ before
stabilising. Initial interstitials and vacancies were created within the thermal
spike region. As the simulation continued and the energy of displaced atoms
fell below their threshold energy, displaced atoms came to rest in vacancies
within the lattice or formed interstitials between the planes. No defects were
formed outside of the thermal spike region despite vibrations through the
planes (the vibrations were created as a direct result of the thermal spike).
Figure 4.2 shows the final lattice after the simulation has stabilised. There are
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10 defects present. The cascade at 2.5 x 104 eV left no significant damage to
the overall structure of the cell.
Figure 4.3: A thermal spike cascade representing the maximum energy for
fission, 1.0 x 105 eV, Radius 5.0Å. The cell temperature is 300◦C.
The thermal spike is denoted by the red lines.
Figure, 4.3, shows a thermal spike radius of 5.0Å, initial energy of 1.0 x 105 eV
and the initial cell temperature was set to 300◦C. The initial energy 1.0 x 105
eV was selected to represent the maximum energy the structure can contain.
Unlike previous thermal spike simulations, there was significant movement
from atoms in the entire cell during the simulation. The simulation took 0.33
ps in ‘real time’ to stabilise. Figure 4.3 shows the final graphite cell. Analysis
of the cell showed no significant damage caused outside the thermal spike
region. Within the thermal spike region, there is a considerable amount of
damage i.e., interstitials and vacancies are created. Analysis has shown that at
these high energies, Frenkel pairs are created and also Stone-Wales defects can
be seen (these are discussed in section 4.5).
The structure of graphite allows large values of energy to pass through the lat-
tice, without causing major damage to the overall cell. Despite the large initial
energy given to the cell, the overall structure has remained intact and layers
within the graphite can clearly be seen. The lack of structural damage at high
energies is unlike thermal spikes seen within other materials [97]. Graphite be-
haves differently from other materials because of its strongly bonded layered
structure.
Simulations using the thermal spike, up to an energy of 1.0 x 105 eV, have pro-
duced a remarkable result. It was not expected that such a large amount of
kinetic energy given to the system would produce so little damage. The exam-
ples in figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, have been selected as examples to demonstrate
the three main energy values occurring during nuclear fission.
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4.2 Preliminary Cascade Results
The second regime of interest, the cascade region, has been the primary area
of focus for this thesis. To simulate a cascade through graphite, the cell must
first be prepared (as described in Chapter 3) and a primary knock-on atom
(PKA) must be selected with a given direction and energy.
Cascade simulations are directionally dependent. The direction of the PKA
has to be chosen carefully. Initially, over 100 different directions were selected
and simulated in a graphite cell using a variety of different initial temperatures
and energies. Each simulation gives a unique result and the results produced,
do not show any resemblance to results previously obtained in other carbon
materials.
Figure 4.4 shows two snap-shots of graphite cascades. Each cascade had an
initial energy of 500 eV applied in two different initial directions.
Figure 4.4: (a) The displacements produced by a graphite cascade with initial
PKA direction x = 1, y = 2 and z = 1, initial PKA energy 500 eV and
an initial cell temperature 300◦C. (b) The displacements produced
by a graphite cascade with initial PKA direction x = 2, y = 1 and
z = 0.1, initial PKA energy 500 eV and an initial cell temperature
300◦C. The final position of the PKA is denoted by a blue ring.
There are around 30,000 atoms in this structure.
These examples of cascades (figure 4.4) have been picked at random to show
extreme movement both normal and through the plane. Figure 4.4 (a) is taken
from the end of the cascade. This cascade ran for 0.16 ps (‘real time’) before
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the structure stabilised. A cascade simulation is stable when the energy of the
atoms in the cell is less than the formation energy of interstitials.
The initial energy and direction shown in figure 4.4 (a) was 500 eV and x =
1, y = 2 and z = 1 respectively. The initial cell temperature was 300◦C. The
direction was chosen to simulate a cascade with an initial direction normal to
the graphite plane. This direction was selected so the PKA would be able to
pass through the hexagonal lattice above with the aim of finding evidence of
channelling. The PKA travelled through the first three layers within the struc-
ture before colliding with an atom. This is an example of channelling. The
PKA continued to travel normal to the plane after the initial collision. Fur-
ther collisions occurred as the cascade proceeded until the energy of atoms
in the lattice falls below the threshold energy (25 eV). The PKA came to rest
in a vacancy created as a result of the cascade (denoted by the blue ring fig-
ure 4.4 (a)). Upon completion of the simulation, the final structure remained
intact and there was very little structural damage. There are clearly defined
layers of graphene visible within the final cell. The displaced atoms created
by the cascade have filled vacancies left by displaced atoms or formed intersti-
tials between the planes. Figure 4.4 (a) is the final structure after the cascade.
Analysis of the final image shows the presence of: a grafted interstitial, a bent
interlayer bridge and a spiro interstitial. There are also vacancies present in
the structure. The presence of these intersitials and vacancies agree with those
found in the literature (section 4.5) [86].
Figure 4.4 (b) is taken from a cascade with an initial direction close to the
plane. The initial energy and direction of the PKA is 500 eV and x = 2, y =
1 and z = 0.1, respectively. The initial cell temperature is 300◦C. During the
simulation, the PKA appeared to ‘bounce’ between two layers in the cell, a
phenomena known as assisted channelling [87]. The second collision caused
the PKA to change direction and this resulted in a collision with an atom in
the layer below. This process continued through the simulation until the PKA
reached its threshold displacement energy. Displacements of atoms occurred
each time the PKA collided with an atom, these displacements caused sec-
ondary cascades throughout the cell. Energy is transferred between atoms
during a collision which results in secondary cascades being produced. The
energy transferred between the PKA and atoms in the cell decreases with each
collision. This results in a greater number of secondary cascades being pro-
duced around sites of the PKA’s initial collisions. Figure 4.4 (b) shows the
initial resting point of the PKA. It came to rest between two layers and formed
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a grafted interstitial. Analysis of the final cell gave evidence of the presence of
a spiro interstitial, grafted interstitials and vacancies.
Cascades at high energies produce a higher number of interstitials and vacan-
cies. This is because the initial PKA has more energy which in turn results in
an increase in the energy transferred between atoms in a collision. Figure 4.5
is an example of a high energy cascade simulation.
Cascade simulations at these higher energies require a larger structure to en-
sure atoms do not leave the cell throughout the duration of the simulation.
Figure 4.5 demonstrates how the addition of further atoms makes analysis by
human eye difficult. AVAS (visualisation and analysis software) has been em-
ployed at high energies to calculate the number of interstitials and vacancies
present after a cascade has stabilised.
Figure 4.5: A high energy graphite cascade with initial PKA direction
x = 1, y = 2 and z = 1, initial PKA energy 1000 eV and initial cell
temperature 300◦C. There are approximately a quarter of a million
atoms in this structure.
Figure 4.5 has the same initial direction but a different initial energy as com-
pared to figure 4.4 (a). The path taken by the PKA in figure 4.5 is similar
to figure 4.4 (a) the main difference here being at the higher energy, there is
greater movement from atoms in the cell. The path of the PKA stays normal to
the plane. Damage to the structure can be seen throughout the whole cell. This
is a result of higher kinetic energies being transferred through initial collisions.
High energy cascades lead to a rise in the number of interstitials and vacan-
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cies being produced. Figure 4.5 shows evidence of split interstitials, grafted
interstitials, bent interlayer bridges, spiro interstitials and vacancies.
To conclude the comments on the preliminary simulations, cascades in graphite
are directionally dependent and even cascades with the same initial direction
but a different initial energy can produce different results.
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4.3 Qualitative Cascade Data
The preliminary results led to the conclusion that a systematic and uniform
sample of PKA directions is required to accurately analyse the effect of cas-
cades. As a direct result of preliminary results, it was decided to employ the
Thomson problem [87] to uniformly distribute points around a sphere. Twenty
directions were selected and analysed over energies: 25, 50, 75, 100, 250, 500,
750, 1000, 1500 and 2000 eV.
4.3.1 Individual Cascades
To highlight the directional dependence of graphite cascades, a selection of the
initial 20 directions is presented below. The number of defects were computed
using a vacancy radius of 0.9Å.
Low Energy (25 - 250 eV) Cascades in Graphite
Low energy cascades have been simulated with initial PKA energies of 25, 50,
75, 100 and 250 eV. Figure 4.6 represents an example of a low energy cascade
in graphite with an initial PKA energy of 50 eV.
Figure 4.6: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 50eV after: (a) 0.007 ps,
(b) 0.014 ps, (c) 0.023 ps and (d) 0.192 ps. Initial PKA direction
15 from table 3.1. The cell temperature is 300◦C. The red circles
denote interstitials and the blue squares denote vacancies.
Figure 4.6 had an initial PKA direction of x = 0.834911985, y = -0.010739429
and z = -0.539804079. The image in figure 4.6 (a) shows the cascade after 0.007
ps, the PKA (red circle) has been removed from its initial position leaving a
vacancy (blue square) behind. Image 4.6 (b) shows the cascades after 0.014 ps.
Here the PKA has travelled slightly further from its initial position. However,
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it has not travelled far enough to collide with surrounding atoms. The PKA
has travelled slightly further after 0.023 ps, figure 4.6 (c). However, here the
distance travelled is still less than the interatomic separation of the carbon
atoms within the graphite lattice and, therefore, no defects are formed. The
final image, figure 4.6 (d), shows no defects or interstitials. This is because the
PKA has come to rest in its initial starting position.
Figure 4.7 shows the number of defects created during the cascade as a func-
tion of time. The total number of defects throughout the whole cascade was
one and the PKA settled into its initial position after 0.16 ps.
Figure 4.7: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 50 eV. Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1. The cell
temperature is 300◦C.
The distance the PKA travelled from the initial starting point can be seen in
figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 50 eV after: (a) 0.007
ps, (b) 0.014 ps, (c) 0.023 ps and (d) 0.192 ps. The colour on the
scalar bar indicates the distance moved by atoms during the cas-
cade (Angs). Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1. The cell
temperature is 300◦C.
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The images in figure 4.8 are taken from the same time periods as in figure
4.6. The PKA moves further away from the initial starting position as the time
increases. However, the PKA does not have sufficient energy to continue to
travel through the cell and comes to rest in the initial starting position therefore
the PKA has a displacement of 0Å.
At 50 eV there is no damage to the final graphite cell with a PKA with initial
direction 15 from table 3.1.
Figure 4.9 represents a cascade through graphite with an initial PKA energy
of 250 eV.
Figure 4.9: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 250 eV after: (a) 0.00 ps,
(b) 0.01 ps, (c) 0.04 ps, (d) 0.17 ps, (e) 0.35 ps and (f) 3.21 ps. Initial
PKA direction 2 from table 3.1. The cell temperature is 300◦C.
The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares denote
vacancies. The path of each displaced atom is traced.
Figures 4.9 (a) and (b) demonstrate the initial direction of the PKA. At 0.04 ps,
collisions have started to occur and a cluster of defects can be seen, figure 4.9
(c). The energy transferred between collisions is relatively small resulting in
many atoms having an energy only slightly greater than the threshold energy
resulting in the cascade staying in a cluster formation. As the cascade reaches
0.17 ps, shown in figure 4.9, the atoms have started to fill vacancies and by 0.35
ps the displaced atoms do not have sufficient energy to cause further cascades
(figures 4.9 (e) and (f)). The final number of interstitials and vacancies present
is three.
Figure 4.10 shows the number of defects present at any given point during
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the cascade. The graph shows an initial increase at 0.028 ps to seven defects,
the maximum obtained during this cascade. Figure 4.10 decreases from seven
defects present to six but jumps back to seven after 0.01 ps. The change in
the number of defects present is due to an atom briefly leaving the lattice site
without breaking any bonds before re-combining with the lattice.
Figure 4.10: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 250 eV. Initial PKA direction 2 from table 3.1. The cell
temperature is 300◦C.
Figure 4.11 shows the distances travelled by displaced atoms through the lat-
tice.
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Figure 4.11: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 250 eV after: (a) 0.007
ps, (b) 0.021 ps, (c) 0.044 ps, (d) 0.068 ps, (e) 0.175 and (f) 2.498
ps. The colour on the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial PKA direction 2 from table 3.1.
The cell temperature is 300◦C.
The PKA reaches its final position after 0.021 ps, figure 4.11 (b), and travels a
total displacement of 7.44Å. Atoms displaced as a direct result of secondary
collisions move no further than 3.5Å from their initial starting position. Sec-
ondary displacement atoms moving less than 2Å from their initial starting
position re-combine with the graphite lattice. This is supported by the dia-
grams in figures 4.11 (e) and (f).
Low energy cascades cause very little final damage to the lattice. The maxi-
mum number of defects formed as a result of a low energy cascade was six
and the average is two. The average number of displaced atoms during a cas-
cade with an initial PKA energy of 50 eV is one. The top end of the low energy
cascades produced an average of four displaced atoms which is 11% greater
than the average number of final defects present. The average final displace-
ment of the PKA with initial energy 1500 and 2000 eV is 4.823 and 14.519Å
respectively.
Further examples of low energy cascades are presented in Appendix I.
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Mid-Range Energy (500 - 1000 eV) Cascades in Graphite
Mid-range energy cascades have been simulated with initial PKA energies of
500, 750 and 1000 eV. Figure 4.12 represents an example of a mid-range energy
cascade in graphite with an initial PKA energy of 500 eV.
Figure 4.12: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 500 eV after: (a) 0.00
ps, (b) 0.02 ps, (c) 0.05 ps, (d) 0.10 ps, (e) 0.16 ps and (f) 3.16
ps. The cell temperature is 300◦C. Initial PKA direction 2 from
table 3.1. The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares
denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom is traced.
Figure 4.12 (a) denotes the initial path of the PKA, after 0.02 ps there is evi-
dence of secondary cascades (figure 4.12 (b)). At 0.10 ps, figure 4.12 (d) there
is a cluster of interstitials and vacancies forming. The interstitials (red circles)
and vacancies (blue squares) are closely packed together. As the displaced
atoms continue to collide and transfer energy, the displaced atoms come to rest
in a vacancy site. The re-combining of the interstitials formed is supported by
figures 4.12 (d) and (e). The final number of interstitials and vacancies present
in the cell is six.
Figure 4.13 shows the total number of defects present at any given point in
time during this cascade.
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Figure 4.13: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 500 eV. Initial PKA direction 2 from table 3.1. The cell
temperature is 300◦C.
The initial steps of this cascade are subject to channelling. This can be seen
between 0.007 and 0.015 ps. The maximum number of defects formed during
the cascade at 500 eV was 16 after a time period of 0.107 ps. After the initial
peak of 16 defects, (figure 4.13) the number of defects decreases to 10 where
the cell remains stable for 0.04 ps before displaced atoms re-combine within
the lattice. The number of defects present within the cell alternates between
seven and five. This is because atoms have enough kinetic energy to escape the
lattice and form an interstitial between planes but do not have enough kinetic
energy to break further bonds and cause secondary cascades.
Figure 4.14 represents the distance travelled by each displaced atom.
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Figure 4.14: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 500 eV after: (a) 0.007
ps, (b) 0.015 ps, (c) 0.036 ps, (d) 0.059 ps, (e) 0.167 and (f) 2.590
ps. The colour on the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial PKA direction 2 from table 3.1.
The cell temperature is 300◦C.
The PKA in figure 4.14 (a) and (b) show evidence of channelling between 0.007
and 0.015 ps. At 0.036 ps, shown as figure 4.14 (c), the PKA has collided
with atoms in the cell, as a direct result of the collisions, cascades have been
produced. With the exception of one atom, the displaced atoms from the
secondary cascades have travelled on average 1.25Å from their initial position
by 0.059 ps (figure 4.14 (d)). The atom omitted from the calculation collided
with the PKA at an angle of 43◦. As a consequence, a large amount of energy
was transferred giving the second carbon atom energy to penetrate further
through the cell. The final image, figure 4.14 (f), shows the majority of defects
have travelled over 5Å from their initial lattice position. The final displacement
of the PKA was 8.88Å.
Figure 4.15 shows a graphite cascade with initial PKA energy of 1000 eV. This
is the top end of the mid-range energies. The increase in the initial PKA
energy allows the PKA to penetrate further through the cell. The cluster like
cascades witnessed at lower energies have now been replaced and the number
of secondary cascades produced has increased dramatically.
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Figure 4.15: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 1000 eV after: (a) 0.00
ps, (b) 0.01 ps, (c) 0.03 ps, (d) 0.08 ps, (e) 0.63 ps and (f) 4.87 ps.
Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1. The cell temperature is
300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares
denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom is traced
Figure 4.15 (a) shows the initial direction the PKA took. After 0.01 ps (figure
4.15 (b)) a number of secondary collisions can be seen. Initially, the secondary
collisions remain in close proximity to the path of the PKA as witnessed in
figure 4.15 (c). Figure 4.15 (d) shows the PKA has collided with another car-
bon atom. The result of this collision is that the PKA’s path is altered but,
most importantly, the second carbon atom is displaced from its original lattice
position. With each collision the PKA transfers energy, due to the angle at
which the collision between the PKA and second carbon atom occurred, the
energy transferred to the second carbon atom is high. This results in the sec-
ond carbon atom forming a series of secondary cascades. The kinetic energy
of the carbon atoms gradually becomes less than the threshold energy. As a
result, the atoms form defects or come to rest in a vacancy (figures 4.15 (e) and
(f)). The final number of interstitials and vacancies present after the cell has
stabilised is 14.
Every graphite cascade is unique. It is for this reason channelling can be
present during one cascade at a given energy and not during a second cas-
cade at a different energy, even when both cascades have the same initial PKA
direction. The cascades described at 500 and 1000 eV are prime examples of
this.
Figure 4.16 shows all the defects present during a graphite cascade at 1000 eV.
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The maximum peak of 32 defects occurs at 0.073 ps. The graph shows that
no channelling occurs. The slight variation in the number of defects present
after 0.2 ps is a direct result of the carbon atoms at the edge of the secondary
cascades reaching their threshold energies. Once the atoms have reached their
threshold energies they no longer have enough kinetic energy to break away
from the lattice sites. However, the carbon atoms may have enough kinetic
energy to move slightly out of their position in the lattice resulting in the
formation of a defect between the planes. The atoms may stay in their defect
position or may re-combine with a vacancy, removing the defect.
Figure 4.16: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 1000 eV. Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1. The
cell temperature is 300◦C.
Figure 4.17 shows the distance travelled by displaced atoms during the graphite
cascade. As the initial PKA energy given to the system is at the top end of the
mid-range cascades, the distances moved by atoms in the cell is expected to
be higher. It is clear from figures 4.17 (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) that the PKA has
travelled over 10Å throughout the cascade. Unlike the lower energy cascades,
other carbon atoms in the cell have travelled distances greater than 10Å. An
example of this situation can be seen in the final image (figure 4.17 (f)). The
atoms surrounding the secondary cascades have not travelled over 3Å from
their initial lattice position. This is to be expected as the energy transferred to
atoms during a cascade is proportional to the number of collisions (i.e., the en-
ergy transfer decreases as the number of collisions increases). The individual
energies of the atoms on the edge of the secondary collisions are approximately
equal to the threshold displacement energy. This allows an atom to vacate its
initial site, form an interstitial between planes but it does not have the kinetic
energy to travel further through the cell and cause further secondary cascades.
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The final displacement of the initial PKA is 55.21Å.
Figure 4.17: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 1000 eV after: (a) 0.005
ps, (b) 0.022 ps, (c) 0.040 ps, (d) 0.066 ps, (e) 0.127 ps and (f) 3.320
ps. The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1.
The cell temperature is 300◦C.
Mid-range energy cascades produce noticeable damage to the final cell. A
maximum of 22 defects was observed during a cascade with initial PKA en-
ergy of 1000 eV. The average number of defects in the final lattice cell during
mid-range energy cascade was 12. Cascades with an initial PKA energy of 500
eV had an average of 10 atoms displaced during a cascade. This is on aver-
age 21% greater than the final number of defects present in the lattice. The
average number of displaced atoms during a 1000 eV cascade was 21. There
is a difference of 24% between the number of displaced atoms and the final
number of defects present in the lattice. The average displacement of the PKA
was 19.155Å and 28.431Å respectively.
Further examples of mid-range energy cascades are presented in Appendix I.
High Energy (1500 - 2000 eV) Cascades in Graphite
High energy cascades have been simulated with initial PKA energies of 1500
and 2000 eV. Cascades simulated at high energies see dynamic atom move-
ment, produce a greater number of defects and alter significantly depending
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on their initial PKA direction. Figure 4.18 represents an example of a high
energy cascade in graphite with an initial PKA energy of 1500 eV.
Figure 4.18: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 1500 eV after: (a) 0.00
ps, (b) 0.01 ps, (c) 0.04 ps, (d) 0.12 ps, (e) 0.26 ps and (f) 4.28 ps.
Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1. The cell temperature is
300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares
denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom is traced.
Figure 4.18 (a) shows the initial path of the PKA. By 0.01 ps (figure 4.18 (b))
there are already six displaced atoms. A collision with a carbon atom at 0.0225
ps results in the PKA’s initial direction altering. The new path of the PKA
begins with channelling between 0.0225 and 0.03 ps. The PKA continues to
collide with carbon atoms (figure 4.18 (c)) and results in a large cluster of
secondary collisions occurring at 0.12 ps (figure 4.18 (d)). When the carbon
atom’s kinetic energy begins to fall below the threshold energy, no further
collisions occur and atoms either re-combine within the lattice or form defects
(figures 4.18 (e) and (f)). The final number of interstitials and vacancies present
after the cell has stabilised is 16.
Figure 4.19 shows the number of defects present through a cascade at 1500
eV. The channelling can just be seen by the small plateau in the initial peak at
15 defects. The time period when the channelling occurred is too small to be
seen clearly from the graph. The maximum number of defects, 47 occurred at
0.124 ps. The small peak seen in figure 4.19 is a result of secondary cascades
forming and re-combining back into the lattice simultaneously.
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Figure 4.19: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 1500 eV. Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1. The
cell temperature is 300◦C.
Figure 4.20 represents the distance travelled by atoms during the cascade. Due
to the large amount of initial energy given to the PKA, secondary atoms have
travelled distances greater than 10Å through the cell (figures 4.20 (e) and (f)).
The majority of defects caused as a direct result of a secondary cascade have
moved less than 2.5Å from their original lattice position. During the energy
transfer in a collision, eight atoms received enough kinetic energy to travel
over 5.0Å from their original lattice position (figures 4.20 (e) and (f)). The
PKA has a final displacement of 79.8Å.
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Figure 4.20: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 1500 eV after: (a) 0.005
ps, (b) 0.024 ps, (c) 0.041 ps, (d) 0.061 ps, (e) 0.124 ps and (f) 3.045
ps. The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1.
The cell temperature is 300◦C.
The final cascade we considered is 2000 eV. Figure 4.21 is an example of a 2000
eV cascade.
Figure 4.21: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 2000 eV after: (a) 0.00
ps, (b) 0.01 ps, (c) 0.04 ps, (d) 0.10 ps, (e) 0.30 ps and (f) 3.80
ps. Initial PKA direction 2 from table 3.1. The cell temperature
is 300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares
denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom is traced.
The initial phase of the cascade shows the initial direction of the PKA along
with the start of a cascade, figures 4.21 (a) and (b). As the cascade progresses to
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0.04 ps, secondary collision cascades can be identified (figure 4.21 (c)). Figure
4.21 (d) shows evidence of three main areas of defect formation. The cascade
has followed a primary path through the lattice leaving a wake of secondary
cascades. The kinetic energy of the atoms in the lattice begins to fall below the
threshold energy and defects begin to re-combine within the lattice, as seen in
figures 4.21 (e) and (f). The final number of interstitials and vacancies present
in the cell is 27.
Figure 4.22 shows the total number of defects present as a function of time
during a 2000 eV cascade.
Figure 4.22: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 2000 eV. Initial PKA direction 2 from table 3.1. The cell
temperature is 300◦C.
Figure 4.22 has an initial peak of defects at 0.107 ps where the maximum num-
ber of defects formed was 63. A collision between the PKA and a neighbouring
atom caused the formation of two cascade regions. The angle at which the PKA
hits the neighbouring carbon atom results in the majority of the PKA’s kinetic
energy being transferred into the neighbouring carbon atom. As a result, the
PKA has less kinetic energy to create further secondary cascades. It is because
of this that there is a plateau in figure 4.22 at 0.2 ps.
The distance travelled by displaced atoms is represented in figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.23: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 2000 eV after: (a) 0.008
ps, (b) 0.018 ps, (c) 0.027 ps, (d) 0.047 ps, (e) 0.107 and (f) 4.199
ps. The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial PKA direction 2 from table 3.1.
The cell temperature is 300◦C.
Figure 4.23 (a) represents this original direction of the PKA. The collision
which alters the path of the PKA occurs at 0.11 ps, the effect of the collision
can be seen in figure 4.23 (b). The PKA is the red atom to the right of the cell,
the carbon atom involved in the collision is the red atom to the left of the cell.
The PKA comes to rest and re-combines back into the lattice (figure 4.23 (e)).
The cascade continues displacing atoms from their original site, figures 4.23 (c)
and (d). Figure 4.23 (e) highlights the distances travelled by atoms displaced
as a direct result of secondary cascades. The final image, figure 4.23 (f), shows
the atoms which have travelled the greatest distance through the cell does not
include the PKA. This is significant as it gives rise to evidence of a large energy
transfer occurring during initial collisions between the PKA and neighbouring
carbon atoms. The final displacement of the PKA is 7.52Å. This is significantly
lower than previous cascades at 2000 eV because of the high energy transfer
which occurred during the PKA’s initial collisions.
High energy cascades through graphite saw on average 27 defects formed in
the final lattice cell with a maximum of 42 observed during a 2000 eV cascade.
The maximum final number of defects present in cascades with an initial PKA
energy of 1500 and 2000 eV was 29 and 42 respectively. On average 21% of
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atoms displaced during the cascade re-combined with the lattice during cas-
cades at 1500 eV. The remaining 79% formed interstitials between planes. Dur-
ing cascades with an initial PKA energy of 2000 eV, the maximum number of
atoms displaced during a single cascade was 53 and the average was 40. There
is a difference of on average 23.6% between the maximum number of displaced
atoms and the final number of defects. The average final displacement of the
PKA during high energy cascades was 49Å.
Further examples of high energy cascades are presented in Appendix I.
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4.3.2 Extreme Individual Cascades
The initial 20 directions for cascades selected using the Thomson problem have
been employed to accurately represent the possible directions a PKA could
travel. To give a full picture of cascade results, there are other extreme direc-
tions which are to be examined. The extreme directions are: directly along the
plane and normal to the plane. The cascades have been simulated at 500 eV
and the results are presented below.
Initial PKA Direction Through the Plane
In order to simulate a cascade through the plane, the initial PKA direction was
selected to be x = 0.00, y = 0.90 and z = 0.00. Figure 4.24 follows the interstitials
and vacancies which are formed throughout the cascade.
Figure 4.24: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 500 eV after: (a) 0.00
ps, (b) 0.01 ps, (c) 0.04 ps, (d) 0.11 ps, (e) 0.27 ps and (f) 2.97 ps.
Initial PKA direction x = 0.00, y = 0.90 and z = 0.00. The cell
temperature is 300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the
blue squares denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom
is traced.
Figure 4.24 (a) shows the initial direction of the PKA. After 0.01 ps there are
three clearly defined interstitials and vacancies (figure 4.24 (b)). As the cascade
continues, a cluster of defects begins to form and displaced atoms continue to
travel through the cell creating secondary cascades (figures 4.24 (c) and (d)).
After 0.27 ps (figure 4.24 (e)) the cell begins to stabilise and by 2.97 ps the
lattice is stable (figure 4.24 (f)). The total number of interstitials and vacancies
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present in the final lattice is six.
Figure 4.25 shows the number of defects created during this simulation as a
function of time.
Figure 4.25: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 500 eV. Initial PKA direction x = 0.00, y = 0.90 and
z = 0.00. The cell temperature is 300◦C.
Figure 4.25 has an initial peak of defects, the maximum number of defects
formed is 23 and occurs at 0.079 ps into the cascade. The number of defects
begins to decrease until the system begins to stabilise at 0.2 ps.
Figure 4.26 tracks the distance travelled by displaced atoms. The PKA travels
alongs its initial path for 0.32 ps before colliding with a carbon atom in the
cell. The collision forces the PKA to alter its direction before re-combining in
a lattice plane, figure 4.26 (f). The final displacement of the PKA is 4.40Å.
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Figure 4.26: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 500 eV after: (a) 0.00
ps, (b) 0.01 ps, (c) 0.04 ps, (d) 0.11 ps, (e) 0.27 ps and (f) 2.97 ps.
Initial PKA direction x = 0.00, y = 0.90 and z = 0.00. The colour
of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by atoms during
the cascade. The cell temperature is 300◦C.
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Initial PKA Direction Normal to the Plane
Examples of two simulations with an initial PKA direction normal to the plane
are presented to highlight the directional dependence of cascades through
graphite.
Figure 4.27 follows the interstitials and vacancies formed during a cascade
with an initial PKA direction normal to the plane. The initial PKA direction
was set to x = 0.00, y = 0.00 and z = -1.00.
Figure 4.27: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 500 eV after: (a) 0.00
ps, (b) 0.01 ps, (c) 0.04 ps, (d) 0.12 ps, (e) 0.25 ps and (f) 2.99 ps.
Initial PKA direction x = 0.00, y = 0.00 and z = -1.00. The cell
temperature is 300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the
blue squares denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom
is traced.
Figures 4.27 (a) and (b) show the initial position of the PKA. There is little
movement from displaced atoms in the x and y planes (figures 4.27 (c), (d), (e)
and (f)). Figure 4.28 highlights the distance travelled by displaced atoms.
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Figure 4.28: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 500 eV after: (a) 0.007
ps, (b) 0.025 ps, (c) 0.048 ps, (d) 0.070 ps, (e) 0.148 ps and (f) 2.991
ps. The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial PKA direction x = 0.00, y = 0.00
and z = -1.00. The cell temperature is 300◦C.
Figures 4.27 and 4.28 (from the perspective of the x and y directions) suggests
the cascade formed a cluster of defects. However, this proposition is contra-
dicted when studying the images in figure 4.28 (from the perspective of the y
and z directions). The distance travelled by the PKA can be seen to be greater
than 10Å after 0.025 ps (figure 4.28 (b)). If the cascade remained as a cluster
of interstitials and vacancies a displacement of over 10Å of the PKA would be
unlikely. Figure 4.29 shows the same cascade from the view point of the y and
z directions.
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Figure 4.29: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 500 eV after: (a) 0.007
ps, (b) 0.020 ps, (c) 0.048 ps, (d) 0.070 ps, (e) 0.148 ps and (f) 2.991
ps. The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial PKA direction x = 0.00, y = 0.00
and z = -1.00. The cell temperature is 300◦C.
The images in figure 4.29 demonstrate that the PKA travels through the cell.
Figures 4.29 (a) and (b) show the initial path of the PKA. It is involved in a
head-on collision with a carbon atom at 0.022 ps which causes it to retrace the
original path for 0.026 ps before forming an interstitial between the graphite
layers as seen in figure 4.29 (d). The second carbon atom continues to travel
through the cell causing secondary cascades (figure 4.29 (e)) until the cell sta-
bilises (figure 4.29 (f)). The final cell has eight interstitials and eight vacancies
present and the PKA has a final displacement of 5.94Å.
Figure 4.30 denotes displaced atoms as a function of time during this cascade.
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Figure 4.30: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 500 eV. Initial PKA direction x = 0.00, y = 0.00 and
z = -1.00. The cell temperature is 300◦C. The blue arrow indicates
a head-on collision between the PKA and a neighbouring atom.
The head-on collision between the PKA and the second carbon atom is high-
lighted by the blue arrow in figure 4.30. The second carbon atom proceeds
through the cell creating a cascade of defects to be formed. The maximum
number of defects formed is 17 at 0.101 ps. After the initial spike of de-
fects, displaced atoms come to rest in vacant sites or collide with neighbouring
atoms until the cell stabilises.
Figure 4.31 follows the interstitials and vacancies formed during a cascade
with an initial PKA direction normal to the plane. The initial PKA direction
was set to x = 0.00, y = 0.00 and z = 1.00.
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Figure 4.31: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 500 eV after: (a) 0.00
ps, (b) 0.01 ps, (c) 0.04 ps, (d) 0.11 ps, (e) 0.26 ps and (f) 2.91 ps.
Initial PKA direction x = 0.00, y = 0.00 and z = 1.00. The cell
temperature is 300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the
blue squares denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom
is traced.
Figures 4.31 (a) and (b) highlight the initial direction of the PKA. It collides
with two carbon atoms and comes to rest forming an interstitial 0.04 ps into
the cascades (figure 4.31 (c)). Figure 4.31 (c) shows that the displaced carbon
atoms produce two individual secondary cascades in opposing directions. The
secondary cascades continue to form interstitials and vacancies until 0.26 ps
(figure 4.31 (e)) where channelling occurs resulting in the increased presence of
interstitials and vacancies before the cell stabilises (figure 4.31 (f)). The number
of interstitials and vacancies present in the final cell is 10.
Figure 4.32 highlights the channelling occurring during the cascade.
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Figure 4.32: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 500 eV. Initial PKA direction x = 0.00, y = 0.00 and
z = 1.00. The cell temperature is 300◦C.
Figure 4.32 has an initial peak of 18 defects at 0.099 ps. The number of defects
present in the cell gradually decreases as interstitials re-combine in the lattice.
A second peak can be seen in figure 4.32. This is evidence of channelling
and can clearly be seen between 0.2 and 0.4 ps. The second peak gradually
decreases leaving the cell to stabilise. The maximum number of defects 23
occurs at 0.428 ps.
Figure 4.33 follows the distance travelled by displaced atoms.
Figure 4.33: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 500 eV after: (a) 0.007
ps, (b) 0.021 ps, (c) 0.046 ps, (d) 0.074 ps, (e) 0.128 ps and (f) 2.919
ps. The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial PKA direction x = 0.00, y = 0.00
and z = 1.00. The cell temperature is 300◦C.
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Figures 4.33 (a) and (b) indicate the initial path of the PKA. As the cascade
continues, the PKA collides with two carbon atoms. This alters the path of
the PKA forcing it back along its initial path before the PKA comes to rest. In
figure 4.33 (c) the red atom is not the PKA but rather it is a second carbon atom
which was displaced as a direct result of a collision with the PKA. Figures 4.33
(d), (e) and (f) continue to track displaced atoms from secondary cascades. The
final displaced atoms (figure 4.33 (f)) have travelled an average of 5.17Å. The
final displacement of the PKA is 5.86Å.
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4.3.3 High Temperature Cascades
The next generation of nuclear reactors employing a graphite core will operate
at 900◦C. To demonstrate the effect of the increased temperature cascades, the
initial 20 directions have been simulated using an initial temperature of 900◦C
and initial PKA energy 1000 eV. The results of two cascades simulations are
presented below.
Figure 4.34 represents a cascade through graphite with the initial temperature
set to 900◦C, initial PKA energy set to 1000 eV and the initial PKA direction 1
from table 3.1.
Figure 4.34: Graphite cascades with initial PKA energy 1000 eV after: (a) 0.04
ps, (b) 0.08 ps, (c) 0.18 ps, (d) 0.37 ps, (e) 0.71 ps and (f) 2.365 ps.
Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. Initial Temperatures (1)
900◦C and (2) 300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the
blue squares denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom
is traced.
Figures 4.34 (1a) and (1b) show the initial path of the PKA. As the cascade
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proceeds, secondary cascades begin to form, these can be observed in figures
4.34 (1c), (1d) and (1e). The cascade begins to stabilise, after 2.365 ps, figure
4.34 (1f). After the cascade has stabilised there are 15 interstitials and vacancies
present in the cell. Figure 4.34 (2), shows the same cascade simulated at 300◦C.
Figures 4.34 (1) and 4.34 (2) on the surface look close to being identical. Further
analysis of the data produced highlights slight differences. The final number
of interstitials and vacancies present in the cell in the 300◦C is 18, three more
than seen in the 900◦C.
Figure 4.35 highlight the differences found within the simulations.
Figure 4.35: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 1000 eV. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. Initial
Temperatures 900◦C (blue) and 300◦C (red).
The cascades both have an initial peak followed by a decrease in the number of
defects present in the cell. At 300◦C, figure 4.35 there is evidence of channelling
between 0.041 and 0.050 ps, a phenomenon which is not seen at 900◦C. The
maximum number of defects present during both cascades is 33 and occurs
at 0.041 ps during the 300◦C cascade and 0.063 ps during the 900◦C. Both
graphs continue to see small changes in the number of defects present until
they stabilise.
Figure 4.36 tracks the path of the PKA through the cell.
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Figure 4.36: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 1000 eV after: (a) 0.04
ps, (b) 0.11 ps, (c) 0.021 ps, (d) 0.50 ps, (e) 0.92 ps and (f) 2.397 ps.
Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. The colour of the scalar
bar indicates the distance moved by atoms during the cascade.
Initial Temperatures (1) 900◦C and (2) 300◦C.
Figure 4.36 (1) and 4.36 (2) form very similar cascade patterns. The defect
discrepancy can be seen by comparing Figures 4.36 (1f) and 4.36 (2f). Figure
4.36 (1f) has three more defects present in final cell than in figure 4.36 (2f). The
final displacement of the PKA at 300◦C is 15.52Å and the final displacement
of the PKA at 900◦C is 15.41Å.
Figure 4.37 shows a cascade in graphite simulated with an initial PKA energy
of 1000 eV, initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1 and initial temperatures set
to 900◦C and 300◦C.
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Figure 4.37: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 1000 eV after: (a) 0.00
ps, (b) 0.01 ps, (c) 0.03 ps, (d) 0.08 ps, (e) 0.63 ps and (f) 4.87 ps.
Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1. Initial Temperature (1)
900◦C and (2) 300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the
blue squares denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom
is traced.
Image (a) in figures 4.37 (1) and (2) shows the initial direction of the PKA.
The two cascades follow the same path throughout the simulation. After 0.01
ps, secondary cascade collisions can be seen forming alongside the path of the
initial PKA direction, (images (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f)). The cell stabilises after
0.70 ps leaving 14 interstitials and vacancies present in the 300◦C cell and 15
in the 900◦C.
Figure 4.38 denotes each displaced atom at any given point in time during the
900◦C and 300◦C cascades.
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Figure 4.38: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 1000 eV. Initial Temperatures 900◦C (blue) and 300◦C
(red). Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1.
The cascades are identical until the final stage of the simulation where there is
one more interstitial formed in the 900◦C cascade than there is in the 300◦C cas-
cade. The maximum peak of 32 defects occurs at 0.073 ps in figure 4.38. There
is no channelling observed in either of these cascades. The slight variation in
the number of defects present after 0.2 ps is a direct result of the carbon atoms
at the edge of the secondary cascades reaching their threshold energies. Once
the atoms have reached their threshold energies they no longer have enough
kinetic energy to break away from the lattice sites. However, the carbon atoms
may have enough kinetic energy to move slightly out of their position in the
lattice, without breaking any bonds and form an interstitial between planes.
The atoms may stay in their defect position or they may re-combine with the
lattice in which case there will no longer be a defect present. In the case of
these two cascades, this phenomena affects the number of interstitials and va-
cancies present in the final lattice.
Figure 4.39 shows the distance travelled by displaced atoms during the graphite
cascade. To begin with, the PKA follows the same initial path in both cascades.
It is only in the final stages that the displacements of the PKA and surround-
ing atoms alter. The PKA’s kinetic energy falls below its threshold energy at
0.56 ps in figure 4.39 (1d) compared to 0.66 ps in figure 4.39 (2d). The dif-
ference in time for the PKA’s kinetic energy to fall less than the threshold
energy contributes to the displacement of the PKA being greater in the 300◦C
cascade. Images (1f) and (2f) from figure 4.39 highlight the difference in the
number of interstitials and vacancies in the final lattice cell. The extra atom
which appears in the 900◦C cascade has a displacement less than 1Å. As the
displacement of the atom is so small, this supports the postulation that the
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atom has just enough kinetic energy to leave the lattice site and form a defect
within the plane but not enough kinetic energy to break the bonds and create
further secondary cascades. The final displacement of the initial PKA is 48.6Å
in the 900◦C cascade and 55.21Å in the 300◦C cascade.
Figure 4.39: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 1000 eV after: (a) 0.005
ps, (b) 0.022 ps, (c) 0.040 ps, (d) 0.066 ps, (e) 0.127 ps and (f)
3.320 ps. Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1. The colour of
the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by atoms during the
cascade. Initial Temperatures (1) 900◦C and (2)300◦C.
High temperature graphite cascades, 900◦C, have produced results similar to
those found during cascades at 300◦C. Whilst there are slight differences be-
tween the final number of defects present in the final lattice, the collisions
occurring at both temperature mirror each other. Further discussion of high
temperature cascades can be found in Chapter 6.
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4.4 Quantitative Cascade Data
Statistical sampling is a crucial element of any cascade simulation analysis. It
is particularly so for graphite because the low packing fraction and anisotropic
crystalline structure facilitates strong variations in radiation response as a
function of energy and direction [48]. Twenty directions have been sampled
for each PKA energy, providing a high degree of precision which enables ex-
traction of clear trends in the data.
One of the striking features observed during cascades is the fractal-like branch-
ing structure of the defect trajectories. These trajectories occur as a result of
highly energetic collisions involving the PKA and subsequent displaced atoms.
Figure 4.40 shows the maximum kinetic energy of atoms during a cascade with
an initial PKA energy of 1000 eV.
Figure 4.40: The kinetic energy of the most energetic atom as a function of
time in a graphite cascade with initial PKA energy of 1000 eV. The
vertical arrows indicate collisions with small impact parameters
that transfer large amounts of kinetic energy to a lattice atom.
The arrows in figure 4.40 highlight the moments of close approach in which
the PKA (or another energetic atom) interacts strongly with an atom on a
lattice site. Atoms have very small velocities and experience great forces at the
instant of close approach. The repulsion between the two atoms results in the
cascade being split. Potential energy is converted into kinetic energy which is
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spread between the two atoms resulting in the fractal-like branching observed.
Figure 4.40 reveals it is only for an extremely short time period that atoms
have substantial kinetic energy. This is in stark contrast to metal and oxides
cascades which typically evolve on the timescale of a picosecond [1] [98] [97]
[2]. Whereas in graphite, the maximum kinetic energy has fallen below 10
eV after just 90 fs. To quantify this behaviour, the number of atoms with a
kinetic energy exceeding thresholds of 1 (warm atoms) and 10 (fast atoms) eV
were counted. Figure 4.41 shows the time-dependence of both quantities as a
function of time.
Figure 4.41: The number of atoms with kinetic energy greater than 10 eV (red)
and 1 eV (blue). Where tmax is the maximum number of fast
atoms and tend is the time taken for warm atoms to reduce to
zero.
Figure 4.41 shows that the maximum number of fast atoms is achieved after
just 32 fs (tmax). The number of warm atoms takes 235 fs to reach zero (tend).
This rapid time evolution is common to all cascades considered in this study.
Figure 4.42 shows the average energy dependence of the quantities tmax and
tend across the 20 simulated directions.
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Figure 4.42: (a) The dependence of tmax as a function of PKA energy (i.e. KE
> 10 eV). (b) The dependence of tend as a function of PKA energy
(i.e. KE > 1 eV).
The magnitude of the error bars in figure 4.42 indicate the high degree of
variability between individual graphite cascades. Figure 4.42 shows there is a
weak energy dependence of the time of peak defects (figure 4.42 (a)) and the
spike cooling time (figure 4.42 (b)). An increase in the initial PKA energy by a
factor of four from 500 eV to 2000 eV changes tmax by only 70% and tend by 55%.
This is provides further evidence that cascade behaviour through graphite is
almost entirely ballistic.
To further highlight the uniqueness of graphite, the energy dependence for
a thermal spike produced when the energy of the PKA is delivered into a
relatively compact region and induces local melting is plotted in figure 4.42 (b)
(black line) [99]. The heat diffusion equation shows the cooling times varies
as E2/3, where E is the PKA energy. Figure 4.42 shows clearly the graphite
cascades have an energy dependence entirely unlike the thermal spike model.
Figure 4.42 reveals that both data sets can be described by a power-law expres-
sion, equations 4.1 and 4.2.
tmax = aEx (4.1)
where x = 0.37.
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tend = aEx (4.2)
where x = 0.28.
The exponents in equations 4.1 and 4.2 allow the lifetime of a spikes with a
much larger initial PKA energy to be calculated. For example, a 20 keV spike
would only see a 80% increase in lifetime compared to a 2.5 keV spike.
Figure 4.43 shows a plot of the 20 simulated directions (where the Initial PKA
Direction point refers to the initial PKA directions given in table 3.1), as a
function of the initial PKA energy (eV) and the final number of defects present
in the lattice in the vertical direction.
Figure 4.43: A plot of the 20 simulated directions, initial PKA energy (eV)
and the final number of defects (Nde f ect) present in the lattice.
(Numbers 1-20 refer to the 20 coordinates in table 3.1)
Figure 4.43 as expected shows a clear tread; the greater the initial PKA energy,
the greater number of defects produced. Figure 4.44, shows the data from a
2D prospective.
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Figure 4.44: A plot of the 20 simulated direction, initial PKA energy (eV) and
the final number of defects (Nde f ect) present in the lattice. The
colour of the scalar bar indicates the number of defects present
in the final lattice cell. (Numbers 1-20 refer to the 20 co-ordinates
in table 3.1)
Figure 4.44 highlights the three energy regions within the cascade simulations.
Low energy cascades below 500 eV, produced a minimum and maximum of
zero and seven defects respectively in the final cell. There was very little dam-
age seen to the overall graphite structure during these energies. Mid-range
energies between 500 and 1000 eV, produced a minimum and maximum of 5
and 19 defects respectively in the final cell. During this region minor struc-
tural damage was witnessed in the final cell. The third region is high energy
cascades with energies greater than 1000 eV. During these simulations a min-
imum and maximum of 16 and 42 defects respectively were produced in the
final cell. Even at high energies, there was little damage to the overall structure
despite the increase in the number of final defects present in the cell.
Two of the most crucial quantities in radiation cascade simulations are the
number of atoms displaced and the number of defects created. Table 4.1 states
the average, standard deviation, mode, median and range of the number of
defects produced at a given initial PKA energy.
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The values of final defects from table 4.1 can be compared to the displacement
predictions from the Norgett-Robinson-Torrens (NRT) model (figures 4.45).
Figure 4.45: Number of displacements as a function of PKA energy. Error
bars denote one standard deviation. The solid line shows the
Norgett-Robinson-Torrens model for defect prediction, assuming
a threshold displacement energy of 25 eV.
The NRT model, which is a modified KP model, is computed assuming a
threshold displacement energy of 25 eV. This value was chosen to be consistent
with experimental and computational literature [78] [80] [84]. The simulated
data in figure 4.45 fits to linear equation 4.3.
Nde f ects = 0.0155E (4.3)
where E is the initial PKA energy.
The c intercept is set to zero because there were no defects formed with an
initial PKA energy of 0 eV.
The NRT model is a modified Kinchin and Pease model used to calculate
the number of defects generated by a PKA [80] [81]. Equation 4.4 is used to
generate the model.
Nd =
kE
2Ed
(4.4)
where Nd is the number of defects, E is the initial PKA energy, Ed is the thresh-
old displacement energy and k is the displacement efficiency.
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The displacement efficiency k is given the value 0.8 [80]. This value is inde-
pendent of the PKA energy, the target material and the temperature. This
model was originally fitted to MD simulations in copper [11] and iron [82]
[83]. However, due to computational limitations, the initial PKA energy given
to a system could not exceed 1000 eV [80]. Evidence of this can be seen in
figure 4.45. The NRT model fits to data simulated in this thesis below initial
PKA energies of 1000 eV. There is a discrepancy between simulated data and
the NRT model at high energies. To account for these discrepancies, a dis-
placement efficiency, k, of 0.77 yields results with a higher degree of accuracy
for initial PKA energies greater than 1000 eV.
Equation 4.5 is a modified version of the NRT [80] model based on the simu-
lated results (assuming a threshold displacement energy of 25 eV).
0.77E
2Ed
= Nde f ects (4.5)
Figure 4.46 shows the average number of defects calculating using the NRT
model and equation 4.5 compared to simulated data presented in this chapter.
Figure 4.46: Number of displacements as a function of energy. The solid line
shows the equation 0.77EEd for defect prediction, assuming a thresh-
old displacement energy of 25 eV.
Figure 4.46 highlights that at high energies, equation 4.5 yields results of
greater accuracy than the NRT model (i.e., it has a lower value for graphite).
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Table 4.2 shows the average maximum number of displaced atoms at a given
initial PKA energy.
Initial PKA Energy (eV) Average Maximum No. of Displacements of PKA (Å)
25 0.15
50 1.15
75 1.85
100 2.15
250 4.4
500 10.15
750 14.25
1000 20.85
1500 29.9
2000 40.1
Table 4.2: The maximum number of displaced atoms at a given initial PKA
energy.
The values from table 4.2 can be compared to the predicted displacements
from the Kinchin and Pease Model (KP) model (figures 4.47).
Figure 4.47: The maximum number of displaced atoms. Error bars denote one
standard deviation. The solid line shows the Kinchin and Pease
model for defect prediction, assuming a threshold displacement
energy of 25 eV.
The simulations show pleasing correlation with the Kinchin and Pease model.
The graph in figure 4.47 has a linear trend. The number of displaced atoms
increases as the initial PKA energy increases. Equation 4.6 is the linear equa-
tion of the simulation points. The intercept is zero as there will never be any
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displaced atoms as a result of a cascade with no initial PKA energy given to
the cell.
Ndisplacements = 0.02E (4.6)
where E is the initial PKA energy.
Figure 4.48 show the size of cascades and the range of the PKA as a function
of energy. The size of the cascade is calculated using the greatest distance be-
tween any two defects present in the cascade. The PKA range is the difference
between the PKA’s initial and final position. For the purpose of this analysis,
a defect was defined as any atom with a local potential energy greater than -7
eV/atom.
Figure 4.48: The cascade length (red) and the PKA range (blue) as a func-
tion of PKA energy. Error bars denote one standard deviation.
(The data sets are slightly offset to the left and right of relevant
energies for clarity)
Figure 4.48 shows there is a linear trend between the size of the cascade and
the PKA range. Equations 4.7 and 4.8 give the linear line equations fitted to
the data in figure 4.48.
Drange = 0.27E (4.7)
For the PKA range, where Drange is the PKA’s range and E is the initial PKA
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energy.
Dlength = 0.31E (4.8)
For the size of the cascade, where Dlength is the cascade’s length and E is the
initial PKA energy.
The intercept is zero as no atoms were displaced in a graphite cascade with an
initial PKA energy of zero.
Table 4.3 shows the average displacement of the initial PKA at a given initial
PKA energy.
Initial PKA Energy (eV) Average Displacement of PKA (Å)
25 0.054
50 4.823
75 6.832
100 8.962
250 14.519
500 19.155
750 21.868
1000 28.431
1500 49.535
2000 44.949
Table 4.3: The average displacement of the initial PKA at a given initial PKA
energy.
Figure 4.49 shows a plot of the 20 simulated directions, initial PKA energy (eV)
and the final displaced of the PKA.
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Figure 4.49: A plot of the 20 simulated directions, initial PKA energy (eV)
and the final number of defects (Nde f ect) present in the lattice.
(Numbers 1-20 refer to the 20 Thomson point co-ordinates)
The simulations with a large final PKA displacement witnessed evidence of
channelling. The PKA penetrated through the cell for significant periods of
time without colliding with surrounding atoms resulting in the PKA having a
large final displacement. Graph 4.50 shows the average final displacement of
the PKA at a given energy.
Figure 4.50: The average final PKA displacement (Å). Error bars denote one
standard deviation.
Figures 4.50 shows an increase in the PKA’s final displacement as a function
of PKA energy in energies up to 1500 eV. At 2000 eV the average final PKA
displacement has decreased. The most probable reason for this is channelling
as a direct result of the large initial PKA energy given to the system. The indi-
vidual cascade results gave evidence channelling can occur in one simulation
but not in another, even if both simulations have the same initial PKA direction
just different initial PKA energies.
Further discussion of statistical results can be seen in Chapter 6.
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4.5 Threshold Energy Results
The third regime of interest refers to the threshold displacement energy range.
The threshold displacement energy is the minimum amount of energy required
to displace an atom. Effects of the threshold displacement energy can be seen
at the end of thermal spike simulations or cascade simulations. Threshold
displacement energies can be observed by computing MD cascades with an
initial energy of ≈ 30 eV.
Final threshold displacement energy calculations have produced results which
have been seen in previous published literature and experimental work [5]
[100] [101]. The comparison between defects observed in cascades produced in
this thesis and previous literature emphasises the quality of the statistical data
produced in this chapter. Figure 4.51 (a) shows a grafted interstitial produced
in a low energy cascade. The carbon atom resting between the two graphite
layers has been displaced from its original position, bonds have been formed
with two atoms in the layer directly below. Figure 4.51 (b) is an example
of a grafted interstitial seen in literature. The binding energy for a grafted
interstitial is 2.78 eV [5].
Figure 4.51: (a) Grafted interstitial as seen in EDIP cascades presented in this
thesis. (b) Grafted interstitial as seen in the literature (Telling &
Heggie, Phil Mag. 87, 4797 (2007)) [5].
A second example of interstitials formed as a direct result of cascades through
graphite is the split interstitial. In a split interstitial, two atoms share the same
lattice site. An example of split interstitials seen in EDIP cascades presented
in this thesis and previous literature can be seen in figure 4.52. The binding
energy for a split interstitial is 1.34 eV [100].
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Figure 4.52: (a) Split interstitial as seen in EDIP cascades presented in this
thesis. (b) Split interstitial as seen in the literature (Latham et al.,
Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter 20, 39 (2008))[100].
Figure 4.53 shows a bi-pentagon I2 grafted intralayer bridge interstitial. This
defect is the lowest energy structure for a pair of self-interstitial atoms in
graphite. The binding energy for a bi-pentagon grafted intralayer bridge inter-
stitial is ≈ 3 eV [100].
Figure 4.53: (a) Bi-pentagon I2 grafted intralayer bridge interstitial as seen in
EDIP cascades presented in this thesis. (b) Bi-pentagon I2 grafted
intralayer bridge interstitial as seen in the literature (Latham et al.,
Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter 20, 39 (2008))[100].
Figures 4.54 (a) and (b) are examples of a bi-pentagon interlayer bridge in-
terstitial in EDIP cascades presented in this thesis and in previous published
literature. The binding energy of the bi-pentagon interlayer bridge interstitial
is 1.5 eV [100].
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Figure 4.54: (a) Bi-pentagon interlayer bridge interstitial as seen in EDIP cas-
cades presented in this thesis. (b) Bi-pentagon interlayer bridge
interstitial as seen in the literature (Latham et al., Journal of Physics:
Condensed Matter 20, 39 (2008))[100].
A bent interlayer bridge interstitial formed in EDIP cascades presented in this
thesis can be seen in figure 4.55 (a). Figure 4.55 (b) is a bent interlayer bridge
interstitial as seen in previous literature. The binding energy is 2.4 eV [100].
Figure 4.55: (a) Bent interlayer bridge interstitial as seen in EDIP cascades
presented in this thesis. (b) Bent interlayer bridge interstitial as
seen in the literature (Latham et al., Journal of Physics: Condensed
Matter 20, 39 (2008))[100].
The final example of defects formed in graphite cascades is the single interlayer
interstitial. Figures 4.56 (a) and (b) show the single interlayer interstitial as
formed in EDIP cascades presented in this thesis and from previous literature
respectively. The binding energy is 1.8 eV [100].
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Figure 4.56: (a) Single interlayer interstitial as seen in EDIP cascades pre-
sented in this thesis. (b) Single interlayer interstitial as seen in
the literature (Latham et al., Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter
20, 39 (2008))[100].
A further defect referred to as the spiro interstitial has been identified in den-
sity function theory calculations [102]. Some of the structural details of the
spiro interstitial (specifically, the two sets of triangular C-C bonds) differ from
the MD simulation. However, the origin of this discrepancy is well-known.
The spiro interstitial form in MD arises from the neglect of three-centre terms,
a common approximation in pair potentials and tight-binding methodologies
[103]. The key observation is that the interlayer defect is indeed prevalent in
the simulations and is strongly correlated with over-coordinated atoms created
by interstitials.
Vacancies produced after cascade simulations are a result of atoms being dis-
placed. Vacancies observed in EDIP cascades presented in this thesis have
agreed with previous experimental and theoretical research. Figure 4.57 (a) is
an example of a vacancy found upon completion of a collision cascade using
the EDIP potential presented in this thesis. The structure of the vacancy agrees
with previous literature, figure 4.57 (b) [101].
Figure 4.57: (a) Vacancy as seen in EDIP cascades presented in this thesis. (b)
Vacancy as seen in the literature (El-Barbary, et al, Physical Review
B 68, 144107 (2003)) [101].
There are several types of vacancy which can be observed in graphite cas-
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cades. The Stone-Wales defect has been identified in the final stable lattice of
a graphite collision cascade simulation. Figure 4.58 (a) shows the Stone-Wales
defect as seen in EDIP cascades presented in this thesis, the structure of which
matches to the Stone-Wales defect found in previous literature, figure 4.58 (b)
[100].
Figure 4.58: (a) Stone-Wales Vacancy as seen in EDIP cascades presented
in this thesis. (b) Stone-Wales Vacancy as seen in the litera-
ture (Latham et al., Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter 20, 39
(2008))[100].
Analysis of defects, interstitials and vacancies after a simulation shows the
statistical structural damage of a cascade through graphite. Defects analysed
after cascade simulations have agreed with those found in previous literature.
Table 4.4 compares the formation energies of interstitials in EDIP compared to
DFT calculations.
Defects Formation Energy (eV)
EDIP DFT
Grafted Interstitial 7.84 7.55
Single Interlayer Interstitial 5.85 5.86
Split Interstitial 9.61 7.16
Bi-Pentagon Grafted Intralayer Bridge 10.97 8.63
Stone-Wales Defect 4.81 3.5
Vacancy 5.87 3.5
Table 4.4: The formation energy of defects and vacancy calculated in EDIP
and DFT.
Table 4.4 shows the formation energies calculated using EDIP are similar to
those calculated using DFT [100]. This comparison justifies the choice of EDIP
as a potential for modelling graphite.
In summary, cascades through graphite have produced minimal damage to
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the final lattice cell. Thermal spike simulations with initial energies up to 1 x
105 eV resulted in very little structural damage to the cell. Results generated
in this chapter are in agreement with previous literature and fit to historical
predictive models [78] [80]. As expected, the average final displacement of
the PKA increases as a function of the initial PKA energy. Evidence of chan-
nelling has been observed. It predominately occurs during high energy cas-
cades. Cascades in graphite are directionally dependent but are independent
of the initial temperature. Threshold displacement energy cascades produced
interstitial and vacancies which are consistent with previous literature [100]
[101].
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Chapter 5
Cascades in Non-Graphitic Carbon
Materials
Graphite is a unique material. The hexagonal arrangement of atoms and the
layers of graphene within a graphite structure result in cascade simulations
being directionally dependent and damage caused to the cell tends to be lo-
calised. Diamond, high and low density amorphous carbons and glassy carbon
have been simulated to highlight how unique the behaviour of graphite is.
5.1 Diamond
Diamond is a very strong and robust material [35]. Unlike graphite, diamond
is not formed in layers, it is isotropic and is tetrahedrally bonded (sp3).
Figure 5.1 shows a thermal spike simulation through diamond with initial
energy 6 x 103 eV.
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Figure 5.1: A thermal spike simulation through a diamond lattice with an
initial energy of 6 x103 eV after (a) 0.021 ps, (b) 0.088 ps and (c)
0.120 ps. The initial cell temperature was 300◦C. Displaced atoms
are coloured blue and the red ring indicates the thermal spike
region.
Figure 5.1 (a) shows the thermal spike after 0.021 ps. The thermal spike cre-
ates a shock wave through the cell which results in the vibration of atoms
increasing. Despite the increase in vibrations, only one atom is displaced, as
seen in figure 5.1 (b) at 0.088 ps. The displaced atom does not possess enough
energy to travel further through the cell and cause collisions. The atom then
re-combines with the lattice in its initial position. Figure 5.1 (c) shows the cell
after it has stabilised. The thermal spike left no damage to the lattice.
Figure 5.2 shows a thermal spike simulation through diamond with initial
energy 2.5 x 104eV.
Figure 5.2: A thermal spike simulation through a diamond lattice with an
initial energy of 2.5 x 104 eV after (a) 0.026 ps, (b) 0.079 ps and (c)
0.122 ps. The initial cell temperature was 300◦C. Displaced atoms
are coloured blue and the red ring indicates the thermal spike
region.
A shock wave is created through the diamond lattice as a direct result of the
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thermal spike. Figure 5.2 (a) shows the simulation after 0.026 ps, vibrations
have led to the displacement of three atoms. As the simulation continues,
the kinetic energy of the displaced atoms falls below their threshold energy
causing the atoms to re-combine in their original lattice positions. Figure 5.2
(b) highlights the re-combining process, 0.079 ps into the simulation where
there is only one displaced atom remaining. The thermal spike simulation
stabilises leaving no damage to the the final cell (figure 5.2 (c)).
Figure 5.3 shows a thermal spike simulation through diamond with initial
energy 1 x 105 eV.
Figure 5.3: A thermal spike simulation through a diamond lattice with an
initial energy of 1 x 105 eV after (a) 0.021 ps, (b) 0.136 ps and (c)
0.213 ps. The initial cell temperature was 300◦C. Displaced atoms
are coloured blue and the red ring indicates the thermal spike
region.
A shock wave passes through the cell and displaces atoms, the effect if this can
be seen in figure 5.3 (a). The shock wave results in four displaced atoms, figure
5.3 (b). Atoms continue to vibrate 0.136 ps into the cascade. This is due to the
large initial kinetic energy given to the system. After the cell has stabilised,
one defect has been formed (figure 5.3 (c)).
Low energy thermal spike simulations through diamond thus have very little
effect on the final lattice. This is due to diamond’s structure and the sp3 nature
of bonding that keeps the atoms tightly bound. It is only at high energies that
defects are seen in the final lattice. This is in stark contrast to thermal spike
cascades through graphite.
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5.1.1 Diamond Cascade Simulations
Diamond cascades are simulated using the same method as was used for
graphite cascades (described in chapter 3). Results from preliminary simula-
tions showed that diamond cascades are very different from graphite cascades.
Figure 5.4 shows a diamond cascade with an initial PKA energy of 500 eV,
initial PKA direction x = 1, y = 2 and z = 1 and cell temperature 300◦C.
Figure 5.4: A diamond cascade with initial PKA energy of 500 eV after
2.316 ps, initial PKA direction x = 1, y = 2 and z = 1. The initial
cell temperature was 300◦C.
Figure 5.4 is a snap-shot of the final image in a diamond cascade. Due to
the robustness of diamond, there are only a few defects present in the final
cell. These are mainly localised around the original lattice position of the
PKA. A shock wave can can occur during diamond cascades resulting in atoms
being displaced throughout the cell. The final cell took 0.21 ps to stabilise and
contained five interstitials and vacancies.
Qualitative Results
Preliminary diamond cascade results did not behave in the same manner seen
during cascade simulations in graphite. To produce comparisons of higher
accuracy, diamond cascades were simulated using the same initial 20 directions
selected for graphite cascades for energies up to 1000 eV. High range energies,
1500 and 2000 eV, were simulated across a selection of six initial PKA directions
(identical to the graphite PKA directions). The six directions were selected to
give a good representation of each possible primary direction available during
a cascade simulation.
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Low energy cascades through diamond were simulated at 25, 50, 75, 100 and
250 eV. There were no defects produced in any cascades with an initial PKA
energy of 25 eV. This is because the initial kinetic energy given to the system is
below the threshold energy for damage in diamond. The threshold displace-
ment energy for diamond calculated during simulations in this chapter was
found to be 50 eV. This value is further supported by work published by Wu
et al. [104].
Figure 5.5 represents a low energy cascade through diamond.
Figure 5.5: Diamond cascade with initial PKA energy 50 eV after: (a) 0.014
ps, (b) 0.032 ps, (c) 0.124 ps and (d) 0.621 ps. Initial PKA direction
1 from table 3.1. Initial cell temperature 300◦C. The red circles
denote interstitials and the blue squares denote vacancies. The
path of the displaced atom is traced.
Figure 5.5 (a) shows the initial path of the PKA. The PKA continues to move
around a fixed position in the cell for 0.124 ps, figures 5.5 (b) and (c). The
kinetic energy of the PKA falls below its threshold energy resulting in an in-
terstitial being formed, figure 5.5 (d).
Figure 5.6 tracks the number of displaced atoms at any given point of time
during the simulation.
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Figure 5.6: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a diamond
cascade at 50 eV. Initial PKA direction1 from table 3.1. The initial
cell temperature was 300◦C.
Figure 5.6 shows the PKA forms an interstitial almost instantaneously. The
PKA does not possess further kinetic energy to cause cascades through the
cell or to travel back to re-combine in its original lattice position. Therefore,
one interstitial is present in the final lattice.
The distance travelled by displaced atoms is tracked in figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7: Diamond cascade with initial PKA energy 50 eV after: (a) 0.014 ps,
(b) 0.032 ps, (c) 0.124 ps and (d) 0.621 ps. The colour of the scalar
bar indicates the distance moved by atoms during the cascade. Ini-
tial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. Initial cell temperature 300◦C.
The initial displacement of the PKA can be seen in figure 5.7 (a). The PKA
reaches its final displacement of 2.636 Å at 0.124 ps. Diamond cascade simu-
lations at 50 eV produce very little, if any damage to the final lattice cell.
Cascade simulations at 50 eV had a maximum number of one defect present
in the final lattice and 74% of the cascades had no defects at all. Low energy
cascades through diamond with an initial kinetic energy of 75 eV resulted in a
maximum number of one final defect being seen in 63% of cascade simulations.
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The remaining 37% of cascades had no defects present after the simulation
had stabilised. Cascades with an initial PKA energy of 100 eV had a maximum
number of two defects in the final lattice cell. Over 70% of cascades had at least
one defect present which was formed as a direct result of the collision cascade.
The top end of the low energy cascades has been simulated employing an
initial PKA energy of 250 eV. Cascades with an initial kinetic energy of 250 eV
saw a maximum number of two defects present in the final lattice cell. Half of
all the simulations with an initial PKA energy of 250 eV produced one defect
whilst the other half produced two defects after the simulation had stabilised.
There were no simulations at 250 eV where the lattice remained completely
undamaged.
The average number of atoms displaced during a cascade ranges from zero to
five during low energy simulations. Cascades with an initial PKA energy 25
eV have no displaced atoms during a cascade as there are no atoms present in
the lattice with kinetic energy greater than the threshold displacement energy.
On average there is a 48% difference between the total number of displaced
atoms (where an atom has been removed from its initial position) and the
final number of defects present in the lattice for cascades with initial energies
less than 250 eV. Cascades with initial PKA energies of 50 and 75 eV have a
maximum number of two displaced atoms whereas at 250 eV a maximum of
five displaced atoms was observed. Cascade simulations at 250 eV had an
average number of three displaced atoms during simulations.
During low energy cascades, the PKA does not tend to travel far from its orig-
inal lattice position. The average final displacement of the PKA for cascades
with initial energies between 50 and 100 eV lies in the range 0.7 to 2.3Å. PKA’s
from cascades with an initial kinetic energy of 25 eV have no final displace-
ment as the initial kinetic energy given to the cell was below the threshold
energy. All cascades with an initial PKA energy of 250 eV have a final PKA
displacement greater than 0.25Å with an average PKA final displacement of
5.9Å. A maximum final displacement for the PKA of 9.7Å, was observed dur-
ing a cascade at 250 eV. Further figures of low energy cascades in diamond are
presented in Appendix II.
Mid-range energy cascades through diamond have been simulated at 500, 750
and 1000 eV.
Figure 5.8 is an example of a mid-range energy cascade through diamond.
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Figure 5.8: Diamond cascade with initial PKA energy 1000 eV after: (a) 0.005
ps, (b) 0.017 ps, (c) 0.037 ps, (d) 0.073 ps, (e) 0.155 ps and (f) 0.908
ps. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. Initial cell temperature
300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares
denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom is traced.
A primary collision occurs 0.005 ps into the cascade resulting in two branches
of the cascade being formed (figure 5.8 (a)). Displaced atoms continue to col-
lide with atoms in the cell, figure 5.8 (b). Due to the structure of diamond,
the branch cascades overlap (figures 5.8 (c) and (d)), an event not witnessed
in graphite. Although a shock wave passes through the cell as a result of col-
lisions, the kinetic energy present in the wave is insufficient to create further
displaced atoms. As the simulation continues, the kinetic energy of the dis-
placed atoms begins to fall below the threshold displacement energy resulting
in displaced atoms re-combining in vacant sites or forming interstitials (figure
5.8 (e)). There are five interstitials and five vacancies present in the final cell
(figure 5.8 (f)).
Figure 5.9 tracks the number of displaced atoms at any given point of time.
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Figure 5.9: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a diamond
cascade at 1000 eV. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. The
initial cell temperature was 300◦C.
The maximum number of 12 displaced atoms occurs 0.032 ps into the cascade.
The split of the collision cascades results in atoms energies falling below the
threshold energy at different times. This is highlighted by the varying number
of defects present after the maximum number of defects and before the lattice
stabilises.
The distance travelled by displaced atoms is shown in figure 5.10.
Figure 5.10: Diamond cascade with initial PKA energy 1000 eV after: (a) 0.005
ps, (b) 0.017 ps, (c) 0.037 ps, (d) 0.073, (e) 0.155 and (f) 0.908
ps. The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial PKA direction x1 from table 3.1.
Initial cell temperature 300◦C.
The path of the PKA can be traced through figures 5.10 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and
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(f). Figure 5.10 (f) shows the final resting position of the PKA (the red atom,
top of the cell) with a final displacement of 9.66Å. The atom displaced as a
result of the primary collision with the PKA travels a distance of 9.76Å before
coming to rest in a vacancy site (atom denoted in orange, figure 5.10 (e)). The
distance travelled by displaced atoms during secondary cascades is less than
5Å.
Cascades with an initial PKA energy of 500 eV produced a minimum of two
defects in the final lattice cell. The maximum number of defects formed during
the cascades at 500 eV was five. Half of the simulations at 500 eV had three
defects present after the cell had stabilised. Cascades with an initial PKA
energy of 750 eV saw a greater spread in the final number of defects after
the simulation had terminated. Two thirds of the simulations had either four
of five defects present. The top end of the mid-range energy cascades were
simulated using an initial PKA energy of 1000 eV. Results from cascades with
an initial energy of 1000 eV saw a jump in the average maximum number of
defects present to nine. All simulations had at least four defects present in the
final lattice cell.
The maximum number of displaced atoms calculated during mid-range en-
ergy cascades lies in the range from three to 27. Each cascade has a different
initial PKA direction and produces a unique cascade. Due to the uniqueness
of the cascades, a range of values for the number of displaced atoms is calcu-
lated. The maximum number of displaced atoms occurring during a cascade
with initial PKA energy of 500 eV is ten and the minimum is three. Results
from cascades simulated at 1000 eV show a maximum of 27 for the number of
displaced atoms. This is twice the size of the maximum number of displaced
atoms found in the 750 eV cascades.
The values for the final displacement of the PKA range from a minimum of
5Å during a 500 eV cascade to 34Å during a 1000 eV cascade. The average
final displacement of the PKA is 12Å during the 500 eV cascades. The final
displacement of the PKA will depend on the energy transferred during col-
lisions between the PKA and surrounding carbon atoms. At higher energies,
the PKA has a higher kinetic energy, and hence tends to have a larger final
displacement. The average final displacement of the PKA during 750 and 1000
eV cascades is 15Å and 18Å respectively. Further figures for mid-range energy
cascades through diamond are presented in Appendix II.
High energy cascades have been simulated using initial energies of 1500 and
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2000 eV.
Figure 5.11 is an example of a high energy cascade in diamond.
Figure 5.11: Diamond cascade with initial PKA energy 2000 eV after: (a) 0.003
ps, (b) 0.017 ps, (c) 0.038 ps, (d) 0.075 ps, (e) 0.146 ps and (f) 0.662
ps. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. Initial cell tempera-
ture was 300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the blue
squares denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom is
traced.
Figure 5.11 (a) shows the primary collision with the PKA and a second carbon
atom in the lattice. The PKA continues in a path along the plane, colliding
with surrounding atoms which in turn displace further atoms, figure 5.11 (b),
(c) and (d). The PKA comes to rest forming an interstitial. The atom displaced
as a direct result of the primary collision, travels normal to the plane colliding
with atoms in the lattice and creating secondary cascades. Figure 5.11 (f) shows
the final lattice after it has stabilised. There are now 11 interstitials and 11
vacancies present.
Figure 5.12 tracks the maximum number of atoms displaced as a function of
time.
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Figure 5.12: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a dia-
mond cascade at 2000 eV. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1.
The initial cell temperature was 300◦C.
The maximum number of 24 defects occurs 0.048 ps into the simulation. Dur-
ing the 2000 eV cascade, a greater number of defects is produced alongside the
path of the PKA and the secondary displaced atom. There is only one clus-
ter site present at the end of the secondary displacement atom’s branch. This
results in no further peaks of defect formation being present in figure 5.12.
The simulation stabilised at 0.200 ps leaving 11 interstitials and 11 vacancies
present in the cell.
Figure 5.13 displays the distance travelled by displaced atoms during a 2000
eV cascade.
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Figure 5.13: Diamond cascade with initial PKA energy 2000 eV after: (a) 0.003
ps, (b) 0.017 ps, (c) 0.038 ps, (d) 0.075, (e) 0.146 and (f) 0.662
ps. The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1.
Initial cell temperature 300◦C.
The PKA and the neighbouring atom displaced as a direct result of the initial
collision with the PKA, are highlighted in figure 5.13 (f) as the two red atoms,
both atoms have travelled a distance of over 30Å. Atoms displaced as a result
of secondary collision cascades have been displaced by less than 5Å from their
initial starting position. The final displacement of the PKA is 35.698Å.
High energy cascades have produced the greatest amount of damage to the
overall structure of the initial cell. Simulations at 1500 eV had a minimum of
six defects present and one third of the cascades have ten defects present after
the lattice had stabilised. Over 80% of cascades simulated at 2000 eV had over
eight defects present in the final cell. The maximum number of final defects
seen in a 2000 eV cascade through diamond was 11.
The maximum number of displaced atoms during a high energy cascade is on
average 44% larger than the final number of defects present in the final lattice
cell. At 2000 eV, the average number of atoms displaced as a direct result of
the collision cascade is 24 compared to 18 at 1500 eV. There is a greater range
in the number of displaced atoms at higher energies. The maximum number
of displaced atoms lies in the range 12 to 24 for 1500 eV cascades and 14 to 33
for 2000 eV cascades.
The final displacement of the PKA is greatest during high energy cascades in
diamond. During 1500 eV cascades, the average final displacement of the PKA
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was 18Å. The PKA can penetrate further through the cell due to the increase in
initial kinetic energy given to the PKA. Cascades with an initial PKA energy of
2000 eV witness a final displacement of the PKA at 49Å. This is the maximum
value seen across all the diamond simulations. The average distance travelled
by the PKA during cascades with an initial energy of 2000 eV is 37Å.
Further figures for high energy cascades through diamond are presented in
Appendix II.
Cascades in diamond thus produce interstitials and vacancies which have pre-
viously been seen in simulations and experimental research [105]. The split
interstitial was the most common defect seen in cascade simulations presented
in this chapter. Figure 5.14 is an example of a split interstitial formed in dia-
mond.
Figure 5.14: (a) Split interstitial as seen in EDIP cascades presented in this
thesis. (b) Split interstitial as seen in electron irradiation experi-
ments (D. C. Hunt, et al., Physical Review B 61, 3863 (2000)) [105].
Figure 5.14 is a split interstitial which was formed as the result of a cascade
simulation. The split interstitial has a formation energy of approximately 7eV
[105]. This is the lowest interstitial formation energy seen in diamond.
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Quantitative Cascade Data
Statistical sampling of data from diamond simulations has been performed
for 20 directions with energies up to and including 1000 eV and 6 directions
with energies above 1000 eV up to and including 2000 eV. Table 5.1 shows
the average number of defects present in the final cell after a cascade through
diamond with an initial PKA energy between 25 and 1000 eV.
Initial PKA Energy (eV) Nde f ects
25 0
50 0.263
75 0.632
100 0.842
250 1.526
500 2.895
750 4.600
1000 5.800
Table 5.1: The average number of defects present in the final lattice after a
cascades through diamond with initial PKA energies up to 1000 eV.
The initial cell temperature was 300◦C.
Six of the directions were also simulated with high initial PKA energies. The
average final number of defects present was 8.167 for 1500 eV and 10.0 for 2000
eV.
The average number of defects present in the final cell for energies up to 1000
eV along with values calculated for high energies is presented in graphical
form in figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: Average number of defects present in final lattice as a function of
energy. Error bars denote one standard deviation.
Figure 5.15 shows a roughly linear trend, the number of defects in the final
cell increases as the initial PKA energy increases. The equation for the linear
trend line can be seen in equation 5.1.
Nde f ects(E) = 0.0053E (5.1)
where E is the initial PKA energy.
Table 5.2 shows the average maximum number of displaced atoms at a given
energy.
Initial PKA Energy (eV) Max Nde f ects
25 0.000
50 0.579
75 1.263
100 1.789
250 3.053
500 6.895
750 9.733
1000 12.867
Table 5.2: The average maximum number of displaced atoms during cascaded
through diamond with initial PKA energies up to 1000 eV. The ini-
tial cell temperature was 300◦C.
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The average maximum number of displaced atoms calculated across six of the
directions was 17.833 for 1500 eV and 24.667 for 2000 eV.
Figure 5.16 shows the average maximum number of displaced atoms during
low and high energy cascades.
Figure 5.16: The maximum number of defects produced as a function of en-
ergy. Error bars denote one standard deviation.
The number of displaced atoms increases as the initial PKA energy increases.
Equation 5.2 is the linear equation for the graph in figure 5.16. The intercept
is set to zero as there can be no displaced atoms if there is no initial energy
given to the cell.
Ndisplacements = 0.0124E (5.2)
where E is the initial PKA energy.
Table 5.3 shows the average final displacement, x, of the PKA.
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Initial PKA Energy (eV) Final PKA Displacement (Å)
25 0.000
50 0.678
75 1.856
100 2.267
250 5.917
500 11.623
750 15.082
1000 17.726
Table 5.3: The final displacement of the PKA in diamond cascades with initial
PKA energies up to 1000 eV. The initial cell temperature was 300◦C.
High energy cascades produced on average a final displacement of 17.844 Å
and 37.456 Å for 1500 and 2000 eV cascades respectively. The average final dis-
placement of the PKA during cascades for high and low initial PKA energies
is presented in figure 5.17.
Figure 5.17: The final displacement of the PKA as a function of energy. Error
bars denote one standard deviation.
Figure 5.17 can be analysed in three stages; there is a linear trend up to an
initial PKA energy of 500 eV. The mid-range energy region, 500 and 1000 eV,
sees a gradual increase in the final displacement of the PKA. At high energies,
the difference between the final PKA displacement at 1500 and 2000 eV is
almost doubled.
Figure 5.17 shows a linear increase in the final displacement of the PKA up
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to 750 eV. PKA’s in cascades with an initial energy between 750 and 1500 eV
have very similar final displacements. The similarity of displacements between
these energies could be a result of a high energy collision during the cascade.
The PKA would have less energy after a high energy collision and would
therefore not be able to travel as far through the lattice. There is a 50% increase
in the average final displacement of the PKA during 1000-1500 eV cascades
and 2000 eV cascades. PKA’s have the ability to penetrate further through the
lattice during 2000 eV cascades because of the large initial energy given to the
PKA.
Figure 5.18 shows the maximum number of displaced atoms during a cascade
at a given initial energy.
Figure 5.18: The maximum number of displaced atoms as a function of time.
Cascades have an initial PKA direction x = 0.737604927,
y = -0.675232531 and z = 0.00. The initial cell temperature was
300◦C.
Figure 5.18 highlights how a greater initial PKA energy results in a higher
number of atoms being displaced. The time a simulation takes to stabilise
increases as the initial PKA energy increases. Low energy cascades (energies
below 250 eV) are stable 0.05 ps after the cascade began. Mid-range cascades
(e.g. 500 eV) take on average 0.15 ps to stabilise and high energy cascades (e.g.
2000 eV) take 0.25 ps to stabilise. Figure 5.18 shows the maximum number
of displaced atoms occurring during a simulation increases as the initial PKA
energy is increased. Each time the initial PKA energy was doubled, in simula-
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tions presented in figure 5.18, the maximum number of displaced atoms was
also doubled.
Unlike graphite, cascades in diamond are not directionally dependent and
tend to be localised around the initial PKA position. This is due to the cubic
symmetry and tight sp3 bonding present in diamond. There is also the pres-
ence of a shock wave in diamond cells which is not observed in graphite cas-
cades. Cascades in diamond are similar to those seen in metals thus highlight-
ing the uniqueness of graphite cascades. A full comparison between graphite
and diamond can be seen in Chapter 6.
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5.2 Amorphous Carbon Analysis
Amorphous carbon does not have any crystalline structure and is found in im-
pure forms of carbon (e.g., coal and soot) [36]. Amorphous carbon has both sp2
and sp3 bonds. It also has localised pi electrons. Simulations undertaken for
this report include high density amorphous carbon, with a density of 3.0g/cc
and low density amorphous carbon, with a density of 2.0g/cc. The initial cells
were created using the method explained in Chapter 3, section 3.2.4.
5.2.1 High Density Amorphous Carbon
High density amorphous carbon (3.0g/cc) is simulated with an initial energy
of 500 eV. The simulation ran for 0.292ps before stabilising. Figure 5.19 show
a snap-shot of the final image.
Figure 5.19: A snap-shot of the final image during a high density amorphous
(3.0g/cc) cascade. The initial PKA energy is 500 eV and initial
PKA direction x = 1, y = 2 and z = 1. The initial temperature was
set to 300◦C. Coloured atoms denote displaced atoms.
The displaced atoms in figure 5.19, appear to be larger than other atoms in the
structure. However, this is not the case. Due to the sheer volume of atoms
present in amorphous carbon, the displaced atoms have been enlarged and
coloured to enable the human eye to identify them. High density carbon
cascades, figure 5.19, produce localised collisions. This occurs because high
density amorphous carbon has a very compact structure.
With each collision, energy transfer occurs. The more collisions that occur,
the less energy is transferred within a collision. Due to the high density of
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the material the PKA collided with another atom almost instantly. The initial
collision caused a cascade of collisions to take place. However, the cascade did
not have enough kinetic energy to penetrate the whole cell due to the large
volume of atoms compacted closely together. Displaced atoms can thus only
be located near the initial PKA position.
Cascades in amorphous carbon at 500 eV do not affect the whole cell. Unlike
graphite, cascades are not directionally dependent and they are localised to the
initial PKA position. Due to the structure of high density amorphous carbon,
it is difficult to determine if a displaced atom has formed a defect or has
recombined with the lattice. It is for this reason, simulations of high and low
density amorphous carbon highlight the number of displaced atoms instead
of the number of defects.
To accurately compare high density amorphous carbon to graphite, simula-
tions were undertaken with three of the initial PKA directions selected for
graphite. Figure 5.20 is an example of a cascade through high density amor-
phous carbon with an initial PKA energy 50 eV. The distance travelled by each
displaced atom is tracked.
Figure 5.20: High density amorphous carbon cascade with initial PKA energy
50 eV after: (a) 0.007 ps, (b) 0.045 ps, (c) 0.108 ps and (d) 2.259 ps.
Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. The colour of the scalar
bar indicates the distance moved by atoms during the cascade.
Initial cell temperature 300◦C.
The distance travelled by displaced atoms during a 50 eV cascade through
high density amorphous carbon is less than 3Å. Figure 5.20 (d) shows the final
lattice after the cascade has stabilised. The final displacements of the three
atoms in figure 5.20 (c) are less than 2.50Å.
Every cascade over 25 eV has resulted in the displacement of atoms. Displaced
atoms in cascades simulated within the energy range 25 - 100 eV all had a final
displacement less than 3.5Å.
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Figure 5.21 is an example of a cascade through high density amorphous carbon
with an initial PKA energy 500 eV.
Figure 5.21: High density amorphous carbon cascade with initial PKA energy
500 eV after: (a) 0.006 ps, (b) 0.034 ps, (c) 0.068 ps, (d) 0.201 ps,
(e) 0.337 ps and (f) 1.541 ps. Initial PKA direction 1 from table
3.1. The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial cell temperature 300◦C.
The initial PKA travels 1.0Å through the cell before colliding with a neighbour-
ing carbon atom. Displaced atoms travel an average distance of 0.75Å from
their initial lattice positions. Figure 5.21 (f) shows the final stabilised lattice
where there are 45 displaced atoms present. The maximum distance travelled
by a displaced atom is 5Å.
Cascades within the energy range 250 - 500 eV have produced a minimum of
11 displaced atoms in the final cell. The maximum number of displaced atoms
occurring during a 500 eV cascade is 53. Displaced atoms form in a single
cluster close to the initial PKA site. The final displacement of atoms during
cascades at 250 and 500 eV is always less than 5Å.
Figure 5.22 is an example of a cascade through high density amorphous carbon
with an initial PKA energy of 2000 eV.
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Figure 5.22: High density amorphous carbon cascade with initial PKA energy
2000 eV after: (a) 0.007 ps, (b) 0.030 ps, (c) 0.074 ps, (d) 0.120 ps,
(e) 0.782 ps and (f) 1.943 ps. Initial PKA direction 1 from table
3.1. The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial cell temperature 300◦C.
At high energies, cascades through high density amorphous carbon continue
to form in a cluster. Figures 5.22 (a) and (b) show the initial displacement
of the PKA is greater than 10Å. The PKA and atoms displaced as a result
of initial collisions travel further through the cell than atoms displaced in a
later collision. This is due to the large initial kinetic energy given to the PKA.
Over 70% of displaced atoms in the final lattice, figure 5.22 (f), have a final
displacement of less than 2Å. The majority of atoms do not travel far from
their initial lattice position. The maximum number of displaced atoms during
the cascade was 267.
Quantitative cascade data for high density amorphous carbon has been taken
over three initial PKA energies ranging between 25 - 500 eV. The initial energy
range was selected so further comparisons are practical between high and low
density amorphous carbon.
The maximum number of displaced atoms occurring during cascades through
high density amorphous carbon is presented in figure 5.23.
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Figure 5.23: The maximum number of displaced atoms as a function of en-
ergy. Error bars denote one standard deviation. The initial cell
temperature was 300◦C.
The graph in figure 5.23 highlights the fact that the number of displaced atoms
increases as the initial PKA energy increases. The average number of displaced
atoms during cascades through high density amorphous carbon shows a linear
trend presented in equation 5.3.
Ndisplacements = 0.0801E (5.3)
where E is the initial PKA energy.
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5.2.2 Low Density Amorphous Carbon
Damage in low density amorphous carbon (2.0g/cc) was simulated under the
same conditions as the graphite cascades. Figure 5.24 is a snap-shot of the
final lattice after a cascade through low density amorphous carbon with an
initial PKA energy of 500 eV, initial PKA direction x = 1, y = 2 and z = 1 has
stabilised.
Figure 5.24: A snap-shot of the final image during a low density amorphous
(2.0g/cc) cascade. The PKA is given an initial energy of 500 eV
and initial direction x = 1, y = 2 and z = 1. The initial temperature
was set to 300◦C. Coloured atoms denote displaced atoms.
The low density carbon produced cascades mainly localised to the PKA col-
lision origin. However, movement of other atoms around the cell can also be
seen. This is partially due to the result of shock waves passing through the
cell. The shock wave is similar to those seen in diamond. The shock waves do
not have a major effect on the overall structure. Atoms are further displaced
as a direct result of collision cascades during the simulation. The structure of
low density amorphous carbon is such that atoms travelling on a certain path
can move a distance in the cell before colliding with a subsequent atom. This
phenomenon has also be seen in graphite due to the layers of graphene.
Three initial PKA directions from graphite have been selected and simulated
in low density carbon so an accurate comparison can be made. Due to the
high volume of displaced atoms occurring in low density amorphous carbon
cascades, energies in the range of 25 - 500 eV have been simulated. Figure 5.25
is an example of a cascade through low density amorphous carbon with an
initial PKA energy 50 eV.
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Figure 5.25: Low density amorphous carbon cascade with initial PKA energy
50 eV after: (a) 0.007 ps, (b) 0.026 ps, (c) 0.83 ps, (d) 0.155 ps,
(e) 0.441 ps and (f) 2.621 ps. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1.
The colour of the scalar bar colour indicates the distance moved
by atoms during the cascade. Initial cell temperature 300◦C.
The collision cascade remains local to the initial PKA site until 0.441 ps, figure
5.25 (e). The displacement of atoms outside the initial cluster is due to a shock
wave passing through the lattice. The shock wave was created as a direct
response to the initial collision. The initial collisions sent vibrations through
the cell which have resulted in the displacement of atoms outside of the cluster.
Throughout the simulation, a maximum of 15 atoms were displaced. Figure
5.25 (d), (e) and (f) show the average distance travelled by atoms in the cluster
is 1Å. Due to the structure of low density amorphous carbon, a few atoms can
travel a short distance through the lattice before colliding with another carbon
atom. This results in final displacements of 5Å being observed (figure 5.25 (f)).
Cascades with energies ranging from 25 - 100 eV saw a maximum of 25 atoms
displaced. The average number of displaced atoms occurring in cascades at
100 eV was double the number observed in 25 eV cascades. Displaced atoms
are mainly found in a cluster near to the original PKA position. Less than
20% of atoms displace outside of the main cluster in cascades with initial PKA
energy in the range of 25 - 100 eV. The average final displacement of atoms in
cascades with an initial energy below 100 eV is 2Å.
Figure 5.26 is an example of a cascade through low density amorphous carbon
with an initial energy of 500 eV.
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Figure 5.26: Low density amorphous carbon cascade with initial PKA energy
500 eV after: (a) 0.007 ps, (b) 0.040 ps, (c) 0.104 ps, (d) 0.359 ps,
(e) 0.974 ps and (f) 2.491 ps. Initial PKA direction 1 from table
3.1. The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial cell temperature 300◦C.
Figure 5.26 (a) shows the initial path of the PKA. After 0.040 ps, there is ev-
idence of secondary collision cascades (figure 5.26 (b)). Figures 5.26 (c) and
(d) show the formation of main cluster site. A shock wave is created as a di-
rect result of initial collisions. The shock wave has created further displaced
atoms which can be seen in figures 5.26 (e) and (f). The maximum number of
displaced atoms was 218.
The PKA has travelled 3Å from its initial lattice site after 0.007 ps, figure
5.26 (a). Figure 5.26 (b) shows atoms displaced as a direct result of an initial
collision travel further through the cell. The final displacement of atoms in the
main cluster is on average less than 1Å. Evidence can be seen in figures 5.26
(d), (e) and (f). Figure 5.26 (f) highlights displaced atoms away from the main
defect cluster, all of which have a final displacement of less than 1Å.
Cascades with energies ranging from 250 - 500 eV saw a maximum of 218
atoms displaced during the cascade. The majority of displaced atoms occurred
in a cluster. On average, a quarter of displaced atoms occurred away from
the main clusters. Atoms displaced outside the clusters are formed from a
combination of displaced atoms travelling through the cell without colliding
with another carbon atom and the effects of a shock wave. Displaced atoms do
not travel far from their original lattice site. In cascades with energies of the
range 250 - 500 eV, the average distance travelled by a displaced atom is 1Å.
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Quantitative cascade data for low density amorphous carbon has been taken
over three initial PKA energies with initial PKA energies ranging from 25 - 500
eV.
Figure 5.27 presents the maximum number of displaced atoms occurring dur-
ing cascades through low density amorphous carbon.
Figure 5.27: The maximum number of displaced atoms as a function of en-
ergy. Error bars denote one standard deviation.
Figure 5.27 highlights how the number of displaced atoms increases as the
initial PKA energy increases. The average number of displaced atoms in the
lattice cell at 25 eV is nine compared to 193 in cascades with an initial energy
of 500 eV. There is a 95% increase in the average number of displaced atoms
in the final lattice cell at 25 eV compare to 500 eV. Low density amorphous
carbon cascades have not produced one final lattice cell without any atoms
being displaced when simulated with an initial energy of 25 eV or greater.
The average number of displaced atoms during cascades through high density
amorphous carbon shows a linear trend presented in equation 5.4.
Ndisplacements = 0.3898E (5.4)
where E is the initial PKA energy.
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5.3 Glassy Carbon Analysis
The final material to be analysed is glassy carbon. Glassy carbon is 100%
sp2 bonded which makes it ideal to compare to graphite [37]. Glassy carbon
has a high temperature resistance and high purity; it also has a low density
and low electrical resistance. It is a very hard material, has a low thermal
resistance to chemical attack and is impermeable to gases and liquids. Glassy
carbon should not be confused with amorphous carbon because it consists of
two-dimensional structural elements and does not exhibit ‘dangling bonds’.
Figure 5.28 is an example of a cascade in glassy carbon, the blue atom is the
PKA (this can be seen within the blue ring).
Figure 5.28: A snap-shot from a glassy carbon cascade, the blue ring denotes
the initial position of the PKA. The initial PKA direction was:
x = 1, y = 2 and z = 1 and the initial PKA energy was 250 eV. The
initial cell temperature was 300◦C.
The structure of glassy carbon means there are a lots of empty spaces where
displaced atoms can pass through without colliding with another atom. Dur-
ing a collision, the PKA’s direction can be altered. If the PKA’s direction
is altered, it is then free to move through the cell creating further cascades.
Atoms displaced as a result of the cascades obtain kinetic energy transferred
through the collision. The displaced atoms are then free to travel through the
cell creating further cascades which results in the formation of interstitials and
vacancies.
Atoms can travel further during glassy carbon cascades without causing col-
lisions because of the high amount of vacant space. It is for this reason that
a cascade simulation in glassy carbon produces displaced atoms all over the
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structure and not just concentrated around the initial PKA position.
To compare glassy carbon to graphite, it has been simulated in an initial direc-
tion seen in graphite cascades. Figure 5.29 is an example of a cascades through
glassy carbon with an initial PKA energy of 50 eV.
Figure 5.29: A typical glassy carbon cascade with initial PKA energy 50 eV
after: (a) 0.007 ps, (b) 0.037 ps, (c) 0.230 ps, (d) 0.337 ps, (e) 0.587
ps and (f) 2.624 ps. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. Initial
cell temperature 300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and
the blue squares denote vacancies, the path of each displaced
atom is traced.
Figures 5.29 (a) and (b) show the initial path of the PKA and the primary
collision. Due to the structure of the material, displaced carbon atoms can
pass through the lattice without colliding with any other atoms. Vibrations
are carried through the cell in the form of a shock wave. The shock wave
displaces atoms which are not necessarily near the initial PKA site. Evidence
of this can be seen in figures 5.29 (c), (d), (e) and (f). There are 50 interstitials
and vacancies present in the lattice after the simulation has stabilised.
Figure 5.30 tracks the distance travelled by displaced atoms.
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Figure 5.30: Glassy carbon cascade with initial PKA energy 50 eV after: (a)
0.007 ps, (b) 0.037 ps, (c) 0.230 ps, (d) 0.337 ps, (e) 0.587 ps and
(f) 2.624 ps. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. The colour of
the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by atoms during the
cascade. Initial cell temperature 300◦C.
Figure 5.30 (b) shows the primary collision between the PKA and a carbon
atom in the lattice. The displacement of the PKA and the displaced carbon
atom 0.037 ps into the cascade are 4.5Å and 5Å respectively. The displaced
carbon atom has the greatest displacement along the z plane. The PKA has a
final displacement of 7.5Å. The initial distance travelled by atoms displaced as
a result of the shock wave was 0.4Å. Figure 5.30 (f) shows the final equilibrated
lattice, the average distance travelled of atoms displaced by the shock wave is
now 4Å.
An example of a cascade through glassy carbon with an initial PKA energy of
250 eV is presented in figure 5.31.
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Figure 5.31: Glassy carbon cascade with initial PKA energy 250 eV after: (a)
0.007 ps, (b) 0.032 ps, (c) 0.047 ps, (d) 0.147 ps, (e) 0.392 ps and
(f) 3.448 ps. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. Initial cell
temperature 300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the
blue squares denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom
is traced.
Figures 5.31 (a), (b) and (c) show the initial path and collisions of the PKA.
The PKA collides with surrounding carbon atoms as it travels through the
cell resulting in the formation of defects. A shock wave initiated by collision
cascades passes through the cell creating further defects, figures 5.31 (d), (e)
and (f). The final stabilised lattice, figure 5.31 (f), shows that the defects are
spread across the whole cell and not clustered together as seen in the high
and low density amorphous carbons. There are 59 interstitials and vacancies
present in the final cell.
Figure 5.32 tracks the distance travelled by displaced atoms.
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Figure 5.32: Glassy carbon cascade with initial PKA energy 250 eV after: (a)
0.007 ps, (b) 0.032 ps, (c) 0.047 ps, (d) 0.147 ps, (e) 0.392 ps and
(f) 3.448 ps. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. The colour of
the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by atoms during the
cascade. Initial cell temperature 300◦C.
The PKA travels over 10Å during the simulation, figure 5.32 (f). Atoms dis-
placed due to the shock wave initially had a displacement less than 1Å as seen
in figures 5.32 (d) and (e). As the simulation continued, the distance travelled
by the displaced atoms increased. Figure 5.32 (f) shows the final stabilised
lattice, displaced atoms have travelled on average 5Å from their initial lattice
position.
Figure 5.33 presents the number of defects observed in the final stabilised
lattice cell during cascades through glassy carbon in one direction.
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Figure 5.33: The average number of defects present in the final lattice cell,
Nde f ects, as a function of energy (in red). The maximum number
of displaced atoms, Ndisplacements as a function of energy (in blue).
Error bars denote standard error.
Figure 5.33 shows that at 25 eV only four defects are formed. As the initial ki-
netic energy is increased to 50 eV, there is a significant difference in the number
of defects formed. This is due to the shock wave passing through the cell hav-
ing a larger amount of kinetic energy which results in the displacement of
further atoms in the cell. The number of defects produced gradually increases
between 50 and 75 eV and then remains almost constant up to 250 eV. The max-
imum number of displaced atoms closely follows the final number of defects
formed in the stabilised lattice. Cascades with initial energies 75, 100 and 250
eV have on average a difference of 5% between the maximum number of dis-
placed atoms and the final number of defects present. This figure suggests the
majority of displaced atoms are forming interstitials instead of re-combining
into the lattice at vacancy sites.
In summary, cascades through diamond resulted in minimal damage to the
final structure and interstitials observed agree with previous literature [105].
Cascades through high and low density amorphous carbon and glassy carbon
result in a high number of atoms being displaced during cascades.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
One of the main insights to emerge from this study is the profound difference
between cascades in graphite as compared to other widely-studied solids. The
branching structure, the absence of localised melting, and the Kinchin-Pease-
type defect generation [78] are all examples of behaviour which place graphite
in a special category. Equally interesting is that many of these insights were
correctly qualitatively understood long ago. Figures 6.1 (a) and (b) compare
two literature schematics of cascades from fast neutron damage in graphite
taken from Nightingale [106] and Simmons [49]. Figure 6.1 (c) is a cascade with
initial PKA energy 2 keV presented in this thesis. There is general agreement in
the overall schematics in particular the branching structure of the trajectories.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison between literature models of graphite radiation dam-
age and simulations presented in this thesis. (a) Schematic from
Nightingale (p. 213 in Ref [106]) (b) Schematic from Simmons (p.
20 in Ref [49]) (c) Cascade simulation through graphite with initial
PKA energy 2000 eV. (The dotted boxes in the upper schematics
have been added to highlight the cascade portion within the dia-
gram).
A definite answer cannot yet be given as to the origin of the branching be-
haviour (figure 6.1). Although the most probable reason is due to the low-
packing function which permits 2-body collisions. All of these ideas are amenable
to computer simulation through controlled comparison studies, and represent
a promising direction for future work.
Graphite cascades are directionally dependent. Figure 6.2 shows a snap-shot
of two graphite cascades with an initial PKA energy of 2000 eV.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Cascade through graphite with initial PKA energy 2000 eV. Ini-
tial PKA direction 9 from table 3.1. (b) Cascade through graphite
with initial PKA energy 2000 eV. Initial PKA direction 2 from table
3.1. The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares denote
vacancies. The path of each displaced atom is traced.
The initial direction of the PKA in figure 6.2 (a) is parallel to the graphite
layers (the arrow indicates the PKA’s initial direction). The PKA collides with a
neighbouring atom which alters the PKA’s direction of travel. As a result of the
PKA’s new direction, channelling occurs before the PKA collides with further
atoms in the lattice. The collisions result in the initiation of secondary cascades
which in turn produce defects in the cell. Figure 6.2 (b) has an initial PKA
direction 45◦ to the plane (the arrow indicates the PKA’s initial direction). The
PKA collides with neighbouring atoms resulting in the formation of defects.
Channelling occurs during the simulation allowing the PKA to pass through
layers of the lattice without colliding with atoms.
The position of defects present in a lattice after a cascade through graphite pri-
marily depend on the initial PKA direction. However, as figures 6.2 (a) and (b)
show, collisions with neighbouring atoms can result in focusing or channelling
which can drastically alter the path of the PKA and further displace atoms.
Figure 6.3 highlights channelling seen during a cascade at 1 keV.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Maximum kinetic energy as a function of time. Green arrows
indicate the collisions which deflect the PKA into the channel. In-
set at top-right of panel denotes the pseudo-channels of graphite;
blue and red circles represent the A and B planes, respectively. (b)
A cascade through graphite with an initial PKA energy 1000 eV.
Channelling occurs along a < 101¯2 > direction. The red circles
denote interstitials and the blue squares denote vacancies. The
path of each displaced atom is traced.
The PKA in figure 6.3 is deflected into a channelling direction having <101¯2>
orientation. Whilst in the channel, the PKA undergoes a series of collisions
in which it passes through the middle of a hexagonal ring of atoms, losing
kinetic energy on entry and regaining a portion of this upon exit. The PKA
consistently loses 18 eV per energy layer. As the kinetic energy loss per layer
is less than the threshold displacement energy, the disruption is transient and
the lattice quickly recovers. The PKA passes through nine layers losing around
160 eV and travels over 30Å without creating a single permanent defect.
The most frequent channels found in a cubic lattice are <110> channels [79].
However, it is immediately apparent that in figure 6.3 this is not the case. It
is in fact a pseudo-channel in which the PKA must follow an undulatory path
as it progresses through one layer to the next. To the author’s knowledge,
pseudo-channelling has not been previously identified for graphite. This is
due to the difficulty of anticipating the pseudo-channel in the first place. Mea-
surements of channelling through graphite pose significant experimental diffi-
culties associated with the preparation of the sample and its alignment relative
to the incident beam even for straightforward channels such as parallel or per-
pendicular to the c-axis. Channelling in graphite cascades has previously been
observed down < 0001 > [107] and < 112¯0 > [108] directions. Simulations
presented in this thesis have shown that while channelling is not a common
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occurrence, it is certainly possible under certain conditions.
The closest connection to previous work on channelling witnessed along
< 101¯2 > plane (figure 6.3) is the calculation of Kaxiras and Pandey [109].
Their calculations showed that graphite has a potential energy loss of 19.5 eV
(close to the kinetic energy loss rate observed in the simulations presented in
this thesis) suggesting that the PKA has to gain ≈ 18 eV before passing through
a graphite layer.
The main factor which limits channelling is that the atoms are invariably ini-
tially located on a lattice site and hence displacement tends to cause an imme-
diate collision with a nearby atom.
The average number of displaced atoms during graphite cascades, Chapter 4,
figure 4.47, and the final number of defects present after a graphite cascade,
Chapter 4, figure 4.45 shows excellent correlation with the Kinchin and Pease
and Norgett-Robinson-Torrens models respectively. This result is rather re-
markable in itself as the KP [78] and NRT [80] treatments historically have not
been found to have much predictive power [97] [110]. This is particularly true
in metal or oxide systems where defect re-combination in the post-ballistic
phase can lead to vastly fewer defects than displacements. The KP [78] and
NRT [80] models work extremely well for graphite, even with regard to the em-
pirical factor of 0.8 which relates displacements to defects in the NRT model.
Collision cascade simulations through graphite, Chapter 4, section 4.4, have
allowed a value for the final PKA displacement to be calculated. Cascades with
an initial PKA energy of 1000 eV have produced an average PKA displacement
of 30Å. This is significantly lower than the value of 67Å reported by Simmons
[49]. As expected, the average final displacement of the PKA increases as a
function of the initial PKA energy. However, there are a few exceptions to
this case; channelling can dramatically increase the distance the PKA travels
through the lattice, collisions between the PKA and neighbouring atoms can
result in the PKA re-bounding through the cell and can also significantly alter
the direction of travel, all of which can decrease the final displacement of the
PKA. Simmons also reported the energy loss per collision as 196 eV [49] which
is an overestimation when compared to the 112 eV per collision value observed
in simulations presented within this thesis.
Cascades through graphite at high temperatures (900 ◦C) did not produce a
significant difference in the maximum number of displaced atoms during a
cascade or the number of defects present in the final lattice cell. Cascades
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with an initial PKA energy of 1000 eV simulated with an initial temperature
of 900◦C have on average 3% more defects present in the final lattice than
cascades with an initial temperature of 300◦C. It is clear from results that even
at high energies, an increase in temperature does not have a significant effect
on the overall damage present in a final graphite cell.
Establishing a value for the threshold displacement energy, Ed, for graphite
has historically been problematic. Table 2.3 in Chapter 2, section 2.9, highlights
some of the different values of Ed from previous literature. These values cover
a wide range spanning 10 to 60 eV [85] [111]. A value of Ed = 25 eV has
been determined from cascades presented in this thesis. This value has been
determined from results presented in this thesis and by the KP [78] and NRT
[80] relationships. It is statistically sound and unambiguously shows that a
value of 60 eV, suggested by Burchell [112], is much too high. Yazyev et al.
[84] also estimated an Ed value of 25 eV from their density functional theory
calculations, while Smith and Beardmore [6] reported 34.5 eV and Herh et al.
[7] reported around 45 eV. It should be noted that further MD cascades and
analysis would provide an even more refined estimate of Ed and so the present
number should not be considered the final value.
Threshold displacement energy cascades, Chapter 4, section 4.5, have pro-
duced interstitial and vacancy arrangements in keeping with current litera-
ture. The agreeable comparison between interstitials and vacancies presented
in this thesis and from DFT calculations [100], validates the reason for employ-
ing EDIP molecular dynamics to simulate radiation damage in graphite.
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6.1 Graphite and Diamond
Thermal spike simulations have produced remarkable results in graphite. It
was not expected that initial energies up to 1000 eV given to a cell would
result in so little damage being produced.
To highlight the uniqueness of graphite, diamond has been simulated under
the same initial conditions. Figure 6.4 shows the final lattice cells after a ther-
mal spike in graphite and diamond.
Figure 6.4: (a) Thermal spike through graphite with initial energy 1 x 105 eV.
The thermal spike is denoted by the red lines.
(b) Thermal spike through diamond with initial energy 1000 eV.
The thermal spike is denoted by the red ring.
There is a stark difference between the final lattice cell of graphite and dia-
mond after a 1 x 105 eV thermal spike. Whilst the graphite cell retains its
overall structure, figure 6.4 (a) shows there is evidence of damage present in
the form of interstitials and vacancies. The final diamond lattice, figure 6.4 (b)
has only one defect present. The primary reason for the difference in damage
created in the graphite and diamond cells is due to their structures.
The structure of diamond plays an important role during cascade simulations.
Figure 6.5 compares snap-shots from 2000 eV cascades through graphite and
diamond.
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Figure 6.5: (a) Cascade through graphite with initial energy 2000 eV (b) Cas-
cade through diamond with initial energy 2000 eV. The red circles
denote interstitials and the blue squares denote vacancies. The
path of each displaced atom is traced.
The graphite cascade, figure 6.5 (a) has branching cascades. Secondary cas-
cades have formed on the initial branches as a result of collisions. This is
in stark contrast to the final diamond cell, figure 6.5 (b). Defects in the dia-
mond cascade formed along the initial path of the PKA. During the diamond
simulation, defects were formed in a cluster around the initial PKA position.
The final number of defects present in the graphite cascade was 28. This is
significantly greater than the 10 defects present in the final diamond cascade
(figure 6.5 (b)). The final phenomena witnessed in diamond is a shock wave.
The shock wave transports kinetic energy through the lattice resulting in the
displacement of atoms. This is not observed in graphite because of its layered
structure.
Figure 6.6 shows the maximum number of displaced atoms as a function of
time for cascades in graphite and diamond.
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Figure 6.6: Graph showing the number of displaced atoms as a function of
energy for: graphite cascades with initial energy 2000 eV (blue)
and 500 eV (red), diamond cascades with initial energy 2000 eV
(green) and 500 eV (purple). (Results are for the 20 initial PKA
directions given in table 3.1)
The graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 2000 eV from the graph in figure
6.6 had a maximum of 74 displaced atoms. This was almost three times greater
than the number of displaced atoms observed in the 2000 eV diamond cascade
which had 11 defects present in the final lattice cell. This is almost the same
as the final number of defects present in the lattice after a graphite cascade
with an initial PKA energy of 500 eV. There are only two defects present after
the cascade through diamond with an initial PKA energy of 500 eV which is
significantly lower than the ten defects present after the graphite cascade with
initial PKA energy of 500 eV. A further point to note is the time taken for each
cascade to stabilise. Cascades in diamond stabilise with a greater efficiency
than those in graphite. Figure 6.6 shows the time taken for a diamond cascade
with an initial PKA energy of 2000 eV stabilises after 0.156 ps whereas the
2000 eV graphite cascade takes 0.224 ps to stabilise. A similar difference can
be seen in the time a cascade takes to stabilise at lower energies. Figure 6.6
shows the graphite cascades with initial PKA energy of 500 eV takes 0.215 ps
to stabilise which is significantly greater than the 0.14 ps it takes the 500 eV
diamond cascade to stabilise.
The two main statistical quantities of MD cascade simulations are the final
number of defects present, Nde f ects and the maximum number of displaced
atoms Ndisplacements. Figure 6.7 shows the average number of defects present in
diamond and graphite cascades.
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Figure 6.7: Graph showing the average number of defects present in the final
lattice cell as a function of energy. Graphite is shown in red plotted
along with the Norgett-Robinson-Torrens model with
Ed = 25 eV (black line). Diamond is shown in blue.
Figure 6.7 shows that both graphite and diamond follow linear trends between
the number of defects present in the final lattice cell and the initial PKA energy.
The NRT model fits well to the simulated graphite data. Figure 6.7 shows a
small number of defects may be present in a graphite cascade with initial en-
ergy 25 eV. However, in diamond, there will be no defects formed in a cascade
with initial PKA energy 25 eV as this is below the threshold displacement en-
ergy of diamond which has calculated to be 50 eV [104]. On average, there are
three times as many defects present in the final lattice cell of graphite as there
are in diamond. The error bars fitted to the diamond cascade data (figure 6.7)
are smaller than those fitted to the graphite cascade data. This implies there is
less variance between the number of defects formed during diamond cascades
than there is in graphite cascades.
Figure 6.8 shows the maximum number of displaced atoms during a cascades,
Ndisplacements as a function of energy for graphite and diamond.
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Figure 6.8: Graph showing the average number of displaced atoms as a func-
tion of energy. Graphite is shown in red plotted along with the
Kinchin and Pease model with Ed = 25 eV (black line). Diamond
is shown in blue.
The maximum number of displaced atoms during a cascade in graphite or
diamond follows a linear trend (figure 6.8). Graphite agrees with the Kinchin
and Pease model when the threshold displacement energy is taken to be Ed =
25 eV. The maximum number of displaced atoms seen in a graphite cascade is
53 compared to 33 observed in a diamond cascade. The difference between the
number of displaced atoms is on average twice as great in graphite cascades
than in diamond cascades.
The last comparison to be made between graphite and diamond is the final
displacement of the PKA. Figure 6.9 shows the average final displacement of
the PKA in graphite and diamond.
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Figure 6.9: Graph showing the average final displacement of the PKA as a
function of energy in graphite (red) and diamond (blue).
Figure 6.9 shows how the average final displacement of the PKA gradually
increases in low and mid-range energy cascades (between 25 and 1000 eV).
The final displacement of the PKA in mid-range energy cascades is almost half
the size of the value observed in high energy cascades. The graph in figure
6.9 shows that diamond follows the same pattern as graphite in that there is a
gradual increase in the final PKA displacement in low and mid-range energies.
Cascades with an initial PKA energy of 2000 eV have on average a one and a
half times greater final PKA displacement than in diamond.
A comparison between graphite and diamond cascades has shown how the
final damage to a cell is dependent on the material’s structure. The final num-
ber of defects present and the maximum number of atoms displaced in both
graphite and diamond cascades follow a linear trend. High energy cascades in
graphite have resulted in, on average, three times as many defects present in
the final lattice cell as are seen in diamond. Due to the structure of diamond,
a shock wave can pass through the cell as a direct result of initial collisions.
The number of displaced atoms is one and a half times greater in graphite
cascades than in diamond. A final point to note is that even at high energies,
both graphite and diamond retain their overall structure after a cascade has
stabilised.
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6.2 Carbon Materials
6.2.1 High and Low Density Amorphous Carbons
Comparisons between high and low density amorphous carbon further em-
phasise what a unique material graphite is. Figure 6.10 are snap-shots of the
final lattice cell from cascades in graphite, high and low density amorphous
carbon.
Figure 6.10: (a) The final lattice cell after a cascade in graphite with an initial
PKA energy of 500 eV. (b) The final lattice cell after a cascade
in high density amorphous carbon with an initial PKA energy
of 500 eV. (c) The final lattice cell after a cascade in low density
amorphous carbon with an initial PKA energy of 500 eV. Initial
PKA direction 1 from table 3.1 and initial PKA temperature of
300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares
denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom is traced.
Figure 6.10 (a) shows the defects present in the final lattice of a graphite cell
after a cascade with an initial PKA energy of 500 eV. During the cascade, a
maximum of eight atoms were displaced and there are six defects present in
the final lattice. In stark contrast, a cascade through high density amorphous
carbon, figure 6.10 (b), had 45 displaced atoms present in the final cell. Atoms
displaced as a direct result of the collision cascade in high density amorphous
carbon formed in a cluster centred around the initial PKA position. This is
very different behaviour than that witnessed during the graphite cascade. The
PKA in the graphite cascade has passed through several layers of the cell re-
sulting in defects forming along the path of the PKA. Cascades in low density
amorphous carbon with an initial PKA energy of 500 eV produce substantial
damage to the final lattice (figure 6.10 (c)). Displaced atoms occurred as a
direct result of the collision cascade, they formed in clusters along the initial
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path of the PKA. A shock wave was also witnessed in low density amorphous
carbon cascades. This was similar to the shock wave observed in diamond
cascades. Unlike diamond, the shock wave in low density amorphous carbon
did possess enough kinetic energy to displace atoms. Evidence of these dis-
placements can be seen around the main defects clusters in figure 6.10 (c). The
maximum number of displaced atoms observed in the low density amorphous
carbon cascade was 218.
Figure 6.11 shows the maximum number of defects present after cascades in
graphite, diamond and high and low density amorphous carbons as a function
of PKA energy.
Figure 6.11: The maximum number of displaced atoms present during a cas-
cades in graphite (red), diamond (blue), low (purple) and high
(green) density amorphous carbon as a function of energy. With
an initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1 and initial PKA temper-
ature of 300◦C.
Figure 6.11 shows the number of displaced atoms increases as a function of
energy in each material. The maximum number of displaced atoms during
a 250 eV cascade through graphite is six, which is significantly lower than
the 92 observed in the low density amorphous carbon cascade. High density
amorphous carbon has 35 displaced atoms during a 250 eV cascade. This is
nine times greater than the number of displaced atoms during a 250 eV cascade
through diamond. Low density amorphous carbon has 218 atoms displaced
during a 500 eV cascade. High energy cascades with an initial PKA energy
of 2000 eV in diamond have a maximum number of 25 displaced atoms. This
is 91% less than the number of displaced atoms observed in a high density
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amorphous carbon cascade with initial PKA energy of 2000 eV. There are 81%
more displaced atoms witnessed during a 2000 eV cascade in high density
amorphous carbon compared to a 2000 eV cascade through graphite.
6.2.2 Glassy Carbon
The final material to be analysed is glassy carbon which is 100% sp2 bonded.
Due to the cavities in glassy carbons’ structure, high energy cascades are dif-
ficult to simulate. This is because channelling and focusing during glassy
carbon cascades are a common occurrence. Figure 6.12 shows snap-shots of
the final lattice cells in graphite and glassy carbon after a collision cascade
with an initial PKA energy of 250 eV.
Figure 6.12: (a) Cascade through graphite with an initial PKA energy of 500
eV and initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. (b) Cascade through
glassy carbon with an initial PKA energy of 500 eV and initial
PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. The initial PKA temperature was
300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares
denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom is traced.
Figure 6.12 (a) shows defects in the final lattice after a 250 eV cascade through
graphite. The PKA has collided with neighbouring atoms in the lattice result-
ing in the displacement of atoms. There are three defects present in the final
cell. Figure 6.12 (b) shows a snap-shot of the final glassy carbon lattice after
a cascade with an initial PKA energy of 250 eV. Due to the structure of glassy
carbon, the PKA can penetrate large distances through the cell without collid-
ing with neighbouring atoms. This results in the defects forming across the
whole cell. There are 59 defects present in the glassy carbon cell which is 95%
greater than in the graphite cell. A shock wave was created during the glassy
carbon cascade which resulted in the displacement of further atoms.
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Figure 6.13 shows the number of final defects and the maximum number of
displaced atoms present in a lattice cell after a cascade in graphite and glassy
carbon.
Figure 6.13: Graph showing: the final number of defects present in graphite
cascades (red) and glassy carbon (green) as a function of energy
and the maximum number of displaced atoms in graphite (blue)
and glassy carbon (purple) as a function of energy. The initial
cell temperature was 300◦C.
The number of defects and displaced atoms during graphite cascades grad-
ually increases as a function of energy. However, glassy carbon has peaked
in the number of final defects and the maximum number of displaced atoms
during the cascade with an initial PKA energy of 75 eV. This occurs as a di-
rect result of glassy carbons structure. On average, there is a difference of 3%
between the maximum number of displaced atoms and the final number of
defects present in the final lattice cell during glassy carbon cascades. This is
less than the average difference of 8% occurring in graphite cascades. Cascades
through glassy carbon highlight evidence of channelling and focusing. Anal-
ysis of glassy carbon simulations where channelling and focusing occurred
aided in the search for these events in graphite which have historically been
notoriously difficult to simulate.
The vast difference in the number of atoms displaced and final number of de-
fects present in a lattice cell is largely dependent on a materials structure and
bonding. This is reflected in the results shown in figures ?? and 6.11. Dia-
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mond is a strong and robust material, even during cascades at high energies,
few atoms are displaced and there is very little damage to the final lattice cell.
Graphite cascades see a greater number of atoms displaced as a direct result
of collision cascades and the occasional channelling. However, due to the lay-
ered structure of graphite, displaced atoms can re-combine in vacant lattice
positions resulting in little damage being present in the final cell even after
high energy cascades. Due to the shear number of atoms present in cascades
through high density amorphous carbon, cascades tend to form localised clus-
ters of displaced atoms around the initial PKA site. The formation of such
localised clusters results in a high number of atoms being displaced within the
cell. Cascades through low density amorphous carbon displace atoms across
the whole cell. At low energies, significant damage can be seen in the final cell.
This is partially due to the PKA being able to travel through the cell which re-
sults in the formation of secondary collision cascades. Atoms can be displaced
during a cascade through low density amorphous carbon as a result of a shock
wave. This can displace atoms even if they are a significant distance away from
the initial PKA site. Glassy carbon produces cascades which are highly depen-
dent on the initial direction of the PKA. Low energy cascades through glassy
carbon have produced significant numbers of defects in the final lattice cell.
Channelling has been observed through glassy carbon, a phenomena which
also occurs on a select number of graphite planes.
The comparisons between graphite, diamond, high and low density amor-
phous carbon and glassy carbon cascades, has highlighted how unique a ma-
terial graphite is.
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6.3 Future Work
Looking to future simulations of cascades in graphite, there are several direc-
tions of research which could be undertaken.
Further studies could include research into how temperature affects the evo-
lution of the cascade and the associated relaxation dynamics. As discussed
by Kelly, a large experimental literature exists for graphite on dimensional
change, mechanical behaviour and thermal properties [113]. However, simula-
tions have not been applied to the atomistic perspective.
Combining defect analysis carried out in this work with density functional
theory calculations of defect energetics and activation barriers for migration
and recombination would be particularly beneficial for understanding graphite
structural evolution.
Collision cascades with energies exceeding 2000 eV are currently difficult to
simulate because at higher energies, the numerics of a cascade become diffi-
cult to manage. For example, to contain a 5000 eV cascade through graphite
with a 2σ confidence level, a cell of 2 million atoms is required. Cascades
have been simulated in a variety of oxides with initial PKA energies of 40 keV
[114]. However, to undertake a cascade of this magnitude in graphite, a cell
containing 1 billion atoms is required and this is far beyond what is presently
practicable for carbon. Further development of MD potentials for carbon may
result in very high energy cascades simulations being a reality.
Results in Chapter 4 emphasised how cascades through graphite are direction-
ally dependent. Further cascade simulations with different initial PKA direc-
tions to those used in this thesis would allow statistical predictions, in par-
ticular for the threshold displacement energy, to be generated with a greater
accuracy.
Simulations of successive PKAs would be interesting and would provide fur-
ther information regarding defect production and defect type.
Further comparisons between cascades in graphite, carbon materials, metals
and oxides would highlight features unique to graphite.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
Thermal spike simulations in graphite have produced remarkable results. It
was not expected that such a large amount of kinetic energy given to the
system would produce so little damage. Thermal spike simulations through
diamond, Chapter 5, produced even fewer defects in the final cell than for
graphite. This is due to the structural difference between graphite and dia-
mond.
Collision cascade simulations through graphite produced results in agreement
with previous literature [49] [106] and have shown graphite cascades are direc-
tionally dependent. As expected, the average final displacement of the PKA
increases as a function of the initial PKA energy. However, there are a few
exceptions to this case channelling can dramatically increase the distance the
PKA travels through the lattice, collisions between the PKA and neighbour-
ing atoms can also significantly alter the direction of travel. Channelling has
been observed during simulations and the <101¯2> channel has been identified.
Channelling predominantly occurs during high energy cascades. However, it
has been witnessed during a handful of low and mid-range energy cascades.
Graphite cascades have produced data which is consistent with the Kinchin
and Pease [78] and Norgett-Robinson-Torrens models [80]. This result is some-
what remarkable in itself as historically these two theories have not had much
predictive power, particularly in metal or oxide systems where defect recom-
bination in post-ballistic phase can lead to vastly fewer defects than displace-
ments. Cascade simulations at 1000 eV have produced an average PKA dis-
placement of 25 eV.
Cascades through graphite at high temperatures did not produce a significant
difference in the maximum number of displaced atoms formed during a cas-
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cade or the number of defects present in the final lattice cell to those performed
at 300◦C. This result is of significant interest for the development of generation
IV reactors which operate at temperature of around 1000◦C.
Threshold displacement energy cascades have produced interstitials and va-
cancies in keeping with current literature justifying the accuracy of EDIP as an
MD potential to model graphite [5] [100] [101] [86].
The comparison between collision cascade simulations through; graphite, di-
amond, glassy carbon, high and low density amorphous carbon have high-
lighted how unique a material graphite is. Simulation results showed how the
structure of a material affects the collision cascade.
Diamond produced very few defects in the final cell compared to graphite and
the defects which did form remained close to the initial PKA site. Cascades
through diamond gave evidence of a shock wave being produced as a direct
result of collisions between neighbouring atoms. This phenomena did not
occur during graphite cascades. High density amorphous carbon cascades
formed in clusters and remained localised to the initial PKA site. Low density
amorphous carbon produced vast amounts of displaced atoms in the final
cell compared to graphite even during low energy cascades. During mid-
range energy cascades through low density amorphous carbon, the majority
of defects formed in clusters along the path of the initial PKA. Glassy carbon
cascades resulted in the formation of defects across the whole lattice. This is
due to the large vacant spaces in glassy carbon which allows channelling to
occur. Each of the carbon materials analysed produced unique results which
were immensely different from graphite.
In summary, molecular dynamics simulations of radiation damage cascades
have been performed in: graphite, diamond, glassy carbon, high and low den-
sity amorphous carbons. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first
comprehensive study of its kind. A striking difference in behaviour has been
observed between graphite cascades and carbon materials. Graphite cascades
have exhibited a fractal-like branching structure and binary-collision-type be-
haviour. Statistical analysis across 20 initial directions and a large number of
energies shows the production of displacements and defects is well-described
by the Kinchin and Pease, and the Norgett-Robinson-Torrens models respec-
tively. The simulations quantify the important quantities such as the range of
the primary knock-on atom and the average energy loss per collision as well
as producing a starting point for future studies of defect generation under
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irradiation.
Information produced within this thesis is invaluable for understanding the
role of graphite under irradiation, a topic of great importance for lifetime ex-
tension of existing nuclear reactors and next-generation designs operating at
high temperature.
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I Low Energy Cascades Through Graphite
Figure 1 represents an example of a 50 eV cascade in graphite with initial
PKA direction 2 from table 3.1.
Figure 1: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 50 eV after: (a) 0.007 ps,
(b) 0.040 ps, (c) 0.140 ps and (d) 1.290 ps. Initial PKA direction
2 from table 3.1. The initial temperature is 300◦C. The red circles
denote interstitials and the blue squares denote vacancies. The path
of each displaced atom is traced.
Figure 1 (a) shows the PKA leaving its initial position. After 0.04 ps, three
defects and vacancies are present within the cell, figure 4.6 (b). The energy of
the original PKA has been transferred during the collisions resulting in the
atoms having an energy less than the threshold displacement energy. The
PKA and a second carbon atom recombine into separate vacancies leaving the
final displaced atom to form an interstitial. The final number of defects and
vacancies present is one.
Figure 2 denotes the number of defects as a function of time. The PKA passes
through several layers of the lattice before colliding. This is further evidence
of channelling at low energies. The channelling can be seen on the graph
between 0.007 and 0.046 ps. The peak on the graph represents the PKA
colliding with atoms. Thus the PKA is no longer travelling in a channelled
direction. Figure 2 plateaus to one defect after the initial peak as the PKA and
one other second atom have re-combined within the lattice. The maximum
number of defects during the cascade, three, occurs at 0.046 ps.
Figure 2: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 50 eV. Initial PKA direction 2 from table 3.1. The initial
temperature is 300◦C.
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The distance the PKA travelled from the initial starting point can be seen in
figure 3.
Figure 3: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 50 eV after: (a) 0.007 ps,
(b) 0.021 ps, (c) 0.046 ps and (d) 2.006 ps. The initial temperature is
300◦C. The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial PKA direction 2 from table 3.1.
The images in figure 3 show how far displaced atoms have travelled during
the cascade. The final defect produced has travelled 1.20Å from its original
lattice position, as expected at low energies, the displacement of the atoms is
small. The PKA travelled the furthest through the cascade (figure 3 (c)), the
PKA’s final displacement was 5.54Å.
Figure 4 is an example of a cascade through graphite with an initial energy of
250 eV.
Figure 4: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 250 eV after: (a) 0.007
ps, (b) 0.021 ps, (c) 0.042 ps, (d) 0.058 ps, (e) 0.160 ps and (f) 2.138
ps. Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1. The initial temperature
is 300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares
denote vacancies, the path of each displaced atom is traced.
Figure 4 (a) represents the initial stage of the cascades at 0.007 ps. The PKA
has left its initial position and travelled between the planes before colliding
with a carbon atom at 0.010 ps (figure 4 (b)). The initial collision causes a
cascade to be created. This can be seen clearly after 0.04 ps (figure 4 (c)). Each
time a collision occurs, energy is transferred between atoms until the PKA’s
energy is less than the threshold energy and no further collisions can take
place (figures 4 (d), (e) and (f)).
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Figure 5 represents the total number of defects formed at any given point in
time for this case. The maximum number of defects formed is 10 and this
occurs 0.042 ps into the cascade. After 0.240 ps the graphite cell has stabilised
leaving four defects and four vacancies.
Figure 5: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 250 eV. Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1. The initial
temperature is 300◦C.
The images in figure 6 symbolise the distance travelled by each atom in the
cascade. The PKA has travelled the furthest through the cascade before
coming to rest in a vacancy left by displaced carbon atom. The distance
travelled by all other displaced atoms is less than 8Å. The total displacement
of the PKA is 22.06Å.
Figure 6: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 250 eV after: (a) 0.007 ps,
(b) 0.021 ps, (c) 0.042 ps, (d) 0.058 ps, (e) 0.160 ps and (f) 2.138 ps.
The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by atoms
during the cascade. Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1. The
initial temperature is 300◦C.
II Mid-Range Energy Casacdes Through Graphite
Figure 7 is an example of a cascade through graphite with an initial PKA
energy of 500 eV.
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Figure 7: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 500 eV after: (a) 0.007
ps, (b) 0.010 ps, (c) 0.040 ps, (d) 0.110 ps, (e) 0.540 ps and (f) 4.400
ps. Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1. The initial temperature
is 300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares
denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom is traced.
Figure 7 (a) show the initial stage of the cascades at 0.007 ps. The PKA has
left its initial position and has travelled between the planes before colliding
with a carbon atom 0.010 ps (figure 7 (b)). As a direct result of the initial
collision, a series of secondary cascades begin to form. The secondary
cascades can be seen after 0.040 ps (figure 7 (c)). Figure 7 (d), is an example of
channelling. Between 0.200 and 0.400 ps, displaced atoms have travelled
through the graphite lattice without colliding with another atom. The carbon
atoms which appear to have broken away from the main cascade clusters
have continued to move through the lattice until colliding with further atoms
and forming interstitials within the cell. One atom of particular interest
collides with a carbon atom and rebounds back on its original path. This can
be seen by observing the red trace line in figures 7 (e) and (f) (the atom of
interest can be seen in the middle of the top row of atoms). The final number
of interstitials and vacancies present after the cell has stabilised is nine.
During channelling, other atoms in the cell continue to cause collisions, form
defects or come to rest in vacancies. Figure 8, shows the total number of
defects throughout the cascade. Figure 8 shows a decrease in defect
formation between 0.195 and 0.270 ps. This is the time period in which
channelling occurs. The number of defects formed increases from 11 to 17
during the time period 0.270 and 0.360 ps. It is during this time the
channelled atoms have collided and further secondary cascades are formed.
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Figure 8: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 500 eV. Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1. The initial
temperature is 300◦C.
The images in figure 9 symbolise the distance travelled by each atom in the
cascade. Figure 9 (e) and (f) clearly show one of the focused atoms which
collided with a neighbouring carbon atom and as a result recoiled back into
the lattice. The total distance travelled by all displaced atoms is less than 8.5Å
and the final displacement of the PKA atom is 28.21Å.
Figure 9: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 500 eV after: (a) 0.007 ps,
(b) 0.022 ps, (c) 0.043 ps, (d) 0.060 ps, (e) 0.270 ps and (f) 3.195 ps.
The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by atoms
during the cascade. Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1. The
initial temperature is 300◦C.
Figure 10 is an example of a graphite cascade with an initial PKA energy of
1000 eV.
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Figure 10: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 1000 eV after: (a) 0.00 ps,
(b) 0.01 ps, (c) 0.04 ps, (d) 0.12 ps, (e) 0.23 ps and (f) 4.72 ps. Initial
PKA direction 2 from table 3.1. The initial temperature is 300◦C.
The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares denote va-
cancies, the path of each displaced atom is traced.
The initial behaviour of the PKA in figures 10 (a) and (b) follows closely to
that of the 500 eV cascade (Chapter 4, figure 4.12) . However, at 0.04 ps (figure
10 (c)) the number of collisions occurring is so great, the energy transferred
between each atom decreases rapidly. Whilst there are a great number of
cascades occurring, the cascades stay clustered together. The interstitials
begin to recombine at vacant lattice sites and by 0.23 ps the cell has stabilised.
The final number of interstitials and vacancies present is 18.
Figure 10 demonstrated the cascades cluster behaviour, figure 11 supports
this theory.
Figure 11: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 1000 eV. Initial PKA direction 2 from table 3.1. The initial
temperature is 300◦C.
Figure 11 shows an initial peak in the number of defects present. The
maximum number of defects, 36, occurs at 0.064 ps. The graph does not
plateau as has been seen with previous cascades. It continues to peak and
trough. This behaviour is due to the formation of multiple low energy
secondary cascades. The secondary cascades produced have small amounts of
energy and therefore do not travel far from their initial lattice position.
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Displaced atoms may have enough energy to recombine and then leave the
lattice site causing defects to be created and resolved.
A clear way to view the cluster principle is by observing the distance
travelled by displaced atoms. Figures 12 (c), (d), (e) and (f) highlight how in
cluster regions atoms have minimal displacement. The majority of atoms in
figure 12 (f) have a displacement greater than 3Å. This emphasises the point
that the further from the original lattice site or cluster region the more likely
an interstitial is to be formed. The PKA reaches its threshold energy at 0.030
ps and comes to rest forming an interstitial. The final displacement of the
PKA is 7.25Å.
Figure 12: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 1000 eV after: (a) 0.006
ps, (b) 0.015 ps, (c) 0.028 ps, (d) 0.057 ps, (e) 0.107 and (f) 3.309
ps. The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial PKA direction 2 from table 3.1.
The initial temperature is 300◦C.
III High Energy Cascades Through Graphite
Figure 13 is an example of a cascade through graphite with an initial PKA
energy of 1500 eV.
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Figure 13: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 1500 eV after: (a) 0.007
ps, (b) 0.010 ps, (c) 0.040 ps, (d) 0.100 ps, (e) 0.180 ps and (f) 3.810
ps. Initial PKA direction 2 from table 3.1. The initial temperature
is 300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares
denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom is traced.
Figure 13 (a) shows the initial direction of the PKA. By 0.010 ps (figure 13 (b))
secondary cascades can be seen. As the cascade progresses, a collision causes
the formation of two branches of cascades. This can be seen in figure 13 (c).
By 0.100 ps (figure 13 (d)) there is a clearly defined path separating two
regions of cascades. Figure 13 (e) and (f) show the cascade as it begins to
stabilise. There is now one main region of defects and seven other defects
which have formed away from the main cluster. The total number of
intersitials and vacancies after completion of the cascade is 25.
Figure 14 represents the total number of displaced atoms at a given point in
tme during a graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 1500 eV.
Figure 14: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 1500 eV. Initial PKA direction 2 from table 3.1. The initial
temperature is 300◦C.
Figure 14 shows an initial peak of defects, the maximum number of defects
formed is 51 at 0.083 ps. After the initial peak of defects, the cascade follows
a similar pattern to the cascade behaviour in the 1000 eV cascade, figure 11.
As the cascade proceeds, the formation and recombination of carbon atoms
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can be seen as a series of peaks and troughs until the cell begins to stabilise at
0.6 ps.
The distance travelled by displaced atoms is represented in figure 15.
Figure 15: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 1500 eV after: (a) 0.008
ps, (b) 0.017 ps, (c) 0.029 ps, (d) 0.048 ps, (e) 0.115 and (f) 3.814
ps. The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial PKA direction 2 from table 3.1.
The initial temperature is 300◦C.
Figure 15 (a) shows the initial movement of the PKA. The PKA travels
through two layers of the lattice before colliding with carbon atoms in the cell
and creating a collision cascade. A collision between the PKA and a
neighbouring carbon atom forces the PKA to differ from its original direction.
The PKA continues to travel through the cell before forming an interstitial
and coming to rest by 3.814 ps. The total displacement of the PKA is 8.17Å.
Figures 15 (c) and (d) show little movement from displaced atoms. If we
compare these two figures to figure 15 (e) there is significantly more
movement and the distance travelled by a displaced atom has increased on
average 25%. The majority of the final defects have moved over 3Å from their
initial starting point, figure 15 (f).
Figure 16 shows a cascade through graphite with an initial PKA energy of
2000 eV.
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Figure 16: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 2000 eV after: (a) 0.007
ps, (b) 0.010 ps, (c) 0.040 ps, (d) 0.090 ps, (e) 0.220 ps and (f) 4.960
ps. Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1. The initial temperature
is 300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares
denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom is traced.
The PKA in figure 16 (a) collided with neighbouring atoms which initiated
the formation of secondary collision cascades. Figure 16 (b) highlights a
significant collision between the PKA and a neighbouring atom. The PKA
transferred half of its remaining energy to the second carbon atom which
resulted in the cascade being split into two main directions, figure 16 (c). The
PKA and second carbon atom continued to travel through the cell colliding
with other carbon atoms and creating further secondary collision cascades,
figure 16 (d). The energy of the carbon atoms in the cell fell below the
threshold energy resulting in atoms recombining within the lattice and the
formation of defects. The final image of the 2000 eV cascade (figure 16 (f))
differs significantly to the final image of the cascade at 1500 eV (Chapter 4,
figure 4.18). This difference occurs because of the collision at 0.010 ps in the
2000 eV cascade, a fact that is highlighted by the final number of defects
present upon the cascades completion. The final number of interstitials and
vacancies present after the cell has stabilised is 28.
Figure 17 shows the number of defects present throughout this cascade.
Figure 17: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 2000 eV. Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1. The
initial temperature is 300◦C.
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Figure 17 reaches the maximum number of defects, 74, at 0.084 ps. No
channelling occurred during this simulation, a fact which is supported by the
absence of any further peaks.
Figure 18 represents the distance travelled by displaced atoms during a 2000
eV cascade.
Figure 18: Graphite cascade with initial PKA energy 2000 eV after: (a) 0.004
ps, (b) 0.015 ps, (c) 0.025 ps, (d) 0.058 ps, (e) 0.121 ps and (f) 2.719
ps. The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by
atoms during the cascade. Initial PKA direction 15 from table 3.1.
The initial temperature is 300◦C.
Figure 18 (b) allows the path of the PKA (denoted in red) to be followed after
the initial head-on collision. The PKA continued to travel through the lattice
at a 90◦ angle to the second carbon atom. In figure 18 (d) half of the displaced
atoms had moved over 2.50Å and by the time the cell has stabilised (figure 18
(f)) four atoms had travelled over 10Å from their initial lattice site. The final
displacement of the PKA was 41.78Å.
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Further examples of cascades through diamond are presented within this
appendix.
Figure 1 is an example of a cascade through diamond with an initial PKA
energy of 250 eV.
Figure 1: Diamond cascade with initial PKA energy 250 eV after: (a) 0.004
ps, (b) 0.013 ps, (c) 0.025 ps, (d) 0.031 ps, (e) 0.168 ps and (f) 0.621
ps. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. The initial temperature
is 300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares
denote vacancies. The path of each displaced atom is traced.
The initial path of the cascade is denoted in figure 1 (a). The PKA collided
with two atoms which resulted in the formation of three intersitials and three
vacancies, figure 1 (b). Energy transferred during the collisions allowed the
displaced atoms to caused further secondary collisions, figure 1 (d). The PKA
and a further two displaced atoms recombined with the lattice in vacancy
sites leaving one interstitial and one vacancy present in the final cell.
Figure 2 shows the total number of displaced atoms in the lattice at any given
point in time during this simulation.
Figure 2: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 250 eV. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. The initial
temperature is 300◦C.
The maximum number of displaced atoms three, occurs 0.013 ps into the
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cascade. Displaced atoms recombined in vacancies created in the lattice site
before stabilising 0.054 ps into the cascade (figure 2).
Figure 3 tracks the distance travelled by displaced atoms during a cascade
with initial PKA energy 250 eV.
Figure 3: Diamond cascade with initial PKA energy 250 eV after: (a) 0.004
ps, (b) 0.013 ps, (c) 0.025 ps, (d) 0.031, (e) 0.168 and (f) 0.959 ps.
The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by atoms
during the cascade. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. The initial
temperature is 300◦C.
Figures 3 (a), (b) and (c) track the path of the PKA before it re-combined in a
vacancy site 0.031 ps into the cascade (figure 3 (d)). The total distance
travelled by any atom is less than 5 Å and the final displacement of the PKA
was 2.329 Å.
Figure 4 is an example of a diamond cascade with an initial PKA energy of
500 eV.
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Figure 4: Diamond cascade with initial PKA energy 500 eV after: (a) 0.003
ps, (b) 0.011 ps, (c) 0.026 ps, (d) 0.046 ps, (e) 0.123 ps and (f) 0.848
ps. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. The initial temperature
is 300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares
denote vacancies, the path of each displaced atom is traced.
Figure 4 (b) demonstrates initial defect production during a diamond
cascade. Displaced atoms collided with carbon atoms in the cell resulting in
further displaced atoms being seen. After 0.026 ps passed, there were seven
defects present in the cell. The energy of the displaced atoms fell below the
threshold displacement energy. A shock wave passed through the cell but did
not cause any damage to the overall lattice. As the energy of displaced atoms
fell, the atoms recombined in the lattice at vacancy sites or formed
interstitials. There were two defects present in the final cell.
Figure 5 tracks the total number of displaced atoms as a function of time.
Figure 5: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 500 eV. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. The initial
temperature is 300◦C.
Figure 5 has a maximum number of displaced atoms, seven occurring at 0.026
ps. Unlike graphite cascades, there is no evidence of channelling and the cell
stabilised after 0.140 ps leaving two remaining defects present.
Figure 6 follows the paths of displaced atoms during the cascade.
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Figure 6: Diamond cascade with initial PKA energy 500 eV after: (a) 0.003
ps, (b) 0.011 ps, (c) 0.026 ps, (d) 0.046, (e) 0.123 and (f) 0.848 ps.
The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by atoms
during the cascade. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. The initial
temperature is 300◦C.
Figure 6 (b) shows the aftermath of the primary collision between the PKA
and a further two neighbouring carbon atoms in the lattice. The PKA
remained in a fixed interstitial position after 0.026 ps into the cascade (figure
6 (c)). The second displaced atom travelled through the cell creating
secondary collision cascades. Figure 6 (d) shows no displaced atoms travelled
a distance greater than 5Å. The path of the PKA can be tracked through
figures 6 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) and had a final displacement of 5.416Å.
Figure 7 is an example of a diamond cascade with an initial PKA energy of
1500 eV.
Figure 7: Diamond cascade with initial PKA energy 1500 eV after: (a) 0.003
ps, (b) 0.017 ps, (c) 0.038 ps, (d) 0.074 ps, (e) 0.141 ps and (f) 0.858
ps. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. The initial temperature
is 300◦C. The red circles denote interstitials and the blue squares
denote vacancies, the path of each displaced atom is traced.
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The cascade in figure 7 followed a similar path to the 1000 eV cascade
(Chapter 5, figure 5.8). Two branches of cascades were created as a result of a
primary collision with the PKA, figure 7 (b). Due to the higher value of initial
energy which was given to the PKA, the cascades penetrated further through
the cell before a cluster of defects was formed (7 (c)). The energy of the
displaced atoms decreased with each collision. This resulted in the displaced
atoms coming to rest in vacancies or forming interstitials (figure 7 (e)). Figure
7 (f) shows the final lattice which had six interstitials and six vacancies
present.
Figure 8 shows the maximum number of defects present as a function of time.
Figure 8: Graph indicating the number of defects present during a graphite
cascade at 1500 eV. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. The initial
temperature is 300◦C.
As a result of the primary collision of the PKA, the formation of the two
branches of cluster defects saw a greater period of time pass before the
maximum number of defects was observed. The maximum number of 14
defects occurred 0.063 ps into the cascade. The cascade then stabilised at
0.238 ps leaving five defects present in the final lattice.
Figure 9 tracks the distance travelled by displaced atoms.
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Figure 9: Diamond cascade with initial PKA energy 1500 eV after: (a) 0.003
ps, (b) 0.017 ps, (c) 0.038 ps, (d) 0.074, (e) 0.141 and (f) 0.858 ps.
The colour of the scalar bar indicates the distance moved by atoms
during the cascade. Initial PKA direction 1 from table 3.1. The initial
temperature is 300◦C.
Figure 9 (b) shows the aftermath of the primary collision with the PKA. At
1500 eV displaced atoms penetrated further through the lattice with some
atoms travelling distances over 5Å, figure 9 (c). Figure 9 (f) shows the final
lattice, the defects present have travelled distances less than 7.5Å from their
initial lattice site. The final displacement of the PKA was 8.381Å.
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Molecular dynamics simulation is used to study radiation damage cascades in graphite. High
statistical precision is obtained by sampling a wide energy range (100–2500 eV) and a large num-
ber of initial directions of the primary knock-on atom. Chemical bonding is described using the
Environment Dependent Interaction Potential for carbon. Graphite is found to exhibit a radiation
response distinct from metals and oxides primarily due to the absence of a thermal spike which
results in point defects and disconnected regions of damage. Other unique attributes include ex-
ceedingly short cascade lifetimes and fractal-like atomic trajectories. Unusually for a solid, the
binary collision approximation is useful across a wide energy range, and as a consequence residual
damage is consistent with the Kinchin-Pease model. The simulations are in agreement with known
experimental data and help to clarify substantial uncertainty in the literature regarding the extent
of the cascade and the associated damage.
PACS numbers: 81.05.uf,61.43.Bn,61.80.-x
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite being one of the original nuclear materials, re-
markably few molecular dynamics simulations have been
performed to understand radiation response in graphite.
Whereas a vast computational literature exists for radia-
tion processes in metals and oxides (see Refs. 1–4 for re-
views) only a handful of simulations exist for graphite due
to historical diﬃculties associated with describing bond-
ing in carbon.5 Aside from point defect energetics,6,7 and
threshold displacement energies,8–10 little is known atom-
istically about cascade behaviour, recovery following bal-
listic displacement or temperature-driven dynamical ef-
fects. In a modern context, understanding of radiation
processes in graphite is motivated by lifetime extensions
of existing graphite-moderated reactors,11,12 and future
Generation-IV technologies such as the high-temperature
graphite-moderated design.13
The simulation of radiation damage using molecular
dynamics (MD) has a long history, extending back to
the first ever MD publication in 1960 on focussed col-
lision sequences in copper.14 A great number of radia-
tion cascade simulations were performed over the follow-
ing decades, facilitated by the development of the em-
bedded atom method15,16 for metals and Buckingham-
type potentials17,18 for ionic solids and oxides. At first
glance many cascades look the same, commencing with
a ballistic phase in which the kinetic energy of the pri-
mary knock-on atom (PKA) is rapidly deposited into a
small region, followed by transient localised melting in
the form of a thermal spike, and concluding with rapid
cooling and partial recrystallization. Depending on the
material type and chemistry, the entire process results in
disordered structures such as stacking fault tetrahedra,
isolated point defects, amorphous pockets or extended
defect clusters. For highly radiation tolerant materials
(e.g. rutile TiO2 [Ref. 19]) it is even possible to have no
residual defects at all, such is the extent of the driving
force towards the crystalline state. Regardless of the out-
come, the behavior is typically dictated by an interplay
between the native crystal structure and dynamic recom-
bination/annealing of defects.
To the best of our knowledge, the first reported
simulation of radiation cascade eﬀects in graphite was
performed in 1990 by Smith,20 who used the Tersoﬀ
potential21 to study self-sputtering and related phenom-
ena. Further work by Smith and Beardmore8 expanded
the computational techniques to include potentials pro-
posed by Brenner22 and Heggie23 and examined bom-
bardment with Ar and C60 species. Key results included
quantification of ion-surface interactions and an estimate
of the threshold displacement energy Ed of 34.5 eV. Sim-
ilar studies were performed by Nordlund et al.24 using
a long-range extension of the Tersoﬀ potential to quan-
tify defect creation responsible for hillocks observed at
the surface of graphite. Their potential has been used
to study ion irradiation in a variety of sp2 carbon sys-
tems [for a comprehensive review see Ref. 25] but it
has not been applied to damage cascades in graphite.
In work motivated by next-generation reactor design,
Hehr et al.10 modified the Brenner potential to study
temperature-dependance of Ed, finding values of 44.5 eV
at 300 K and 42.0 eV at 1800 K. They did not, however,
report any calculations of radiation damage cascades.
Here we report graphite cascade simulations using the
Environment Dependent Interaction Potential (EDIP)
for carbon26,27 coupled with the standard Ziegler-
Biersack-Littmack (ZBL) potential28 to describe close-
range pair interactions. Originally developed to study
thin film deposition of amorphous carbon, EDIP has
since been applied to study numerous other carbon
forms including carbon onions,29,30 glassy carbon,30,31
2peapods,32 nanotubes30,33 and nanodiamond.34 Our ar-
ticle is structured as follows: in Section II we detail our
methodology for linking the EDIP and ZBL potentials
and outline our procedure for performing simulations and
defect analysis. In Section III we consider first the quali-
tative behaviour of cascades in graphite, considering spe-
cific examples which illustrate binary-collision-type be-
havior and channeling. This is followed by quantitative
analysis averaged over a large number of PKA directions,
examining cascade properties such as timescale, length
scale and defect production. We conclude in Section IV
with a discussion of how radiation damage in graphite
is fundamentally diﬀerent to metals and oxides and link
our results with historical models in the literature.
II. METHODOLOGY
The radiation damage cascades are simulated using
molecular dynamics (MD) with equilibrium interactions
governed by the Environmental Dependent Interatomic
Potential (EDIP) for carbon.26,27 The potential is based
on an earlier EDIP potential for silicon,35 where the key
elements are two-body and three-body interactions mod-
ulated by an atomic bond-order term derived from the
coordination. The carbon variant of EDIP includes a
more sophisticated aspherical coordination counting term
which provides an excellent description of bond-making
and breaking, in particular the energy barrier for conver-
sion between sp2 and sp3 hybridization such as occurs in
the graphite/diamond transformation. Its ability to also
accurately describe disordered states makes EDIP ideal
for studying radiation damage.
To accurately model the close-range interactions be-
tween atoms the pair potential within the EDIP for-
malism, is smoothly switched to the Ziegler-Biersack-
Littmark (ZBL) pair potential [Ref. 28]. Due to the envi-
ronmental dependence, this transition is less straightfor-
ward than with pair potentials where interpolation func-
tions such as cubic splines can be used to connect the po-
tentials. Our approach uses two Fermi-type scaling func-
tions (SFEDIP, SFZBL) which are defined using three pa-
rameters; the positions of the midpoint of each function
(rEDIP and rZBL) and the width w of the switching region.
After a trial-and-error process, values of rEDIP=1.05 A˚,
rZBL=0.45 A˚, and w=0.07 A˚ were selected to ensure a
smooth transition between the two regimes and to avoid
inflexion points associated with changes in curvature. A
plot of the switching functions along with the eﬀective
pair potential for a coordination number of three are
shown in Fig. 1. Note that this is the same approach as
employed in previous EDIP simulations of ion impact36,37
where the scaling function approach was first introduced
and briefly defined.
Simulations were carried out in lattices equilibrated
at 300 K and after the PKA was initiated the motion
was followed for 5 ps. At the conclusion of the simula-
tion steepest descent minimization was performed prior
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FIG. 1. Top panel: Fermi-type scaling function applied to
connect the EDIP and ZBL pair potentials. Bottom panel:
Example curves for a coordination number Z=3 illustrating
the application of the scaling functions. Note that the inter-
section between the two pair potentials varies as a function
of Z, and that Z can be non-integral.
to defect analysis. Periodic boundary conditions were
employed in each of the cartesian directions along with
a 3.5 A˚ thermal layer to remove excess kinetic energy
during the cascade simulations. In addition, a layer of
atoms perpendicular to the basal plane were held fixed to
prevent any net transverse motion of the planes. To pro-
duce a representative set of collision cascades, a range of
PKA energies and directions of initial velocity were sam-
pled. Cascades were initiated with PKA energies of 100,
250, 500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2000 and 2500 eV within or-
thorhombic supercells as large as 157.7×152.6×153.6 A˚3
and containing up to 440,448 atoms. As in the work of
Robinson et al.,38 the initial directions of the PKA were
determined by uniformly distributing points on a unit
sphere (the so-called Thomson problem39) to select the
direction of the initial velocity. This methodology allows
for an arbitrary number of directions to be chosen. The
data presented here is a composite of two uncorrelated
data sets, one with 10 uniformly distributed data points
and a second containing 20 points. To assist in retaining
the cascade within the simulation cell, the location of the
PKA atom was chosen such that the direction of initial
motion was towards the centre of the supercell.
Cascades were analysed using various quantitative
measures. The number of defects were computed using
a vacancy radius vr of 0.9 A˚. This value was also used
to determine atomic displacements. Coordination num-
bers are determined using a nearest-neighbour cutoﬀ of
1.85 A˚. At higher PKA energies the graphite planes are
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FIG. 2. Typical cascade in graphite with a 1 keV primary knock-on atom (PKA). Intersitials and vacancies are shown as red
circles and blue squares respectively. For the time-series snapshots the atoms which remain on crystalline lattice sites are not
shown. Panel (a) shows the system shortly after the PKA is initiated, while panel (g) is the final state. In the final image
[panel (h)] atoms which are over- and under-coordinated are shown as green and yellow spheres respectively. This is the same
structure as the final state, diﬀering only in the rotation of the view to highlight the graphitic planes shown in gray.
prone to a degree of buckling which can hinder the calcu-
lation of both displacements and defects. This problem
is circumvented by determining the components of dis-
placement perpendicular to the basal plane for all 3-fold
coordinated atoms. If the magnitude of this displacement
lies within a pre-defined range of 0.7 A˚ and 2vr then these
atoms are removed from further defect analysis.
III. RESULTS
A. Individual Cascades
Figure 2 shows a representative example of a 1 keV cas-
cade in graphite. Blue squares denote vacancies while red
circles denote interstitials. In the first frame (t=0.002 ps)
the PKA has moved on the order of the vacancy radius
and has left behind a vacancy; the initial direction of
the PKA is indicated by the arrow. After 0.014 ps the
PKA has already experienced a close-approach collision
with another carbon atom, eﬀectively splitting into two
sub-cascades. In the third and fourth frame (t=0.03 and
0.04 ps) it is clear that the upper sub-cascade is the more
energetic of the two and continues to exhibit a branch-
ing structure with each successive collision. In contrast,
the less energetic sub-cascade is already close to its end-
of-range point. By 0.06 ps the entire cascade is close
to maximum extent, with most of the remaining excess
kinetic energy concentrated in a handful of atoms. At
0.13 ps the atoms no longer have suﬃcient energy to cre-
ate new defects and self-induced annealing becomes the
dominant process. The relaxation process is extremely
rapid, and the structure at 1.40 ps is essentially identi-
cal to that when the simulation concludes. By this stage
the number of defects has decreased considerably, from a
peak of 37 interstitials at 0.11 ps, to 10 at 1.40 ps.
The final frame at the bottom-right of Fig. 2 shows
an alternative view of the final structure, involving a ro-
tation to highlight the cascade relative to the graphitic
planes and a colour-coding to indicate variations from
the standard coordination number of three. At the bot-
tom left a single undercoordinated atom results from the
vacancy created by the PKA, while the green overcoor-
dinated atoms mostly arise in the graphitic planes adja-
cent to an interstitial atom position between two-layers,
thereby increasing the coordination number of the in-
layer atoms to four. This is particularly apparent for the
defect complex at the top of the panel where the yel-
low trajectory trace follows the path of the mobile atom
which has moved between adjacent layers for a short dis-
tance, eventually creating an interlayer defect. Density
functional theory calculations40 have identified a closely
related configuration, known as the spiro interstitial due
to its resemblance to the spiro-pentane molecule. Some
of the structural details of the spiro interstitial (specif-
ically, the two sets of triangular C-C bonds) diﬀer to
the MD simulation, but the origin of the discrepancy is
well-known and arises from neglect of three-centre terms,
4a common approximation in pair potentials and tight-
binding methodologies.41 The key observation is that the
interlayer defect is indeed prevalent in the simulations
and is strongly correlated with over-coordinated atoms
created by interstitials.
One of the striking features in Fig. 2 is the fractal-like
branching structure of the defect trajectories. This arises
from the highly energetic collisions involving the PKA
and subsequently displaced lattice atoms. To convey a
sense of the strength of these interactions we computed
the maximum kinetic energy of any atom, KEmax, and
plotted this quantity as a function of time (see Fig. 3).
The arrows in the figure highlight the moments of close
approach in which the PKA (or another more energetic
atom) interacts strongly with an atom on a lattice site.
At the instant of closest approach the velocities are tran-
siently very small and the forces are enormous; the repul-
sion between the two atoms then splits the cascade and
converts potential energy into kinetic energy spread be-
tween the two atoms. Correspondingly, each branching
point seen in the time-series snapshots of Fig. 2 can be
correlated to one of the close-approaches denoted by the
arrows in Fig. 3.
Consideration of the details in Fig. 3 reveals an aspect
which is initially surprising, namely, an extremely short
time period when atoms have substantial kinetic energy.
Cascade simulations in metals and oxides with PKA en-
ergies in the keV range typically evolve on the timescale
of a picosecond or so, and yet here the maximum kinetic
energy has fallen below 10 eV after just 90 fs. To quan-
tify this behavior we counted the number of atoms with a
kinetic energy exceeding thresholds of 1 and 10 eV. The
latter is a measure of the number of “fast atoms” which
might be reasonably expected to be associated with mo-
tion of atoms to a diﬀerent lattice site or defect configura-
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tion of time in the 1 keV cascade in Fig. 2. Vertical arrows
indicate collisions with small impact parameters that transfer
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function of time. Data applies for the cascade shown in Fig. 2.
The arrows indicate two key cascade quantities tmax and tend
as defined in the text.
tion, while the lower threshold conveys a sense of the rate
at which the high thermal conductivity of the surround-
ing matrix removes heat from the cascade. Figure 4 plots
the time-dependence of both quantities and confirms the
earlier impression from Fig. 3. The maximum number of
fast atoms (red trace) is achieved after just 32 fs, while
the number of “warm atoms” (blue trace) first reduces
to zero at 235 fs. These two quantities are indicated by
arrows in Fig. 4, and in preparation for later use we de-
note them tmax and tend, respectively. This exceptionally
rapid time evolution is common to all cascades considered
in this study and is quantified statistically in the follow-
ing section. Given the striking diﬀerence compared to
other materials we calculated the speed of sound in a dia-
mond rod, and reproduced the known experimental value
of around 12 km/s. This confirms that the rapid dynam-
ics of the cascade is a bonafide eﬀect and highlights the
value of studying graphite as a contrasting materials sys-
tem as compared to the well-known radiation eﬀects in
metals and oxides.
On a technical level, the short-lived but highly ener-
getic events in Figs. 3 & 4 highlight the importance of
the variable timestep algorithm. When the PKA is ini-
tiated the equations of motion are well-integrated using
a timestep of 0.018 fs, but during the first collision this
falls to just 0.0022 fs for a brief period, before increas-
ing to a maximum of 0.025 fs midway between the first
and second collisions. With each collision the timestep
is temporarily reduced and the cycle repeats, and the
timestep gradually trends upwards towards a constant
value of 0.23 fs by the end of the simulation. Across each
collision the conservation of energy is excellent, leading
to shifts no greater than 0.1 eV and typically far less.
Due to the eﬃciency of the variable timestep algorithm,
the total simulation of 5 ps was completed in fewer than
30,000 timesteps, with around 10,000 steps required to
5cover the first picosecond.
A second example of a 1 keV cascade in graphite is
shown in Fig. 5(a), this time employing an diﬀerent ini-
tial PKA direction. In this instance the cascade proceeds
in a manner very diﬀerent to that in Fig. 2. A branch-
ing structure is not observed, and instead the PKA is
deflected into a channeling direction with a 101¯2 orien-
tation. Once in the channel the PKA travels a substan-
tial distance without creating permanent defects, losing
energy at a constant rate of 18 eV per layer traversed.
The kinetics of this process is summarized by Fig. 5(b)
which shows the time evolution of the most energetic
atom in the cascade. Up until an end-of-range collision at
0.083 ps, the atom in question is always the PKA. Whilst
in the channel the PKA undergoes a series of collisions
in which it passes through the middle of a hexagonal
ring of atoms, losing kinetic energy on entry and regain-
ing a portion of this upon exit. Since the energy loss of
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18 eV/layer is below the threshold displacement energy
(which we show below to be around 25 eV), the disrup-
tion is transient and the lattice quickly recovers. The
process is repeated nine times, during which the PKA
travels more than 30 A˚ and loses around 160 eV without
creating a single permanent defect.
The channeling direction along which the PKA trav-
els is shown in ball-and-stick form in the inset within
Fig. 5(b). It is immediately apparent that this is not
a prototypical channel such as found in a lattice with
cubic symmetry, but instead a pseudo-channel in which
the PKA must follow an undulatory path as it progresses
through one layer to the next. We are not aware of this
channeling direction having previously been identified for
graphite, a situation that perhaps reflects the diﬃculty of
anticipating the pseudo-channel in the first place. Even
for conceptually straightforward channels such as those
parallel or perpendicular to the c-axis, there are signifi-
cant experimental diﬃculties associated with preparation
of the sample and its alignment relative to the incident
beam.42 We return to this question of channeling in Sec-
tion IV where we discuss the simulations in the context
of the historical literature.
B. Statistical analysis
Having outlined some of the qualitative features of ra-
diation cascades in graphite, we now proceed to a quan-
titative treatment of various key properties. Statistical
sampling is a crucial element of any cascade simulation
analysis, and particularly so for graphite where the low
packing fraction and anisotropic crystalline structure fa-
cilitates strong variations in radiation response as a func-
tion and direction. Up to thirty directions are sampled
for each PKA energy, providing a high degree of precision
which enables extraction of clear trends in the data.
Figure 6 shows the energy dependence of the quanti-
ties tmax and tend defined in Fig. 4. The solid points show
the average value while the error bars denote one stan-
dard deviation. The magnitude of the latter indicates
the high degree of variablity between individual cascade
events and highlights the importance of sampling many
uncorrelated directions. Due to the large number of sim-
ulations, the standard error in the mean is around a fac-
tor of 5 smaller than the ranges shown in the figure, and
hence the solid points provide a good estimate of the
true mean of both quantities. One of the surprising facts
to emerge from Fig. 6 is the weak energy dependence of
the time of peak defects (upper panel), and spike cool-
ing time (lower panel). For example, increasing the PKA
energy by a factor of four from 500 eV to 2 keV changes
tmax by only 70% and tend by 55%. This behavior reflects
the fractal-like branching structure seen earlier in Fig. 2
where the cascade behavior is almost entirely ballistic,
involving repeated splitting into a series of sub-cascades.
Accordingly, increasing the PKA by a large factor makes
only a relatively small diﬀerence to the cascade lifetime.
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FIG. 6. (a) Dependence of tmax as a function of PKA energy
where tmax is defined as the first time corresponding to the
highest number of fast atoms, i.e. KE>10 eV. (b) Dependence
of tend as a function of PKA energy, where tend is defined as
the first instant at which there are no “warm atoms” (i.e.
atoms with KE>1 eV).
To quantify the diﬀerence between graphite cascades
and those in most other materials we show in the lower
panel of Fig. 6 the energy dependence for a thermal spike
produced when the energy of the PKA is delivered into
a relatively compact region and induces local melting.
Presuming a spherical spike for simplicity, an analytic
solution43 of the heat diﬀusion equation shows that the
cooling time varies as E2/3, where E is the PKA energy.
This energy variation is shown as a solid black line in
Fig. 6, using the data point at 500 eV as an arbitrary
anchor point. Clearly the graphite cascades have an en-
ergy dependence entirely unlike the thermal spike model,
confirming the previous visual impressions seen in Figs. 2
& 5 that localised melting and extended disordering do
not occur in graphite.
Fitting to the simulation data reveals that that both
data sets are well-described by a power-law expression of
the form aEx, shown as a blue-dotted line in each panel.
The fit holds over more than an order of magnitude, ex-
tending even to relatively low energies approaching the
threshold displacement energy. For tmax, which is the
noisier of the two data sets due to smaller numerical val-
ues, the exponent x is 0.37, while for the cascade lifetime
tend the value x is 0.28 and the fitting quality is excellent.
Since the exponent is so small, increasing the PKA en-
ergy to much larger values, for example, to 20 keV, only
increases the spike lifetime by 80% relative to a 2.5 keV
cascade. While we do not presently have a physical inter-
pretation for this power-law behaviour, the quality of the
fit is striking and it would be instructive to test the trend
for much higher energies and to examine whether it can
be exploited in simplified, non-MD, models of cascade
evolution.
Figure 7 shows the energy dependence of the size of
the cascade and the range of the PKA. The latter is
determined by simply taking the diﬀerence between the
initial and final positions of the PKA atom, while the
cascade length is defined as the largest distance between
any two defects in the cascade. For the purposes of this
analysis, a defect was a defined as any atom with a lo-
cal potential energy greater than −7 eV/atom. Since
the cohesive energy of graphite in the EDIP formalism
is −7.361 eV/atom, this corresponds to a strain energy
of around 0.35 eV/atom. Visual inspection of the atoms
identified in this way showed this measure provided a
simple and accurate measure of the region aﬀected by
the cascade. As in Fig. 6, each data point is an av-
erage across as many as 30 diﬀerent directions and the
error bars denote one standard deviation. Also shown
in Fig. 7 are straight line fits to the two data sets. To
a good approximation both the PKA range and cascade
extent scale linearly with energy. The gradient of both
quantities are quite similar, 0.27 A˚/eV for the PKA range
and 0.31 A˚/eV for the cascade extent. For the highest
energy cascade of 2.5 keV the PKA range is around 85%
of the cascade extent, and slightly smaller at lower ener-
gies. An immediate consequence of this linear variation
is that increasing the PKA energy comes at high compu-
tational cost; numerical specifics and possible alternative
strategies are outlined in the Discussion.
To quantify the process by which the PKA energy is
converted into displacements we tracked the maximum
kinetic energy KEmax in every simulation and analyzed
its time dependence. Motivated by data such as that
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7shown in Fig. 3, a collision was recorded if KEmax in-
creased by more than 5 eV following a minimal value.
This metric robustly identifies all of the heavy collisions
indicated by arrows in Fig. 3, as well as the much larger
number of collisions for the channeling process in Fig. 5.
Once KEmax becomes suﬃciently small, circa 50–100 eV,
collisions are no longer identified since a subsequent rise
in kinetic energy does not occur following a close ap-
proach.
The results of the analysis are summarized in Fig. 8,
with the circles indicating the average number of colli-
sions and the error bars indicating one standard devi-
ation. The straight line is a linear fit to the data and
intersects the average values with high accuracy; a com-
panion plot employing the standard error of the mean
is not shown as the resultant uncertainties are compara-
ble in size to the circles used in the figure. Considering a
PKA energy of 1 keV as an example, we see that on aver-
age less than 10 collisions are required to thermalize the
PKA, and that accordingly the branching cascade seen in
Fig. 2, with 9 collisions, is more typical than the channel-
ing cascade (Fig. 5) which thermalizes after 19 collisions.
From the inverse slope of the linear fit to the data we
see that a typical collision loses 112 eV, a result which
is consistent with visual inspection of the branching cas-
cade. The linear behaviour holds over the entire energy
range considered, and makes a useful starting point for
estimating the behavior of more energetic cascades.
Two of the most crucial quantities to quantify in a ra-
diation cascade simulation are the number of displaced
atoms and the number of defects created. As noted in
Section II, we define defects and displacements using a
vacancy radius of 0.9 A˚. The energy dependence of both
data sets is shown in Fig. 9, along with the theoretical
behavior predicted by the Kinchin-Pease (KP) [Ref. 44]
and Norgett-Robinson-Torrens (NRT) [Ref. 45] models.
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Both models employ the threshold displacement energy,
Ed, as a single parameter; in the KP model the num-
ber of displacements is computed as E/(2Ed), where E
is the PKA energy, while in the modification of NRT
an additional multiplicative factor of 0.8 is included to
empirically describe recombination. Consistent with the
experimental and computational literature, a value of
Ed=25 eV was assumed for the two models. The sim-
ulations show excellent correlation with the two theories,
a result which is somewhat remarkable in itself since the
KP and NRT treatments historically haven’t had much
predictive power, particularly in metal or oxide systems
where defect recombination in the post-ballistic phase
can lead to vastly fewer defects than displacements. For
graphite, however, the simple models work extremely
well, even down to the empirical factor of 0.8 which re-
lates displacements to defects.
IV. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
One of the main insights to emerge from this study
is the profound diﬀerence between cascades in graphite
as compared to other widely-studied solids. The branch-
ing structure, absence of localized melting, and Kinchin-
Pease-type defect generation are all examples of behavior
which place graphite in a special category. Equally in-
teresting is that many of these insights were correctly
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e may therefore expect that some of the 
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than that of a metallic atom of medium atomic weight. Consequently 
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excitation and less energy is available for causing displacements. At 
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inter-atomic spacing in the case of graphite. 
However, the lattice structure of graphite does favour channelling 
in the relatively free space between the layer planes. This effect will a b
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FIG. 10. Comparison between literature models of graphite
radiation damage and simulations performed in this work.
The dotted boxes in the upper schematics have been added
to highlight the cascade portion within the diagram. (a)
Schematic from Nightingale (p. 213 in Ref. 46). (b) Schematic
from Simmons (p. 20 in Ref. 47), (c) Cascade simulation for a
PKA energy of 2.5 keV. Schematics reprinted with permission
from Elsevier.
qualitatively understood long ago, as demonstrated by
Fig. 10, which compares two literature schematics of
cascades from fast neutron damage in graphite [panels
(a,b)] with a 2.5 keV simulation from this work. Both
schematics date from the 1960’s, with panel (a) from
Nightingale46 and panel (b) from Simmons.47 Although
one could argue the minor details of the schematics, the
broad picture is clearly correct, particularly regarding the
branching structure of the trajectories. As for the origin
of this behavior, a definitive answer cannot yet be given,
but possible reasons include the low mass of carbon rel-
tive to many solids, the high thermal conductivity of
graphite, and the low-packing fraction. All of these ideas
are amenable to computer simulation through controlled
omparison studies, and represent a promising direction
for future work.
W ere the simulations oﬀer a clear advance over pre-
ious empiri al understanding is in quantitation. Key
quantities such as the threshold displacement energy,
PKA ra ge, mean free path, etc, have been subject to
consider ble uncertainty. In the case of the range of the
PKA, Simmons47 quotes a value of 67 A˚ for a 1 keV PKA,
s compared to the 30 A˚ computed here. The same source
similarly overestimates energy loss per collision, listing a
valu of 196 V per collision as compared to our value of
112 eV per collision. Earlier hard-sphere results reported
in Nightingale46 disagree to an even larger extent, pre-
dicting a mean-free-path between collisions of 84 A˚ for a
1 keV PKA. Establishing Ed for graphite has also been
highly problematic, with literature estimates covering a
wide range, spanning 10 to 60 eV [Refs. 48 and 49]. In
contrast, our value of 25 eV determined by the Kinchin-
Pease and NRT relationships is statistically sound and
unambiguously shows that a value of 60 eV is much too
high, a point similarly noted by Burchell.50 We note that
Yazyev et al.9 also estimated an Ed value of 25 eV from
their density functional theory calculations, while Smith
and Beardmore8 reported 34.5 eV, and Hehr et al.10 re-
ported around 45 eV. As a caveat, we note that direct
analysis of MD trajectories can provide an even more re-
fined estimate of Ed, and so the present number should
not be considered the final value.
Regarding channeling, there have been a few experi-
mental studies,42,51 but the measurements are diﬃcult
and sample preparation and alignment are paramount.
Channeling down a <0001> channel (i.e. parallel to the
c-axis) has been observed (see Fig. 1 in Ref. 51 for a
schematic), and long ago it was proposed52 that chan-
neling might occur in the <112¯0> direction. The sim-
ulations show that while channeling is not a common
occurence, it is certainly possible under certain condi-
tions. To the best of our knowledge the channeling pro-
cess shown in Fig. 5 has not been previously described
or envisaged and is an excellent example how computer
simulation can provide new insights into radiation phe-
nomena. The closest connection with previous work is
the calculation of Kaxiras and Pandey53 which found
that a hexagon centre defect in graphite has an energy
of 19.5 eV, close to the energy loss rate observed in the
simulations, suggesting that the PKA has to climb up the
potential hill of ∼18 eV before being squeezed out again.
Finally, we note that one of the factors which limits chan-
neling is that the atoms are invariably initially located on
a lattice site and hence displacement tends to cause an
immediate collision with a nearby atom. A diﬀerent sit-
uation exists for interstitial carbons, but such atoms are
9present in low numbers and cannot be considered typical.
Looking to future simulations of cascades in graphite,
several conclusions immediately present themselves.
Firstly, there are promising prospects to study how tem-
perature aﬀects the evolution of the cascade and the as-
sociated relaxation dynamics. As discussed by Kelly,54
a large experimental literature exists for graphite on
dimensional change, mechanical behavior and thermal
properties. However, simulations have not been applied
to the atomistic perspective. It would be particularly
fruitful to combine defect analysis as carried out in this
work with density functional theory calculations of de-
fect energetics and activation barriers for migration and
recombination. This knowledge would be particularly
beneficial for understanding graphite structural evolution
under irradiation such as the recently proposed ruck-and-
tuck model.55 On a technical level, one unexpected detail
is that wall thermostats are not essential as the simula-
tion cells are suﬃciently large that the excess kinetic en-
ergy of the PKA is easily accommodated within the cell.
For the simulations performed here, the excess energy
was typically 0.005 eV/atom and hence the temperature
rise is of the order tens of Kelvin. More significant is the
very large number of atoms required to contain the cas-
cade as the PKA energy rises. Extrapolating the data in
Fig. 7 to higher energies shows that very large simulation
cells are required to reliably avoid the cascade interact-
ing with the boundaries. To contain a 5 keV cascade
at a 2σ confidence level (97.5%) requires a cell of 2 mil-
lion atoms; the required supercell side-length is 263 A˚,
comprising 253 A˚ from the extrapolation of the mean cas-
cade length plus two standard deviations, and a bound-
ary layer of 10 A˚. Higher energies make the numerics even
more extreme, as the number of atoms required scales as
E3 due to the linear variation shown in Fig. 7. For ex-
ample, 40 keV cascades have been simulated in a variety
of oxides,56 but the same calculations in graphite would
require 1 billion atoms, far beyond what is presently prac-
ticable for carbon. For large systems it may be preferable
instead to develop a stochastic approach based upon the
atomistically-derived information extracted from molec-
ular dynamics. Such a scheme should in-principle be pos-
sible given the high statistical reproducibility evident in
the computational data presented here.
In summary, we have performed molecular dynamics
simulations of radiation damage cascades in graphite. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive
study of its kind. We find strikingly diﬀerent behavior to
metals and oxides, with the graphite cascades exhibiting
a fractal-like branching structure and binary-collision-
type behavior. Statistical analysis across a large number
of initial directions and energies shows that no thermal
spike is produced, and that the production of displace-
ments and defects is well-described by the Kinchin-Pease
and Norgett-Robinson-Torrens models, respectively. The
simulations quantify important quantities such as the
range of the primary knock-on atom and the average en-
ergy loss per collision, as well as providing a starting
point for future studies of defect generation under irradi-
ation. This information is invaluable for understanding
the role of graphite under irradation, a topic of great im-
portance for lifetime extension of existing nuclear reac-
tors and next-generation designs operating at high tem-
perature.
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